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ABSTRACT	

The	Mechanistic	Description	of	the	Open	Circuit	Potential	for	the	Lithiation	of	

Magnetite	Nanoparticles	

Christianna	N.	Lininger	

Batteries	are	ubiquitous	in	modern	society,	from	the	portable	devices	we	use	daily	to	

the	yet-to-be	realized	integration	of	batteries	into	the	electrical	grid	and	electrical	vehicle	

markets.	 One	 of	 the	 primary	 roles	 of	 batteries	 to	 date	 has	 been	 to	 enable	 portability	 of	

devices,	and	as	chemical	energy	storage	becomes	more	affordable,	batteries	will	play	a	larger	

role	in	how	society	cares	for	the	environment	by	enabling	technologies	that	are	poised	to	

decrease	greenhouse	gas	emissions.	Low	cost	and	environmentally	conscious	materials	are	

pivotal	 for	 the	 economic	 feasibility	 and	 widespread	 integration	 of	 batteries	 into	 new	

markets.	Batteries	operate	far	from	equilibrium	and	may	operate	under	extreme	stress	and	

varying	loads,	therefore,	for	a	material	to	be	successful	in	an	operational	battery	it	must	meet	

multiple	design	criteria.	Here,	an	in-depth	analysis	of	magnetite,	a	low	cost	and	abundant	

iron	oxide	studied	for	use	as	an	electrode	material	in	lithium-ion	batteries,	is	presented.		

In	the	second	Chapter,	an	in-depth	analysis	into	how	magnetite	accepts	lithium	into	the	

solid	 state	 at	 low	 depths	 of	 discharge	 is	 examined	 with	 density	 functional	 theory	 and	 a	

mechanistic	understanding	of	a	phase	change	from	the	parent	spinel	to	a	rocksalt-like	material	

is	presented.	When	magnetite	is	used	as	an	electrode	material	in	a	lithium-ion	battery,	lithium	

must	enter	into	and	eject	from	the	solid	state	of	the	host	material,	where	the	direction	of	

lithium	movement	is	a	function	of	the	current	in	the	battery.	In	many	electrode	materials,	

magnetite	 included,	 large	 structural	 rearrangements	 can	 occur	 in	 the	 host	 material	 as	

lithium	 moves	 into	 and	 out	 of	 the	 lattice.	 These	 structural	 rearrangements	 can	 be	



 
 

irreversible	and	can	contribute	to	overpotentials,	decreasing	efficiency	and	lifecycle	for	the	

battery.	The	structural	rearrangements	in	bulk	magnetite	occurring	due	to	lithium	insertion	

are	found	to	be	driven	primarily	by	Coulombic	interactions.	Additionally,	the	energetics	and	

structural	rearrangements	for	lithium	insertion	into	defective	magnetite	and	maghemite	are	

examined,	as	these	derivative	structures	commonly	co-exist	with	magnetite,	especially	when	

the	material	is	nanostructured.	It	is	found	that	defective	magnetite	and	maghemite	accept	

lithium	by	a	different	mechanism,	one	that	does	not	initially	result	in	substantial	structural	

rearrangement,	as	is	the	case	in	magnetite.	

In	Chapter	three,	the	effects	of	nanostructuring	magnetite	on	the	reversible	potential	

are	examined	as	a	function	of	nanoparticle	size.	Due	to	solid-state	mass-transport	resistances,	

active	electrode	materials	 in	batteries	are	 commonly	nanostructured.	When	a	material	 is	

nanostructured,	the	bulk	properties	are	often	replaced	due	to	interesting	phenomena	that	

can	occur	as	a	result	of	stark	differences	between	the	nanostructured	material	and	the	bulk	

counterpart.	 These	 differences	 are	 often	 attributed	 to	 surface	 area	 to	 volume	 ratios,	 the	

exaggerated	role	of	surface	energies,	lattice	defects,	and	the	variation	in	electronic	behavior,	

all	properties	which	 change	between	a	 bulk	and	nanostructured	material.	The	 reversible	

potential	is	found	to	be	particle	size	dependent,	and	this	dependence	is	explained,	in	part,	by	

the	cationic	defective	surfaces	in	the	particles	and	the	differences	in	surface	area	to	volume	

ratio	between	varying	particle	sizes.	Evidence	for	these	defects	is	presented	with	materials	

characterization	techniques	such	as	XRD	and	EELS	studies.	Finally,	the	reversible	potential	

at	 low	 lithiation	 states	 is	 predicted	 theoretically	 and	 found	 to	 match	 well	 to	 the	

experimentally	measured	potential.	



 
 

A	 study	 of	 the	 DFT	 predicted	 potentials	 and	 XRD	 characterization	 for	 multiple	

metastable	 pathways	 is	 examined	 in	 the	 fourth	Chapter.	Room	 temperature	and	 long-time	

scale	persistence	of	metastable	phases	is	a	pervasive	phenomenon	in	nature.	Magnetite	is	

known	to	undergo	both	phase	change	and	conversion	reactions	upon	lithiation.	Due	to	large	

mass	transport	and	kinetic	resistances,	multiple	phase	changes	are	often	observed	in	parallel	

during	discharge,	 resulting	 in	heterogenous	phase	 formation	 in	particles	which	 can	have	

large	local	lithium	concentration	variations.	Phases	which	form	during	discharge	can	become	

kinetically	 trapped	and	 the	equilibrium	state	 can	 therefore	 follow	a	metastable	pathway.	

Theoretical	potentials	and	XRD	patterns	are	compared	to	the	experimental	patterns	taken	

following	600	hours	of	relaxation	following	discharge	at	the	slow	rate	of	C/600.	The	evidence	

presented	supports	a	metastable	pathway	occurring	on	the	first	voltage	plateau.	

In	the	fifth	Chapter,	the	methodologies	for	the	density	functional	theory	calculations	are	

presented	in	full	detail.	This	includes	various	studies	on	the	more	subtle	electronic	properties	

of	magnetite	and	its	lithiated	derivates	studied	herein.	These	studies	include	examination	of	

the	charge	and	orbital	ordering	problem	related	to	the	Verwey	transition	in	magnetite,	the	

charge	 and	magnetic	 order	 in	 the	 rocksalt-like	 lithiated	magnetite,	 and	 a	 full	 theoretical	

description	of	the	various	phases	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram	that	were	calculated	

to	 make	 the	 relevant	 conclusions	 in	 Chapters	 2-4.	 Finally,	 corrections	 to	 DFT	 predicted	

formation	energy	and	volume	are	presented.	

The	aim	of	 this	 thesis	 is	 to	use	 theoretical	 techniques	 to	examine	 the	 lithiation	of	

magnetite	 on	 the	 atomic	 scale	 and	 make	 meaningful	 connections	 to	 the	 experimentally	

observed	electrochemical	behavior	of	the	material.	To	accomplish	this,	magnetite	and	the	

structural	derivatives	of	magnetite	that	co-exist	with	the	material	under	physically	realistic	



 
 

conditions	must	be	treated	theoretically.	In	this	thesis,	ties	between	phenomena	occurring	

on	 the	 atomic	 scale	 and	 the	 measurable	 properties	 of	 the	 macroscopic	 system,	 such	 as	

voltage,	 will	 be	 related.	 It	 will	 be	 illustrated	 that	 as	 a	 function	 of	 nanoparticle	 size,	 the	

magnetite	system	can	vary	 in	 its	atomic	structure	and	the	resultant	electrochemistry	and	

phase	 change	 characteristics	are	both	affected.	The	 findings	 indicate	 the	relevance	of	 the	

atomic	 properties	 and	 nanostructure	 for	 magnetite	 to	 the	 observed	 and	 measured	

electrochemical	properties	of	the	material.		
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:	INTRODUCTION	TO	MAGNETITE,	LITHIUM-ION	BATTERIES,	AND	

DENSITY	FUNCTIONAL	THEORY1	

1.1 Relevance	of	Lithium-ion	Batteries	to	Modern	Society	

Lithium-ion	 chemical	 energy	 storage	was	 introduced	 in	 the	1970s1	 and	has	had	 a	

large	 impact	 on	 technological	 developments	 and	 modern	 society	 since	 its	 introduction.	

Lithium-ion	 batteries	 have	 been	 a	 critical	 component	 to	 the	 now	 ubiquitous	 portable	

electronics	and	have	enabled	countless	other	contemporary	technologies.	However,	lithium-

ion	batteries	have	yet	to	make	their	full	impact	on	daily	life,	as	their	implementation	on	both	

the	grid	and	vehicle	scales	are	yet	to	reach	fruition.	Lithium-ion	batteries	are	poised	to	be	

key	 in	 the	 large-scale	 deployment	 of	 electric	 vehicles	 and	 implementation	 of	 renewable	

energy	 sources	 on	 the	 grid	 scale,	 where	 possibly	 the	 most	 long-lasting	 impact	 of	 this	

technology	will	be	realized:	the	role	of	energy	storage	in	the	mitigation	of	greenhouse	gases.		

1.1.1 The	Role	of	Energy	Storage	in	Renewable	Electricity	Generation	and	Outlook	for	CO2	

Levels	

CO2	and	other	greenhouse	gases	act	as	insulators	for	the	earth’s	atmosphere,	and	as	

such,	higher	CO2	concentrations	result	in	more	heat	maintained	in	the	atmosphere,	resulting	

in	 average	 global	 temperature	 rises.2	 Decarbonizing	 electricity	 sources	 has	 the	 greatest	

potential	to	decrease	global	CO2	levels,	as	the	largest	fraction	of	global	CO2	emission	by	sector	

in	 the	 U.S.	 has	 historically	 been	 due	 to	 electricity	 and	 heat	 production.3,4	 Currently,	 the	

largest	source	of	electrical	energy	(both	U.S.	+	worldwide)	comes	from	coal	and	for	every	

                                                

1	Part	of	this	chapter	was	written	in	a	publication	co-authored	by	Nicholas	W.	Brady	and	Alan	C.	West.128	
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kWhr	electricity	generated	via	coal	burning,	an	average	of	1	kg	of	lifecycle	CO2	is	released	

into	the	atmosphere.5		

Solar,	wind,	 and	other	 renewables	are	great	 alternatives	 to	 coal	burning,	 they	are	

continuously	supplied	by	nature	and	do	not	need	to	be	replenished,	they	do	not	contribute	

to	depletion	of	fossil	fuels,	addition	of	greenhouse	gases,	and	produce	little	to	no	pollutants.6	

However,	due	 to	 the	volatile	 and	 intermittent	nature	of	 the	 sun	and	wind,	 they	are	not	a	

practical	fuel	source	to	supply	continuously	needed	energy.5	Additionally,	the	energy	market	

does	not	currently	have	a	widespread	energy	storage	infrastructure	in	place.	The	demand	of	

energy	must	 be	met	 by	 instantaneous	 supply,	 and	 the	 grid	 is	 not	 equipped	 to	 integrate	

intermittent	renewable	energy	sources.5,7	In	order	to	utilize	renewable	fuel	sources	into	the	

electric	grid,	there	must	be	a	method	in	place	that	can	reliably	and	effectively	store	energy	

on	a	large	scale.7		Technologies	must	also	be	economical	and	reliant	on	abundant	materials,	

and	thus	magnetite	is	an	attractive	electrode	material.	

Electrical	energy	storage	systems	(EESS)	are	considered	one	of	the	key	technologies	

that	 will	 enable	 the	 realization	 of	 a	 renewable-energy-based	 grid,	 they	 are	 capable	 of	

smoothing	out	the	intermittency	of	renewable	energy	sources	and	can	mitigate	inefficiencies	

in	the	current	energy	infrastructure.5	Batteries	are	uniquely	designed	for	storage	integration	

on	the	grid	level,	they	redeliver	upwards	of	90%	of	the	energy	they	store,	the	technology	is	

not	geographically	dependent,	voltage	output	is	not	a	strong	function	of	the	state	of	discharge	

which	strengthens	reliability,	and	batteries	have	shown	to	scale	well.8	Li-ion	batteries	are	

uniquely	suited	for	grid-level	storage	as	they	have	a	long	cycle	life,	high	energy	capacity,	high	

power,	and	high	efficiency.5,9,10	However,	the	current	cost	of	lithium-ion	battery	materials	

needs	to	be	reduced	 in	order	 for	grid-level	energy	storage	to	be	an	economically	 feasible	
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solution.5,7,11	 Hence,	 the	 continued	 need	 for	 research	 and	 design	 in	 lithium-ion	 chemical	

energy	 storage	 emerges	 to	 mitigate	 current	 inefficiently	 designed	 power	 grids,	 increase	

renewable	energy	fuel	sources,	decrease	fossil	fuel	depletion	and	greenhouse	gas	emission,	

and	enable	economically	feasible	Li-ion	energy	storage	technologies	for	the	green	grid.5–7	

1.2 The	Physics	of	Lithium-ion	Batteries	

Individual	 battery	 cells	 can	 be	 combined	 to	 create	 a	 multi-cell	 configuration;	 the	

optimization	of	cell	packs	is	an	engineering-design	problem	that	factors	in	cost	and	safety	

and	other	physical	constraints.	The	cell	scale	(Figure	1.1a)	is	the	most	basic	battery	unit.	This	

is	where	most	of	 the	 chemistry	and	physics	of	 the	 technology	 can	be	 studied	and	where	

materials	 innovation	 and	 development	 are	 most	 active.	 Fundamental	 research	 of	 the	

phenomena	 occurring	 at	 interfaces	 and	 across	 multiple	 length	 scales	 can	 propel	

developments	that	reduce	the	costs,	extend	the	life,	improve	the	safety	and	performance	of	

batteries,	and	may	enable	full	penetration	into	transportation	and	grid-scale	markets.		

	

Figure	1.1	a)	Schematic	of	a	llithium-ion	battery	with	Li0	anode.	The	cathode	is	a	composite	compised	
of	active	material	and	conductive	additive.	Electron	and	Li+	transport	shown	by	arrows	for	discharge.	
b)	 TEM	 of	 micron	 sized	 agglomerates	 in	 Fe3O4	 electrode12	 and	 c)	 magnification	 of	 agglomerate,	
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showing	 nanoparticulate	 Fe3O4.12	 d)	 Schematic	 of	 lithium-ion	 transport	 through	 porous	 regions	
between	the	nanopartictles	of	an	agglomerate	and	e)	solid-state	 transport	of	 lithium	through	the	
nanoparticulate	Fe3O4.	

1.2.1 How	a	Lithium-ion	Battery	Works	

Lithium-ion	 batteries	 store	 and	 release	 energy	 by	 conversion	 between	 chemical	

potential	and	electrical	work.	The	main	components	of	a	lithium	battery	are	the	positive	and	

negative	electrodes,	separator,	and	the	electrolyte,	as	depicted	in	Figure	1.1a,	where	the	two	

solid	 electrode	 materials	 are	 separated	 by	 a	 porous	 separator,	 and	 an	 electronically	

insulating	 solid	 or	 liquid	 electrolyte.13	 During	 discharge,	 chemical	 energy	 stored	 in	 the	

battery	is	released	as	electrical	energy.	Half	reactions	occur	at	each	electrode	and	the	porous	

separator	 facilitates	 the	 selective	 transport	 of	 species	 between	 electrodes	 as	well	 as	 the	

physical	separation	between	the	two	electrodes	to	disallow	short-circuiting.	At	the	anode,	

lithium	is	oxidized,	producing	free	electrons	and	mobile	lithium	ions.	From	the	anode,	the	

electrons	travel	through	a	load,	and	the	lithium	ions	travel	through	the	electrolyte	towards	

the	cathode	where	they	react	with	the	active	material	(Figure	1.1a).		The	electrolyte	acts	to	

conduct	ions	but	is	necessarily	electronically	insulating,	as	to	induce	current	out	of	the	cell	

to	be	accessed	in	the	form	of	electrical	energy.9	The	oxidation	half	reactions	at	the	negative	

and	positive	electrodes	are	illustrated	in	Reaction	1	and	Reaction	2	respectively,	and	the	total	

cell	reaction	is	given	in	Reaction	3.	Where	θ	represents	a	generic	intercalation	material	that	

is	capable	of	facilitating	multiple	electrons	per	formula	unit.	A	solid	lithium	anode	is	shown	

in	Figure	1.1a,,	but	other	chemistries,	such	as	lithium-graphite,	are	more	commonly	used	in	

commercial	batteries.	
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	xLi8 ↔ xLi: + xe=													 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 						Reaction	1																																																																						

Li>θ ↔ xLi: + xe= + θ									 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 						Reaction	2																																																																					

xLi8 + θ ↔ Li>θ												 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 						Reaction	3		

1.2.2 Measurement	of	Voltage	and	of	the	Reversible	Potential	

In	a	battery,	the	electrochemical	potential	difference	between	the	working	electrode	

and	counter	electrode	is	measured	as	a	voltage.	The	electrochemical	potential	of	a	species	is	

analogous	to	the	chemical	potential	of	that	species,	however,	if	the	species	is	charged,	the	

effects	 that	 electrostatics	 have	 on	 the	 electrochemical	 potential	 must	 be	 taken	 into	

consideration.	 This	 electrochemical	 potential	 is	 given	 in	 Equation	 1,	 where	 𝜇@ 	 is	 the	

electrochemical	potential	of	species	i,	𝑧@ 	is	the	charge	of	species	i,	F	is	Faraday’s	constant,	and	

𝜙	is	the	electric	potential	that	species	i	interacts	with.14		

	𝜇@ = 𝜇@,EFGH + 𝑧@𝐹𝜙														 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 						Equation	1																																																																																													

The	electrochemical	potential	difference	measured	between	the	two	electrodes	is	the	

Gibbs	 free	 energy.	 The	 Gibbs	 free	 energy	 can	 be	 equated	 to	 the	 electrodes’	 affinities	 for	

electrons,	providing	 information	about	which	direction	electrons	will	 flow	spontaneously	

and	hence	information	about	the	reactions	occurring	in	the	system	(Equation	2).14			

Δ𝐺 = ∑@ELMFNOG𝑠@𝜇@ − ∑@LRNOG𝑠@𝜇@ 																 	 	 	 	 	 						Equation	2																																																																																																																																																																			

The	measured	voltage	can	be	related	to	the	Gibbs	free	energy	with	Faraday’s	constant,	

F,	and	the	number	of	electrons	transferred	during	the	reaction,	x	(Equation	3).	When	there	

is	 zero	 net	 current	 between	 the	 electrodes,	 the	 net	 reaction	 is	 zero	 and	 the	 system	 is	 at	

equilibrium.	 The	 equilibrium	 voltage	 that	 is	measured	 is	 called	 the	 reversible	 potential,	

assuming	all	electrodes	are	ideal.	14		
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			𝑈TGU = −VW
XY
								 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Equation	3																																																																																																																		

Galvanostatic	 Intermittent	 Titration	 Technique	 (GITT)	 is	 an	 electrochemical	

experimental	technique	used	to	probe,	among	other	properties,	the	reversible	potential	of	a	

given	electrochemical	system.	In	GITT,	the	working	electrode	is	discharged	to	a	certain	state	

of	discharge,	x,	at	which	point	the	current	is	stopped.	Once	the	current	is	stopped,	the	system	

is	allowed	to	relax	until	the	voltage	no	longer	changes.	The	end	of	relaxation	voltage	is	the	

open	circuit	potential	at	the	state	of	discharge	of	interrupt,	x.	This	experiment	can	be	done	

for	multiple	 states	of	discharge	and	 the	 reversible	potential	 can	be	 formed	 for	 the	entire	

operating	window	of	the	material.	

1.3 Ionic	Transport	Processes	and	Nanostructuring		

Secondary	 (rechargeable)	 lithium-ion	 batteries	 operate	 through	 intercalation	 and	

conversion	 reactions.	 Intercalation	 is	 the	 reversible	 insertion	 of	 ions	 into	 a	 host	 lattice	

without	 severe	 disruption	 of	 the	 host	 crystalline	 lattice,	 while	 conversion	 involves	

rearrangement	 of	 that	 lattice.8,15	 Lithium	 ions	 also	 move	 through	 the	 electrolyte	 during	

charge	and	discharge	of	the	cell.	Diffusion	through	the	electrode	is	often	limiting,	as	liquid	

ionic	diffusivities	are	in	the	range	of	10-6	cm2s-1,	and	solid-state	ionic	diffusivities	are	in	the	

range	of	10-18-10-8	cm2s-1.16,17	Electronic	 transport	processes	also	occur,	but	are	orders	of	

magnitude	faster	due	to	the	decreased	size	of	electrons	and	incorporation	of	carbon	black	in	

electrodes	to	increase	electrical	conductivity.17,18		
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Figure	 1.2:	 Cartoon	 depiction	 of	 composite	 electrode	 in	 lithium-ion	 battery,	 showing	 the	 mm	
electrode	 length	 scale	 (left),	 the	 micron	 sized	 agglomerates	 of	 nanoparticulate	 active	 material	
(middle)	and	the	solid-state	crystal	structure	of	the	active	material	(right).	

Nanostructuring	an	electrode	decreases	 the	 transport	path	 lengths	 in	 the	material	

and	 increases	 the	 number	 of	 grain	 boundaries	 which	 increases	 apparent	 diffusion	

coefficient.	Through	nanostructuring,	surface	areas	are	increased,	resulting	in	more	contact	

between	electrode	and		electrolyte	and		also	therefore	improved	charge-transfer	kinetics.19	

A	common	commercial	Li-ion	cathode	material,	FePO4,	was	initially	deemed	inoperable	due	

to	 ionic	 transport	 issues.	 Upon	 nanostructuring,	 the	 material	 now	 reaches	 close	 to	 its	

theoretical	 capacity.20	 Nanostructuring	 an	 electrode	 material	 introduces	 higher	 surface	

energies,	and	secondary	structures	can	be	formed,	which	can	be	composed	of	agglomerated	

nanoparticles,	on	the	order	of	microns.19		
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1.4 History	of	Magnetite	and	its	Wide	Range	of	Uses		

Magnetite	was	discovered	around	1500	B.C.,	and	as	such	is	the	earliest	known	magnet	

with	a	rich	history	of	study	in	the	literature.21,22	In	contemporary	investigations,	magnetite	

has	 been	 considered	 for	 uses	 in	 multiple	 fields	 spanning	 applications	 in	 biomedical	

systems,23–25	 magnetic	 core	 memory	 for	 computers,	 catalysts	 for	 traditional	 chemical	

processes	such	as	catalysis	of	ammonia	synthesis,	water-gas-shift	reactions,	and	the	Fischer-

Tropsch	 synthesis,26–28	 to	 the	 proposed	use	of	 the	material	 in	 lithium-ion	 electrodes,	 the	

topic	of	investigation	herein.	The	wide	range	of	interest	in	magnetite	can	be	tied	to	its	rich	

electronic,	magnetic,	 and	 ionic	 structure	 in	 combination	with	 its	 earth	abundance	and	 its	

property	of	being	environmentally	benign.	

1.5 Electronic	Structure	of	Magnetite	

In	magnetite,	 iron	exists	 in	 two	oxidation	states	and	 in	 two	different	 coordination	

environments,	with	the	8a	tetrahedral	A-site	fully	occupied	by	Fe3+	and	the	16d	octahedral	

B-site	 50:50	 by	 Fe2+:Fe3+.	 Oxygen	 defines	 the	 cubic	 close	 packed	 lattice	 at	 the	 32e	 site.29	

Magnetite	is	ferrimagnetic	below	the	Neel	temperature	of	860	K,	with	the	tetrahedral	A	sites	

and	 octahedral	 B	 sites	 ferromagnetically	 aligned	 within	 Wyckoff	 site	 designation	 and	

antiferromagnetically	 aligned	 between	Wykoff	 site	 designation.	 Below	 120	 K,	 magnetite	

undergoes	an	abrupt	transition	from	a	semiconductor	to	an	insulator,	known	famously	as	

the	Verwey	 transition.	The	Verwey	model	 for	magnetite	aimed	 to	describe	 the	electronic	

origin	for	this	transition.30–32	

To	understand	the	electronic	structure	and	subtleties	occurring	in	the	Verwey	transition,	

the	Crystal	Field	Theory	description	of	what	occurs	to	the	d-orbitals	of	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	in	the	

presence	of	oxygen	in	an	FeO6	octahedron	must	first	be	explored.	Iron	is	a	3d	transition	metal	
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ion	with	26	total	electrons	its	neutral	state,	as	indicated	by	the	atomic	number	of	iron	on	the	

periodic	 table.	 The	 electron	 configuration	 of	 neutral	 iron	 is	 1s22s22p63s23p63d64s2	

illustrated	in	Figure	1.3a.	Ionization	of	iron	occurs	when	electrons	are	lost	and	the	material	

takes	on	a	positive	charge,	iron	is	observed	to	occur	as	Fe2+,	Fe3+,	and	Fe4+	in	the	presence	of	

oxygen	and	lithium.	Magnetite	is	comprised	of	the	ferrous	(Fe2+)	and	ferric	(Fe3+)	ions,	and	

as	such,	those	will	be	discussed	herein.	In	the	case	of	Fe3+,	three	electrons	are	lost	resulting	

in	 an	 electron	 configuration	of	 1s22s22p63s23p63d5,	with	 five	 unpaired	 electrons,	one	 for	

each	of	 the	 five	3d	orbitals,	 as	 seen	 in	Figure	1.3b.	For	the	 ferrous	 ion,	Fe2+,	 the	electron	

configuration	is	1s22s22p63s23p63d6	with	six	electrons	in	the	five	3d	orbitals,	leading	to	an	

additional	electron	in	the	3d	orbitals,	the	‘minority	spin’,	leading	to	some	of	the	interesting	

behavior	of	iron	complexes,	seen	in	Figure	1.3c.	

	

Figure	1.3.a)	Neutral	iron	with	26	electrons.	b)	Ferric	ion,	Fe3+,	with	23	electrons	and	five	unpaired	
electrons	 in	 the	 five	 available	d-orbitals.	 c)	 Ferrous	 ion,	 Fe2+,	with	24	 electrons	and	 six	unpaired	
electrons	in	the	five	available	d-orbitals.	Symmetry	breaking	of	3d	orbitals	in	an	FeO6	octahedron	for	
(d)	Fe3+	and	(e)	Fe2+,	where	no	additional	Jahn-Teller	symmetry	lowering	is	shown	here.	
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1.5.1 Introduction	to	Crystal	Field	Theory	

In	 Figure	 1.3(a-c),	 the	 five	 d-orbitals	 are	 all	 degenerate.	 When	 oxygen	 physically	

approaches	iron,	some	of	the	d-orbitals	will	experience	repulsion	from	oxygen’s	electrons.	

In	an	octahedral	coordination	environment,	FeO6,	oxygen	approaches	iron	from	the	±𝑥,±𝑦,	

and	the	±𝑧	directions	and	the	 five	3d	orbitals	are	split	 to	 three	t2g	states	and	two	higher	

energy	eg	states,	as	seen	in	Figure	1.3d	for	a	Fe3+.	The	two	eg	states	are	comprised	of	dz2	and	

dx2-y2,	while	the	three	t2g	states	are	comprised	of	dyz,	dxz,	and	dxy.	In	the	case	of	Fe2+,	there	

is	a	minority	spin	which	induces	additional	symmetry	breaking	of	the	t2g	states	and	is	the	

basis	for	the	well	known	Jahn-Teller	effect,	the	additional	symmetry	breaking	is	not	shown	

herein	but	will	be	further	discussed	in	Chapter	5.7.	

The	implication	of	both	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	on	the	16d	site	in	magnetite	is	that	the	partially	

filled	orbitals	have	a	degree	of	freedom	associated	with	the	quantum	state	of	the	interacting	

electrons	in	addition	to	the	degree	of	freedom	associated	with	ionic	positions	of	the	Fe2+	and	

Fe3+	 species	 on	 the	 lattice.33	 The	 quantum	 state	 of	 the	 electrons	 in	 the	 3d	 orbitals	 of	

magnetite	 is	 defined	 by	 the	 arrangement	 of	 the	 charge	 order	 on	 the	 B-site	 lattice,	 the	

magnetic	state	on	each	iron,	and	the	orbital	occupation	in	the	Fe2+	irons	on	the	B-site,	and	as	

such	modeling	the	electronic	configuration	can	be	quite	complex.	

1.5.2 The	Verwey	Transition	in	Magnetite	

In	the	low	temperature	phase	of	Fe3O4,	there	are	four	total	and	two	unique	electronic	

states	 at	 the	B-site	which	 is	 comprised	 of	 1:1	 Fe3+:Fe2+.	 The	 Fe3+	 splitting	 results	 in	 one	

electron	on	each	of	the	three	t2g	orbitals	and	one	electron	on	each	of	the	two	eg	orbitals,	a	

high	 spin	 solution,	 shown	 in	 Figure	 1.3d.	 In	 the	 case	 of	 Fe2+,	 the	 additional	 electron	 can	

occupy	any	of	the	three	t2g	orbitals	(dxy,	dxz,	or	dyz),	resulting	in	three	degenerate	solutions,	
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as	 depicted	 in	 Figure	 1.3(e).	 The	 distinction	 between	 the	 Fe2+	 and	 Fe3+	 d	 sites	 can	 be	

determined	 in	DFT+U	 calculations	 directly	 by	 examining	 the	minority	 spin	 occupancy	 or	

indirectly	by	examining	the	ionic	distortions,	although	the	latter	method	is	likely	less	robust.	

In	the	case	of	electronic	structure	determination,	the	t2g	orbital	of	Fe3+	has	an	occupation	of	

{𝛿, 𝛿, 𝛿},	and	Fe2+,	an	occupation	of	{𝛼, 𝛿, 𝛿}.	Where	𝛼=0.7-1.0	and	𝛿=0.0-0.3.	In	the	case	of	

ionic	 distortions,	 the	 Fe3+	 ion,	 being	 electronically	 symmetric	 with	 no	 minority	 spins,	

theoretically	has	all	 equal	bond	 lengths	of	2.03	Å.	However,	Fe2+,	with	one	minority	 spin	

electron	occupying	three	t2g	orbitals	degenerately,	there	are	theoretically	4	Fe2+-O2-	bonds	at	

2.15	Å	and	two	at	2.03	Å.	The	plane	that	the	four	elongated	bonds	occupy	identifies	the	t2g	

orbital	 that	houses	the	additional	minority	spin	electron.	This	exemplifies	 the	 Jahn-Teller	

distortion	on	the	Fe2+	B-site	in	Fe3O4.33	In	reality,	the	subtleties	of	the	ionic	distortions	may	

not	 be	 so	 straight	 forward	 either	 experimentally	 or	 theoretically,	 as	 evidence	 by	

experimental	low	temperature	refinements	for	magnetite,34	and	the	effects	of	supercell	size	

on	the	degrees	of	freedom	associated	with	ionic	distortion	that	the	theorist	must	reconcile.	

	 The	two	distinct	octahedra	described	above,	one	for	Fe3+	and	the	second	for	Fe2+	are	

proposed	 to	 be	 independent	 species	 that	 order	 below	 120K,	 the	 Verwey	 temperature.	

According	to	Verwey,	the	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	irons	stack	along	the	<100>	direction	in	the	Fe3O4	

cubic	 cell.	 This	 ordering	 of	 charge	 that	 occurs	 below	 the	Verwey	Temperature	 results	 in	

electrons	 that	 are	 strongly	 localized	 and	magnetite	 undergoes	 a	 sharp	 transition	 from	 a	

semiconductor	to	an	insulator.	The	details	of	the	charge	ordering	are	further	complicated	by	

the	additional	degree	of	freedom	associated	with	the	minority	spin	orbital	occupation.	The	

charge	 and	 orbital	 ordering	 problem	 in	 magnetite	 is	 one	 that	 has	 been	 thoroughly	
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investigated	theoretically	and	experimentally	in	the	literature,	however,	the	solution	for	the	

exact	charge	and	orbital	ordering	remains	contested.21,33–37	

1.6 Magnetite	as	an	Electrode	Material	in	Lithium-Ion	Batteries	

The	 electrode	 material	 in	 a	 Li-ion	 battery	 must	 allow	 for	 reversible	 intercalation	 of	

lithium,	 and	 there	 are	 a	 range	 of	 materials	 capable	 of	 this	 behavior.38,39	 In	 the	 case	 of	

magnetite	for	use	as	an	electrode	in	lithium-ion	batteries,	the	material	was	initially	attractive	

due	 to	 its	 high	 theoretical	 capacity	 and	 its	 environmental	 abundance.	 The	 theoretical	

capacity	 of	 the	material	 as	 a	 positive	 electrode	 is	 926	mAhr/g,	 as	 it	 can	 accept	 8	 e-	 per	

formula	 unit	 of	 Fe3O4.	Magnetite,	 (𝐹𝑒aLb:)[𝐹𝑒b:𝐹𝑒d:]efO𝑂g,bdGd= ,	 has	 a	 close-packed	 inverse	

spinel	 structure	 and	 undergoes	 both	 intercalation	 and	 conversion	 reactions	 upon	 full	

lithiation.	However,	 the	material	has	suffered	some	performance	 limiting	drawbacks.	The	

solid-state	transport	of	lithium	in	magnetite	is	observed	to	be	slow,	lending	to	high	mass-

transport	 resistances.40	 The	material’s	 performance	 has	 also	 been	 observed	 to	 be	 highly	

dependent	on	discharge	rate.41		

1.6.1 Nanoparticulate	Magnetite	in	Lithium-ion	Electrodes	

	Magnetite	 has	 been	 studied	 as	 a	 cathode	 material	 since	 the	 1980s,	 both	

experimentally38	and	theoretically,42	and	as	a	result	much	is	known	about	how	the	material	

accepts	lithium.	At	low	lithium	concentrations,	there	is	an	intercalation	regime	followed	by	

a	phase	change	that	proceeds	with	slow	kinetics.	At	high	lithium	concentrations,	conversion	

to	Li2O	+	Fe0	is	observed.42–44	The	average	solid-state	lithium	concentration	at	which	these	

processes	 are	 observed	 is	 a	 function	of	 particle	 size	 and	 discharge	 rate.41,45	Due	 to	 slow	
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kinetics,	particle-size	dependence,	and	irreversibilities	during	cycling,	the	realized	capacity	

can	be	significantly	lower	than	the	theoretical	maximum.		

To	mitigate	the	solid-state	transport	resistances,	magnetite	is	nanostructured,	which	can	

lead	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 secondary	 structures	 such	 as	 the	 agglomerates	 of	 nanoparticles	

observed	 in	Figure	1.1b,	1c,	 and	Figure	1.2.12,46–49	Due	 to	 these	 secondary	 structures,	 the	

performance	of	nanoparticulate	magnetite	in	an	operating	battery	has	a	dependence	on	the	

structural	matrix	in	the	electrode.	Recent	studies	have	utilized	unique	structural	motifs	and	

have	alleviated	the	meso-scale	transport	resistances.50		

1.6.2 Mechanistic	Understanding	of	the	Lithiation	of	Magnetite	

Pioneering	work	on	the	lithiation	of	magnetite	was	conducted	by	Thackeray,	David,	

and	 Goodenough	 in	 1982.	 Thackeray	 et	 al.	 conducted	 open	 circuit	 measurements	 in	

conjunction	 with	 powder	 X-ray	 diffraction	 measurements	 of	 <44	 𝜇𝑚	 Fe3O4	 particles.	

Measurements	 performed	 24	 hours	 after	 lithiation	 were	 used	 to	 elucidate	 the	 reaction	

mechanisms	 occurring	 during	 lithiation	 of	 magnetite	 (Figure	 1.4).38	 Thackeray	 et	 al.	

reported	 that	 initial	 lithium	 insertion	 into	magnetite,	 (𝐹𝑒aLb:)[𝐹𝑒b:𝐹𝑒d:]efO𝑂g,bdGd= 	 (Figure	

1.4a),	 produced	 a	 defective	 rocksalt,	 [𝐿𝑖:𝐹𝑒d:]efE[𝐹𝑒b:𝐹𝑒d:]efO𝑂g,bdGd= ,	 (Figure	1.4d).	 The	

authors	 hypothesized	 that	 lithium	 inserted	 onto	 vacant	 16c	 sites	 until	 a	 critical	

concentration	was	reached,	where	Coulombic	repulsion	between	Li	in	16c	sites	and	iron	in	

the	nearby	tetrahedral	8a	sites	caused	the	tetrahedral	8a	iron	to	move	to	vacant	octahedral	

16c	sites	(Figure	1.4b	and	c).	Lithiation	past	x=1.0	resulted	in	lithium	insertion	into	vacant	

tetrahedral	 sites,	 (𝐿𝑖:)aL/aj/gak[𝐿𝑖:𝐹𝑒d:]efE[𝐹𝑒d:𝐹𝑒d:]efO𝑂g,bdGd= .	 Full	 lithiation	 to	 8	

equivalents	 resulted	 in	 conversion	 to	 Li2O	 +	 Fe0.38	 The	 first	 theoretical	 investigation	 of	
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lithium	 insertion	 into	 Fe3O4	 was	 carried	 out	 by	 Islam	 and	 Catlow	 in	 1988.42	 They	 used	

interatomic	potentials	to	model	host-host	and	host-intercalate	ion	interactions	and	validated	

Thackeray	et	al.’s	findings,	that	lithium	preferentially	occupies	vacant	octahedral	sites	over	

tetrahedral	sites,	and	that	lithium	insertion	resulted	in	the	displacement	of	tetrahedral	8a	

iron.38,42	

	

Figure	1.4	a)	Zoom	in	on	Fe3O4	with	tetrahedral	8a	iron	in	blue,	octahedral	16d	iron	in	brown,	and	
32e	oxygen	shown	in	red.	Lithium	is	shown	in	green.	All	16c	sites	are	vacant.	b)	A	structure	showing	
lithium	inserting	onto	a	vacant	16c	site.	c)	The	resultant	Coulombic	repulsion	from	the	tetrahedral	
8a	iron	and	the	inserted	16c	lithium	causes	8a	iron	to	migrate	to	a	vacant	16c	site.	d)	Full	movement	
of	all	8a	iron	to	16c	sites	due	to	Coulombic	interactions.	

In	 a	 subsequent	 review	 in	 1987	 by	 Thackeray	 et	 al.,	 a	 more	 refined	 reversible	

potential	 was	 reported.	 Two	 plateaus	 were	 observed,	 the	 first	 originating	 at	 x=1.0	 at	 a	

potential	of	1.2	V,	for	which	the	products	could	not	be	determined	from	powder	XRD	due	to	

poor	crystallinity.	The	second	plateau	occurred	from	x=1.5	through	full	lithiation,	believed	

to	 be	 the	 conversion	 to	 Li2O	 +	 Fe0.51	 Both	 of	 the	 reversible	 potentials	 in	 the	 literature	

reported	by	Thackeray	et	al.	are	reproduced	in	Figure	1.5b.	In	2016,	Knehr	et	al.	reported	

the	reversible	potential	for	lithiation	into	6,	8,	and	32-nm	Fe3O4	particles,	using	the	resting	
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voltage	30	days	after	lithiation;	the	6,	8,	and	32-nm	particles	undergo	two	voltage	plateaus,	

the	first	at	~1.8	V	and	the	second	at	~1.2	V	(Figure	1.5a).	

	

Figure	 1.5	 Literature	 reporting’s	 of	 reversible	 potential	 for	 lithiation	 of	 magnetite.	 a)	 GITT	
experiments	of	6,	8,	and	32-nm	Fe3O4.40,52	b)	GITT	experiment	of		<44	micron	Fe3O4.38,51	c)	Redlich-
Kister	empirical	fit	to	6,	8,	and	32-nm	data	in	a).40,52		d)	DFT+U	determined	OCP	from	He	et	al.41	

Reversible	potentials	can	be	estimated	from	first	principles	with	Density	Functional	

Theory	(DFT)	calculations.53–55	To	accurately	capture	the	electronic	and	magnetic	properties	

in	magnetite,	the	electron	correlation	in	the	d	orbitals	of	iron	must	be	accounted	for	with	the	

Hubbard	 U	 correction.56,57	 DFT+U	 voltages	 are	 calculated	 from	 periodically	 repeating	

structures	 representative	 of	 bulk	materials	 at	 0	 K	 and	 0	 pressure.	 Guided	 by	 the	 stable	
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phases	on	the	ternary	Li-Fe-O	phase	diagram,	He	et	al.	used	DFT+U	calculations	to	predict	

the	 reversible	 potential	 of	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 bulk	 magnetite	 over	 the	 full	 range	 of	

lithiation,	0	<	x	<	8	(Figure	1.5d).41	However,	from		Figure	1.5a	and	3b	it	appears	that	the	

observed	reversible	potential	varies	as	a	function	of	magnetite	particle	size.	This	indicates	

that	although	the	DFT+U	studies	can	give	insight	into	possible	reactions	occurring	in	a	bulk	

material,	models	and	first	principles	methods	that	capture	the	effects	of	nanosizing	may	be	

necessary	for	a	full	understanding	of	the	thermodynamics	of	magnetite.	For	example,	surface	

non-idealities	 in	 magnetite	 may	 be	 important,	 and	 would	 be	 especially	 impactful	 as	

nanoparticle	size	decreases.	

1.6.3 Observation	of	Phase	Change	during	the	Lithiation	of	Magnetite	

At	the	atomic	length	scale,	the	insertion	of	lithium	into	host	materials	can	cause	phase	

change	by	inducing	movement	of	the	iron	atoms.	The	slope	of	the	reversible	potential	can	be	

used	 to	 suggest	 when	 two	 phases	 are	 in	 equilibrium,	 while	 materials	 characterization	

methods	 allow	 for	 equilibrium	 phase	 identification.58,59	 The	 reversible	 potential	 for	 full	

discharge	(0	<	x	<	8)	of	8-nm	magnetite	shows	two	flat	voltage	plateaus	(1	<	x	<	2.5	and	5-6	

<	x	<	8),	suggesting	two	phase	changes,	as	seen	in	Figure	1.5a.	However,	magnetite	has	slow	

phase-change	 kinetics,	 so	 during	 discharge	 a	 voltage	 plateau	may	 be	 difficult	 to	 observe,	

making	 it	 challenging	 to	 rely	 on	 only	 electrochemical	 measurements	 to	 identify	 the	

formation	of	a	new	phase.		

Using	in	situ	TEM,	He	et	al.	observed	multiple	phases	in	a	single	80-nm	nanoparticle,	

due	to	the	occurrence	of	simultaneous	reactions.41	Bock	et	al.	also	observed	particle	phase	

inhomogeneity	and	studied	the	effect	of	particle	size	on	the	kinetics	of	phase	change.		Bock	

et	al.	used	in	situ	XRD	and	ex	situ	XAS	on	11-nm	and	39-nm	magnetite	particles	and	found	
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that	the	mechanism	of	the	first	intercalation	process,	0	<	x	<	1.0,	was	independent	of	particle	

size.	However,	the	mechanisms	for	lithiation	beyond	x=1,	that	involved	the	Fe0	conversion	

process,	appeared	to	be	crystallite-size	dependent.45	In	Figure	1.6a,	which	is	adapted	from	

Abraham	 et	 al.,	 the	 results	 of	 various	 studies	 are	 summarized	 as	 a	 function	 of	 lithium	

concentration,	in	9-10.6	nm	Fe3O4	particles.60	The	X-ray	Diffraction	(XRD)	data61	in	the	first	

column	 is	 a	measure	 of	 the	 averaged	 long-range	 order	 in	 a	 sample,	 while	 the	 next	 four	

columns44	 give	 structurally	 refined	 information	 concerning	 local	 chemical	 environments.	

Possible	discrepancies	within	Figure	1.6a	and	with	other	studies	may	be	attributed,	in	part,	

to	the	significant	spatial	variations	in	lithiation	state.		

	

Figure	1.6a)	Materials	characterization	results	for	9-10.6	nm	Fe3O4	as	a	function	of	x.	b)	Experimental	
discharge	curves	at	C/200	for	8-nm	and	32-nm	Fe3O4	and	mutli-scale	simulation	predictions	for	the	
concentrations	of	lithium	at	the	surface	of	the	agglomerate,	xmax.	

To	 probe	 the	 observation	 of	 phase	 inhomogeneity	 in	 lithiated	 magnetite	

nanoparticles,	a		validated	model	was	used	to	predict	the	maximum	lithium	concentrations,	

xmax,	within	 the	 system	as	a	 function	of	 the	measured	discharged	concentration	 in	Figure	

1.6b.40,52	The	simulation	predicts	that	the	32-nm	particles	undergo	much	higher	local	lithium	

concentrations	than	the	8-nm	particles	at	the	same	depth	of	discharge.	As	seen	in	Figure	1.6b,	
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when	 x~0.75	 equivalents	 of	 lithium	 have	 been	 discharged	 in	 a	 system	 comprised	 of	

agglomerated	32-nm	magnetite	particles,	the	local	Li	concentrations	are	predicted	to	be	as	

high	as	x~6.0.	When	this	same	concentration,	x~0.75,	is	discharged	in	a	system	comprised	of	

agglomerated	8-nm	particles,	the	maximum	local	Li	concentrations	are	less	than	3.0.	At	6.0	

equivalents,	the	conversion	reaction	to	Li2O	+	Fe0	is	expected	to	occur,	but	at	concentrations	

less	than	3.0	equivalents,	a	FeO-like	phase	or	composite	FeO∙Li2O	have	been	observed.44,45,60	

These	 local	 increased	 concentrations	 result	 from	 transport	 resistances	 on	 both	 the	

agglomerate-scale	and	the	crystal-scale.	This	is	commensurate	with	Bock	et	al.’s	observation	

that	 the	 larger	 particles,	 with	 larger	 Li+	 diffusion	 lengths	 (higher	 solid-state	 transport	

resistances),	 converted	 to	 Li2O	 +	 Fe0	 at	 lower	 average	 lithium	 concentrations	 than	 the	

smaller	particles,	presumably	because	of	higher	localized	solid-state	Li	concentrations.45	The	

simulation	predictions	allow	for	a	reconciliation	of	the	observation	of	phase	inhomogeneity	

within	the	crystals,	and	how	the	inhomogeneities	change	as	a	function	of	crystal	size.	

1.6.4 Cycling	and	Dynamic	Behavior	

Capacity	 fade	 can	 indicate	 non-idealities,	 including	 side	 reactions	 which	 may	 be	

especially	important	in	the	first	cycle	when	the	solid-electrolyte	interface	(SEI)	is	formed.		

Capacity	fade	can	arise	from	many	factors	including	irreversible	phase	change,	mechanical	

stress,	and	surface	modification	of	the	active	material.62,63		In	practice,	the	first	cycle	may	be	

engineered	to	result	in	irreversible	SEI	formation	that	prolongs	the	life	of	the	battery.	Using	

cyclic	voltammetry	on	magnetite,	one	study	found	significant	differences	between	the	first	

discharge	cycle	and	all	subsequent	cycles.	Namely,	the	first	discharge	showed	three	peaks	

corresponding	 to	 three	 distinct	mechanisms	 of	 lithium	 insertion	 into	magnetite:	 lithium	
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insertion	into	octahedral	sites,	shifting	of	tetrahedral	iron	to	octahedral	sites,	and	conversion	

to	Li2O	+	Fe0	(which	occurs	in	parallel	to	lithium	insertion	into	carbon).	However,	the	second	

and	subsequent	discharge	cycles	only	show	one	reduction	peak,	attributed	primarily	to	the	

3FeO	+	6	Li+	+	6	e-	à	3Fe0	+	3Li2O	conversion	reaction.49	In	another	cycling	study,	following	

full	lithiation	to	Li8Fe3O4,	delithiation	was	unable	to	extract	all	of	the	inserted	lithium,	and	

the	material	failed	after	four	cycles.64	The	inability	to	extract	all	inserted	lithium	suggests	an	

irreversible	phase	change	may	arise	at	some	point	between	0	<	x	<	8.	Komaba	et	al.	found	

that	10-nm	and	100-nm	magnetite	particles	were	shown	to	cycle	without	substantial	fade	

for	up	to	25	cycles	if	the	material	was	only	discharged	to	x	<	2.	However,	Komaba	et	al.	found	

that	400-nm	magnetite	particles	cycled	poorly	compared	to	the	10	and	100-nm.46		

1.7 Density	Functional	Theory	for	Strongly	Correlated	Materials	

Density	Functional	Theory	 (DFT)	models	 the	electronic	structure	of	 atoms,	on	 the	

basis	that	the	properties	of	a	system	of	interacting	particles	can	be	determined	from	their	

electronic	 density.65,66	 Transition	metal	 oxides	 (TMO)	 comprise	 a	 class	of	materials	with	

interesting	 electronic	 properties	due	 to	 the	 strongly	 correlated	 behavior	 of	 the	 d-	 and	 f-

orbitals.	Electrons	that	would	normally	be	itinerant	in	a	s-	or	p-	orbital,	become	localized	due	

to	Coulombic	repulsion	of	neighboring	d-	or	f-	electrons.	This	localization	behavior	leads	to	

metal-insulator	 transitions,	 and	 deviation	 from	 traditional	 band-gap	 theory.67,68	 In	

traditional	band	theory,	materials	such	as	NiO,	FeO,	and	MnO	are	all	ionic,	with	partially	filled	

3d	orbitals,	and	therefore	should	have	high	electronic	mobility	and	be	metallic.	In	contrast,	

they	are	experimentally	observed	to	be	insulators.69	These	non-ideally	behaving	materials	

are	called	Mott-Insulators.	A	Mott-Insulator	is	a	material	that	is	predicted	to	be	metallic	and	

to	have	mobile	electrons,	but	due	to	the	strong	Coulombic	repulsion	occurring	in	the	d-	and	
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f-	 orbitals,	 the	electrons	are	 limited	 in	 their	mobility	and	 the	material	 exhibits	 insulating	

properties.69			

DFT	fails	to	capture	the	electronic	properties	of	materials	with	partially	filled	d-	and	

f-	bands,	transition-metal	oxides,	and	prototypical	Mott-insulating	materials.70	When	trying	

to	model	strongly	correlated	materials	with	DFT,	a	unique	problem	arises	stemming	from	

this	Coulombic	repulsion.	DFT	is	a	mean-field	theory	and	as	a	result,	the	electronic	density	

is	 treated	as	a	 smeared	out	delocalized	electron	gas	 that	behaves	 like	 the	average	of	 the	

entire	density.	This	is	a	sufficient	approximation	to	capture	the	behavior	of	most	materials,	

however	 this	 averaged	 behavior	 is	 inadequate	when	 it	 comes	 to	 the	 strongly	 correlated	

TMO.71,72	Density	functional	theory	predicts	that	the	TMO	have	metallic	ground	states	with	

mobile	electrons	in	their	highest	bands,	when	in	fact	they	are	insulators	at	0K.	Additionally,	

the	 theory	 underestimates	 their	 lattice	 parameters	 and	 overestimates	 their	 binding	

energies.72	In	DFT,	the	potential	defining	the	interactions	in	the	system	is	a	function	of	the	

electron	density	only,	however	in	order	to	capture	the	electronic	correlation	correctly,	an	

orbital-dependent	potential	must	be	formed.	

In	 this	 orbital	 dependent	 potential,	 the	 electrons	 are	 considered	 on	 an	 individual	

basis,	and	each	electron	has	a	strong	 influence	on	 its	neighboring	electrons,	hence	many-

body	terms	are	introduced	for	the	electronic	energy.66,68	This	orbital	dependent	version	of	

DFT	is	commonly	referred	to	as	DFT+U,	with	inclusion	of	the	Hubbard	U	parameter.	Where	

the	U	parameter	 represents	 the	energetic	penalty	due	 to	Coulombic	 repulsion	 for	double	

occupation	 of	 a	 single	 orbital.68,73	 In	 Equation	 4,	 the	 DFT+U	 formulation	 shows	 that	 the	

energy	as	a	function	of	the	electron	density,	p(r),	is	a	function	of	the	traditional	DFT	energy	

which	is	only	a	function	of	the	electronic	density,	plus	the	Coulombic	repulsion	energy,	which	
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is	a	function	of	the	occupation	numbers	of	the	localized	orbitals,	m	and	m’,	at	atomic	site	I,	

with	electron	spin	q.	Since	atomic	site	I	and	its	electrons	are	already	accounted	for	in	𝐸nYo ,	

the	double	counting	of	these	must	be	subtracted,	which	is	the	last	term	in	Equation	4,	𝐸np .66	

This	 improved	 DFT+U	 is	 capable	 of	 accurately	 representing	 the	 electronic	 and	 chemical	

properties	of	strongly	correlated	materials.68		

𝐸nYo:q[𝑝(𝑟)] = 𝐸nYo[𝑝(𝑟)] + 𝐸q[𝑛HHu
vw ] − 𝐸np[𝑛vw]													 	 							 						Equation	4																																						

1.8 Density	Functional	Theory	for	Electrochemical	Processes	as	they	Pertain	to	Lithium-

ion	Batteries	

DFT	 is	 useful	 in	 determining	 the	 electronic	 configuration	 of	 the	 lowest	 energy	

structure	of	a	material.	This	lowest	energy	state	 is	a	zero	temperature	and	zero	pressure	

structure	and	 is	 referred	 to	as	 the	ground	state.	The	 thermodynamic	 reference	 for	 these	

ground	 structures	 is	 their	 atomic	 constituents	 at	 an	 infinite	 distance	 apart.	 Since	

electrochemical	open	circuit	potential	is	a	measure	of	the	equilibrium	state	of	two	electrodes,	

DFT	predicted	ground	state	calculations	of	solid-state	electrodes	can	be	used	determine	the	

reversible	potential	of	a	battery.		

As	seen	in	Equation	3,	the	reversible	potential	Urev	is	proportional	to	the	change	in	

the	electrochemical	potential,	Δ𝐺.	The	Gibbs	free	energy	is	the	change	in	the	internal	energy,	

E,	plus	the	pressure-volume	work,	minus	the	entropic	contributions	(Equation	5).	

∆𝐺 = ∆𝐸 + 𝑃∆𝑉 − 𝑇∆𝑆											 	 	 	 	 	 	 						Equation	5																																																																																									

Since	DFT	is	a	zero	pressure	and	zero	temperature	theory,	the	Gibbs	free	energy	is	

approximated	as	the	change	in	the	internal	energy,	or	the	reaction	energy,	Δ𝐸.	The	entropic	

and	 pressure-volume	 effects	 that	 are	 neglected	 in	 the	 zero	 temperature	 free	 energy	 are	
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generally	 regarded	 as	 small	 compared	 to	 the	 reaction	 energy,	 on	 the	 order	 of	 ~1-5	 eV.	

However,	 inclusion	of	 temperature	and	other	effect	have	 shown	 to	better	 the	 agreement	

between	theoretical	and	experimental	voltages	in	some	cases.55	With	these	approximations	

made,	the	DFT	determined	open	circuit	potential	can	be	seen	in	Equation	6.		

𝑈TGU(𝑥) = − V}
XY
= − ∆~:�∆�=o∆�

XY
≈ − ∆~

XY
																							 	 	 	 						Equation	6																																															

The	total	cell	reaction	is	given	in	Reaction	3,	with	this	reaction,	Δ𝐸	can	be	defined	as	

the	free	energy	of	the	products	minus	the	free	energy	of	the	reactants	(Equation	7).	

𝑈TGU(𝑥) = − ~(�@�YG���)=~(YG���)=X~��@��
XY

																		 	 	 	 	 						Equation	7																															

The	 DFT	 ground	 state	 calculations	 consider	 the	 potential	 difference	 between	 the	

working	electrode	and	counter	electrode	materials	in	their	ground	bulk	state.	Differences	

between	DFT	voltages	and	experimental	voltages	can	give	insight	into	physical	processes.	As	

will	be	shown	in	the	Chapters	2	and	3,	the	effects	and	non-idealities	that	occur	as	a	function	

of	 nano-structuring	 an	 electrode	material	 has	 a	measurable	 impact	 on	 the	 experimental	

reversible	 potential	 and	 DFT	 is	 employed	 to	 elucidate	 the	 physical	 atomic	 scale	 non-

idealities.	In	Chapter	4,	voltages	and	XRD	patterns	for	metastable	pathways	are	predicted	

with	 DFT	 and	 compared	 to	 experimental	 measurements	 to	 show	 that	 in	 magnetite	

nanoparticles,	the	open	circuit	potential	follows	a	metastable	pathway.		
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:	ENERGETICS	OF	LITHIUM	INSERTION	INTO	MAGNETITE,	DEFECTIVE	

MAGNETITE,	AND	MAGHEMITE2	

2.1 Chapter	Overview	

At	 low	 concentrations	 of	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 inverse	 spinel	magnetite	 Fe3O4,	 a	

phase	change	to	rocksalt-like	LixFe3O4	has	been	observed.	We	use	density	functional	theory	

based	 (DFT)	 calculations	 to	 study	 the	 structural	 origins	 of	 this	 phase	 change,	 the	

concentration	at	which	it	occurs,	the	role	of	iron	vacancies,	and	the	stability	of	the	various	

motifs	that	form	during	the	electrochemical	reduction	process	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	space	

up	to	x=1.33.	We	compare	our	results	to	new	experimental	measurements	of	the	open	circuit	

voltage	for	8-9	nm	magnetite	particles	over	a	comparable	range	of	lithium	insertion.	Of	the	

vacant	sites	in	magnetite,	16c,	8b,	and	48f,	lithium	insertion	is	found	to	be	most	stable	on	

16c.	Coulomb	interactions	between	the	added	lithium	and	iron	at	the	8a	site	in	magnetite	

lead	 to	 substantial	 displacement	 of	 the	 iron.	 As	 further	 lithium	 is	 added,	 the	 most	

energetically	favored	motif	involves	lithium	clustering	in	16c	sites	around	the	shifted	8a	iron	

up	 to	 a	 total	 of	 three	 lithiums.	 In	 competition	with	 the	 lithium	 clustering	motif,	 lithium	

insertion	can	be	accompanied	by	the	full	displacement	of	all	8a	iron	to	16c	sites,	to	form	the	

rocksalt-like	LixFe3O4,	saturating	at	x=1.	The	defective	rock-salt	structure	is	found	to	be	more	

stable	 than	the	 lithium	clustering	motif	 for	x≥0.5.	The	rocksalt-like	LiFe3O4	 is	 found	to	be	

stable	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	space	for	a	continuous	range	of	Li-Fe	organization	on	the	16c	

sites,	stabilized	by	Coulomb	interactions.	For	x<1,	neither	the	lithium	clustering	motif,	nor	

                                                

2	This	chapter	presents	work	that	was	done	in	collaboration	with:	Christina	A.	Cama,	Kenneth	J.	Takeuchi,	
Amy	C.	Marschilok,	Esther	S.	Takeuchi,	Alan	C.	West,	Mark	S.	Hybertsen.	
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the	 defective	 rock-salt	 like	 structure	 for	 LixFe3O4	 are	 stable	 against	 phase	 segregation	 to	

LiFe3O4	and	Fe3O4.	This	phase	segregation	(0<x<1)	occurs	at	a	predicted	voltage	of	~2.0	V.		

However,	when	iron	defects	on	the	16d	site	are	introduced,	lithium	insertion	to	the	vacant	

16d	sites	in	Fe2.875O4,	and	𝛾-Fe2.67O4	(maghemite)	result	in	stable	intercalated	materials	at	a	

predicted	 voltage	 of	~3.0	V.	 Beyond	 the	 concentration	 of	 such	 iron	 vacancy	 defect	 sites,	

phase	segregation	is	predicted	to	the	rocksalt-like	Li1.125Fe2.875O4	and	Li1.33Fe2.67O4,	again	at	

~2.0	V.	These	results	are	consistent	with	observed	open	circuit	voltages.	

2.2 Introduction	

There	is	broad	interest	in	a	range	of	iron	oxides	as	electrode	materials	for	secondary	

lithium-ion	 batteries	 due	 to	 their	 low	 cost,	 high	 abundance,	 and	 low	 toxicity.15,60,74–76	

Magnetite	 (Fe3O4),	 hematite	 (𝛼-Fe2O3),	 maghemite	 (𝛾-Fe2O3),	 and	 𝛼-LiFe5O8	 have	 been	

investigated	 as	 electrode	 materials	 since	 the	 1980s.38,42,77–82	 Magnetite	 specifically,	

undergoing	both	 intercalation	and	conversion	reactions,	has	a	 theoretical	capacity	of	926	

mAh/g	against	Li0,	corresponding	to	eight	Li	per	 formula	unit.	However,	due	to	the	close	

packed	inverse	spinel	crystal	structure,	solid	state	mass-transfer	resistances	can	lead	to	poor	

active	material	utilization	and	the	inability	to	reach	the	theoretical	capacity	at	nominal	rates.	

While	 the	use	of	nano-scale	active	material	has	been	extensively	 investigated	 to	 improve	

capacity	and	other	characteristics,	the	choice	of	the	matrix,	processing	of	the	composite,	the	

occurrence	 of	 side	 reactions,	 and	 irreversibility	 upon	 charging	 can	 all	 be	

significant.46,47,49,64,83–88	Fundamental	understanding	of	lithiation	pathways,	optimization	of	

nanostructured	active	material,	and	the	interplay	with	the	matrix	all	remain	as	significant	

challenges	 to	 be	 addressed	 through	 in-depth	 characterization	 and	 multi-scale	

modeling.40,41,92,44,45,49,60,61,89–91	
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Magnetite	has	an	inverse	spinel	structure	(Fd3�m)	with	the	oxygen	atoms	forming	a	

face-centered	cubic	close-packed	 lattice	and	the	 iron	atoms	occupying	specific	 interstitial	

sites	relative	to	that	lattice,	octahedral	16d	and	tetrahedral	8a,	as	visualized	in	Figure	2.1.	If	

instead,	iron	atoms	occupied	all	of	the	octahedral	sites	(16c	and	16d),	the	result	would	be	

wüstite	(FeO)	with	a	rock-salt	structure.	In	Fe3O4,	the	iron	is	nominally	mixed	valence.	In	the	

cubic	eight	formula	unit	cell,	eight	Fe3+	cations	occupy	tetrahedral	sites	(A-type)	while	eight	

each	 of	 Fe2+	 and	 Fe3+	 occupy	 octahedral	 sites	 (B-type).32	 This	 can	 be	 expressed	 as	

.	Robust	 ferrimagnetic	order	results	 from	antiferromagnetic	

coupling	 between	 A	 and	 B	 type	 cations.	 There	 remain	 possible	 competing	 structures	

corresponding	to	the	distribution	of	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	on	the	16d	site.	Also,	for	the	Fe2+	ions	in	

an	octahedral	environment,	the	extra	d-electron	occupies	three-fold	degenerate	t2g	orbitals	

that	can	result	in	distortions	due	to	the	Jahn-Teller	(JT)	effect.	Below	the	Verwey	transition	

at	~120	K,	orbital	and	charge	ordering	emerge	together	with	structural	distortions,	the	detail	

of	which	has	been	determined	surprisingly	recently.35,36	The	orbital	and	charge	degrees	of	

freedom	represent	a	complex	space	with	implications	for	the	entropy	change	at	the	Verwey	

transition32,93	 and	 the	 interplay	 of	 competing,	 low	 symmetry	 structures	 that	 ultimately	

determine	the	low	temperature	phase.33,34,94		
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Figure	2.1.	(a)	Cubic	inverse	spinel	structure	for	Fe3O4,	where	iron	in	16d	octahedral	sites	are	brown,	
iron	in	tetrahedral	8a	are	blue,	cubic	close	packed	oxygen	on	32e	are	red,	and	a	single	vacant	16c	site	
has	been	depicted	in	white	to	show	equidistance	to	8a	sites.	The	labeled	32e	oxygen,	16d	octahedron,	
and	8a	tetrahedron	in	(a)	correspond	to	the	labeled	32e,	16d,	and	8a	atoms	in	the	cartoon	depiction	
of	one	quarter	of	the	unit	cell	in	(b).	

Guided	by	nominal	 ionic	charges	on	the	near	neighbors,	 the	empty	octahedral	16c	

sites	are	most	attractive	for	an	additional	charge,	followed	by	the	lower	symmetry	48f	sites.	

However,	 insertion	of	Li+	onto	an	octahedral	16c	site	exposes	 it	 to	 two,	nearest-neighbor	

nominally	Fe3+	cations	(Figure	2.1b).	Thackeray,	et	al.,	applied	this	picture	to	develop	their	

hypothesis	for	the	structural	response	upon	lithiation.38	At	low	levels	of	lithiation,	below	a	

critical	concentration	(xc)	this	repulsion	would	be	accommodated	locally.	The	natural	outlet	

for	the	perturbed	local	Fe3+	on	8a	sites	drives	them	toward	nearby	empty	16c	sites.	Since	

each	16c	site	has	two	8a	neighbors,	local	displacement	of	Fe3+	to	16c	sites	sets	up	a	cascade	
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of	cation	shifts.		Above	xc,	a	concerted	shift	of	Fe3+	from	8a	to	16c	sites	would	occur,	resulting	

in	 a	 rocksalt-like	 structure	 with	 partial	 occupancy	 (LixFe)16c,	 xc<x<1.	 This	 picture	 was	

supported	by	simulations	based	on	empirical	interaction	potentials.42	The	simulations	also	

suggested	that,	for	low	levels	of	lithiation,	up	to	three	Li+	would	cluster	together	instead	of	

being	randomly	dispersed.		

To	 give	 a	 frame	 of	 reference	 for	 discussion	 of	 lithiation	 of	 magnetite,	 a	 Li–Fe–O	

ternary	 convex	 hull	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 2.2	 primarily	 based	 on	 data	 from	 the	 Materials	

Project.	The	stable	phases	shown	are	all	known	compounds	(Table	5.4).95	We	add	𝛼-LiFe5O8,	

also	known	from	experiment.79,81,96	The	dashed	line	illustrates	the	continuous	insertion	of	Li	

into	Fe3O4	to	form	LixFe3O4,	with	some	discrete	possible	compounds	indicated	for	x=1,	2,	4,	

5,	 and	 8	 at	 tie	 line	 intersections.	 The	 stability	 of	 any	 phases	 along	 this	 line,	

thermodynamically	or	kinetically,	 is	 fundamental	 to	understanding	 the	 insertion	process.	

For	segments	along	this	line	where	the	phases	are	unstable,	absent	kinetic	limitations,	each	

successive	 Gibbs	 triangles	 in	 Figure	 2.2	 defines	 phase	 segregation	 products.	 The	

corresponding	electrochemical	open	circuit	voltage	consists	of	a	series	of	plateaus.	For	x>1,	

this	would	involve	formation	of	Fe0	and	a	sequence	of	intermediate	phases	leading	to	final	

conversion	to	Li2O.	
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Figure	2.2.	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram	where	dashed	lines	are	 lithium	intercalation	lines.	The	
green	points	are	known	stable	phases,	white	points	and	corresponding	numbers	are	reference	points	
for	x	in	LixFe3O4.	

Early	 experiments	 showed	 a	 continuous	 variation	 in	 open	 circuit	 voltage	 starting	

from	about	3	V,	with	a	change	in	slope	near	x=1	and	finally	leveling	off	to	a	plateau	value	of	

1	 V	 for	 x>1.5.51	 Analysis	 of	X-ray	 diffraction	 revealed	 the	 change	 to	 a	 rock-salt	 structure	

noted	above.		For	x>1,	this	nominally	requires	Li+	to	occupy	sites	in	addition	to	16c,	such	as	

8b	or	48f.	Even	so,	evidence	pointed	to	a	rock-salt	structure	for	Li2Fe3O4	with	the	possible	

presence	of	unreacted	spinel	Fe3O4	regions,	although	details	of	the	Li	ion	positions	could	not	

be	 determined.80,97	 Complimentary	 support	 was	 the	 lack	 of	 evidence	 for	 Fe0	 formation.	

Finally,	 the	 long	plateau	 for	larger	x	 suggested	direct	conversion	to	Fe0	and	Li2O,	without	

evidence	for	intervening	phases.		

Subsequent	 research,	 including	 that	 based	 on	 nano-scale	 magnetite	 crystallites,	

agrees	on	the	appearance	of	the	rock-salt	structure,	although	the	corresponding	range	of	x	

varies.41,44–46,61	Direct	experimental	evidence	for	the	formation	of	Fe0	upon	electrochemical	
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lithiation	was	achieved	through	use	of	a	nano-crystalline	Fe3O4	material.61	Studies	have	been	

performed	 that	 address	 the	 slow	 kinetics	 of	 the	 processes	 occurring	 during	 discharge,	

revealing	that	magnetite	undergoes	long	relaxation	times	following	lithium	insertion,	during	

which	 parasitic	 side	 reactions	 can	 occur.40,84,91	 Also,	 as	 a	 function	 of	 particle	 size	 and	

discharge	 rate,	 multiple	 reactions	 can	 occur	 simultaneously	 in	 a	 single	 particle	 during	

discharge.45,98	 In	 particular,	 real-time	 transmission	 electron	 microscopy,	 performed	 at	 a	

discharge	 rate	of	0.017	mA/cm2,	 clearly	 shows	 the	 coexistence	of	 the	different	phases	 in	

individual,	nano-scale	particles.41		

Sample	stoichiometry	presents	an	additional	complication.	Magnetite	samples	often	

have	 some	 concentration	 of	 cation	 defects	 depending	 on	 synthetic	 method	 and	 oxygen	

exposure.32	 	 Iron	 vacancies	 specifically,	 corresponding	 to	𝐹𝑒b=�𝑂g,	 have	 been	 observed,	

occurring	predominantly	on	the	16d	site	(in	the	B-type	position),	as	shown	by	Mossbauer	

spectroscopy.99	 	 The	 structure	 of	 maghemite,	 𝛾-Fe2O3,	 presents	 the	 logical	 limit	 of	 fully	

oxidized	 𝐹𝑒b=�𝑂g	 with	 𝛿=0.33.	 The	 vacancies	 are	 generally	 confined	 to	 the	 16d	 site,	

schematically	 .	 Maghemite	 can	 be	 formed	 by	 topotactic	

oxidation	of	magnetite.100	Maghemite	crystals	can	be	prepared	in	which	the	vacancies	are	

ordered	 in	 a	 unit	 cell	 that	 is	 tripled	 along	 one	 of	 the	 Cartesian	 axes	 of	 the	 conventional	

magnetite	cubic	cell	to	form	tetragonal	unit	cell	with	space	group	P41212.101,102	This	ordering	

was	 confirmed	 in	 density	 functional	 theory	 (DFT)	 based	 studies,	 which	 also	 pointed	 to	

minimization	of	ionic	interactions	as	the	basic	mechanism.103	

Lithiation	 of	 maghemite,	 including	 in	 nano-crystalline	 form,	 has	 been	 extensively	

studied.82,83,85,89,90,104,105	Overall,	the	characteristics	are	similar	to	magnetite,	including	long	

relaxation	 times	 following	 lithium	 insertion,	 parasitic	 side	 reactions,	 and	 improved	
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electrochemical	performance	with	nano-sizing.	For	ease	of	comparison	with	magnetite,	we	

describe	the	results	with	reference	to	the	equivalent	formula	unit,	LixFe2.67O4.	Pernet,	et	al.,	

identified	 a	 sequence	 of	 three	 reaction	 on	 an	 electrochemical	 lithiation	 path	 ending	 at	

x~1.33.82		The	first	reaction	corresponded	to	the	filling	of	16d	vacancies	with	lithium,	ending	

at	 about	x=0.33.	The	second	reaction,	 clearly	slower,	 corresponded	with	 clear	 changes	 in	

structure	measured	by	X-ray	diffraction,	specifically	from	spinel	to	rock-salt.	At	the	end	of	

this	regime,	 there	was	residual	 tetrahedral	Fe	and	x~1.15	 indicated	that	not	all	16c	sites	

were	occupied.	The	third	reaction,	considerably	faster,	was	hypothesized	to	correspond	to	

filling	those	residual	sites	with	Li.	The	parallel	with	the	original	Thackeray	et	al.	picture	for	

magnetite	 is	 clear.	 Interestingly,	 some	 subsequent	 investigations	 of	 nano-scale	materials	

have	suggested	a	suppression	of	the	transition	to	the	rock-salt	structure,83,90	and	observed	

apparent	 reversibility	 in	 the	 spinel	 to	 rock-salt	 transition.85	 Other	 studies	 showed	 an	

irreversible	spinel	to	rock-salt	transition.44,45		

As	studies	on	the	lithiation	of	magnetite	progress,	the	importance	of	discharge	rate	

on	 observed	 mechanism,	 the	 observation	 of	 slow	 kinetics	 of	 phase	 change,	 and	 mass	

transport	 resistances	 occurring	 in	 the	 material,	 highlight	 the	 importance	 of	 separating	

kinetic	from	thermodynamic	effects.	For	the	initial	stages	of	lithium	insertion,	a	key	question	

controlling	 the	 thermodynamic	 picture	 is	 the	 relative	 stability	 of	 LiFe3O4.	 The	 second	

question	 is	whether	there	 is	 finite	range	of	x	 over	which	LixFe3O4	 forms	continuously,	an	

intercalation	regime,	as	suggested	by	the	experimental	voltage	profiles.	Finally,	the	role	of	

iron	 vacancies	 and	 the	 extent	 to	 which	 maghemite	 behaves	 differently	 during	 lithium	

insertion	must	 be	 addressed.	 This	 is	 particularly	 highlighted	 in	 nanocrystalline	 samples.	

Experiments	show	that	processing	conditions	may	lead	to	a	structure	with	magnetite	core	
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and	an	oxidized	cladding,	Fe3+	rich61	or	even	specifically	maghemite.106	Overall,	fundamental	

understanding	 requires	 open	 circuit	 potential	 data	 where	 kinetic	 factors	 have	 been	

thoroughly	 characterized	 so	 that	 the	 regimes	 of	 continuous	 lithium	 insertion	 can	 be	

distinguished	from	the	plateaus	that	signal	conversion	reactions.			

In	this	chapter,	the	open	circuit	potential	data	for	magnetite	nanocrystalline	materials	

based	on	slow	lithium	insertion	rates	and	open	circuit	potential	monitored	for	up	to	30	days	

is	 presented.	 We	 then	 present	 results	 from	 an	 in-depth	 analysis,	 using	 DFT-based	

calculations,	 substantially	 expanding	 on	 the	 scope	 of	 structures	 considered	 in	 recent	

studies.41,44	 We	 revisit	 the	 relative	 stability	 of	 the	 rock-salt-like	 LiFe3O4	 phase	 and	 the	

relative	stability	more	generally	of	LixFe3O4	at	low	levels	of	lithiation,	x<1.	We	also	consider	

Li	 insertion	 into	 Fe	 deficient	 magnetite,	 Fe2.875O4,	 and	 maghemite,	 Fe2.67O4.	 Based	 on	

calculations	 for	distinct	ways	 to	organize	 Li	 and	 Fe	 ions	on	 the	 16c	 site	of	 rock-salt-like	

structures	 for	LiFe3O4	 in	an	eight	 formula	unit	cell,	we	 find	a	series	of	structures	that	are	

stable	relative	to	the	convex	hull	at	zero	temperature	with	a	continuous	variation	in	energy.	

We	discuss	the	roles	of	charge,	spin	and	orbital	ordering	in	our	conclusions.	Relative	to	the	

most	stable	LiFe3O4	structure,	we	found	no	stable,	intermediate	phases	for	LixFe3O4	with	x<1.	

The	calculations	showed	that	lithium	initially	inserts	into	Fe	vacancies	available	on	16d	sites,	

including	filling	all	the	available	such	vacancies	in	maghemite.	The	predicted	voltage	for	this	

process,	near	3	V,	corresponds	well	to	the	initial,	low	lithium	concentration	measured	open	

circuit	potential.	The	predicted	voltage	for	the	spinel	to	rock-salt-like	structure	conversion,	

near	2	V,	aligns	with	the	first	plateau	in	the	measured	open	circuit	potential.	However,	the	

lithium	concentration	at	which	 the	measured	plateau	 starts	 is	beyond	 that	which	 can	be	

accounted	for	simply	through	Fe	vacancies	in	the	sample.		
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2.3 Results	and	Discussion	

2.3.1 Measured	Reversible	Potential.		

Galvanostatic	intermittent	titration	technique	experiments	(GITT)	at	x	=	0.2,	0.4,	0.5,	0.6,	0.8,	

1.0,	1.5,	and	2.0	equivalents	of	lithium	into	8-9	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	resulted	in	the	voltage	

relaxation	curves	shown	in	Figure	2.3	a.	It	was	observed	that	at	low	depths	of	discharge	(x	=	

0.2	and	0.4),	the	relaxation	profiles	took	30	days	to	reach	full	equilibrium.	For	more	extensive	

discharge	(x	=	0.6,	0.8,	1.0,	1.5,	and	2.0),	~5	days	was	sufficient	relaxation	time.	Previous	

studies	have	shown	that	for	larger	particles,	30	days	relaxation	time	may	not	be	sufficient.40	

In	Figure	2.3	b,	the	reversible	potential	starts	with	a	concentration	dependent	region	that	

lasts	 until	 x	 =	 0.8	 and	 ranges	 from	 2.8	 V	 down	 to	 1.9	 V.	 Following	 the	 concentration	

dependent	intercalation	regime,	there	is	a	short	voltage	plateau	near	x	=	1.0	followed	by	a	

slight	drop	in	voltage	out	to	x	=	2.0.	In	comparison,	the	early	measurements	by	Thackeray,	et	

al.,	 were	 based	 on	 shorter	 equilibration	 time	 (24	 hours).38,51	 The	 low	 concentration	

reversible	 potential	 was	 similar	 to	 that	 measured	 here,	 but	 the	 plateau	 region	 was	 less	

pronounced	near	x=1	and	had	a	lower	voltage.		
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Figure	2.3.	a)	GITT	Voltage	relaxation	curves	for	lithiation	of	8-9	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles.	Maximum	
Voltage	 during	 relaxation	 is	 plotted	 as	 a	 function	 of	 lithium	 concentration	 for	 the	 experimental	
Reversible	Potential	for	0	<	x	<	2	in	b).	DFT	predicted	voltage	profiles	for	lithiation	of	pristine	(green),	
defective	magnetite	Fe2.875O4	(red),	and	maghemite	Fe2.667O4	(blue)	over	the	experimental	Reversible	
Potential	in	b).	

2.3.2 Structure	and	Stability	of	LiFe3O4.		

To	establish	the	LiFe3O4	high	lithium	concentration	end	point,	all	97	of	the	symmetry	

distinct	configurations	with	16d	comprised	entirely	of	Fe	and	eight	Li	and	eight	Fe	occupying	

the	 16c	 site	 in	 an	 eight	 formula	 unit	 cell	 have	 been	 calculated,	 representing	 a	 defective	

rocksalt-like	structure.	Additionally,	 the	one	symmetry	unique	way	to	compute	this	same	

organization	in	a	two	formula	unit	cell	was	also	calculated.	The	computed	energies	for	both	

cell	sizes	are	displayed	in	Figure	2.4	a,	with	zero	taken	from	the	lowest	energy	configuration.	

Across	the	sampled	configurations,	 the	energy	varied	by	almost	0.2	eV/f.u.	The	Madelung	

Energy	for	each	fully	relaxed	structure	was	computed	with	the	charge	assigned	as	the	charge	

that	was	found	self	consistently	from	DFT.	In	Figure	2.4	b,	it	can	be	seen	that	there	is	a	strong	

correlation	between	the	electrostatic	contribution	to	the	energy	and	the	total	energy	of	the	
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system.	 Additionally,	 this	 electrostatic	 contribution	 has	 been	 previously	 shown	 as	 the	

driving	force	for	vacancy	ordering	on	the	16d	site	in	the	related	γ-Fe2O3	system.103		

	

Figure	2.4.		(a)	Phase	stability	(left	y-axis)	of	LiFe3O4	in	the	rock-salt-like	structure	for	the	97	(one)	
symmetry	distinct	configurations	of	Li	and	Fe	on	 the	16c	site	 in	the	eight	 (two)	 formula	unit	cell	
shown	in	green	circles	(green	open	triangle).	The	blue	symbols	(right	y-axis)	show	the	corresponding	
calculated	voltage	relative	to	Li	metal	for	the	97	eight	formula	unit	ionic	arrangements	and	the	one	
two	formula	unit	arrangement	(blue	open	triangle).	(b)	Correlation	between	the	DFT	energy	of	all	97	
relaxed	LiFe3O4	ionic	arrangements	and	the	Madelung	energy	of	the	same	relaxed	ionic	structure.	
The	lowest	energy	eight	formula	unit	and	two	formula	unit	cell	are	shown	in	(c)	and	(d),	respectively.	
Spin	up	and	spin	down	Fe3+	are	dark	and	light	brown,	respectively.	Spin	up	and	spin	down	Fe2+	are	
dark	and	light	blue,	respectively.	Lithium	is	in	green	and	oxygen	is	in	red.	

To	 determine	 the	magnetic	 ordering	 of	 the	 LiFe3O4	 structure,	magnetic	 exchange	

interactions	 were	 probed	 by	 counting	 the	 number	 of	 first	 nearest	 neighbor	 and	 second	

nearest	neighbor	Heisenberg	exchange	interactions,	represented	by	the	J1	and	J2	Heisenberg	

exchange	constants	for	various	magnetic	orders.	In	the	eight	formula	unit	cell,	ferromagnetic,	

ferrimagnetic,	 and	 antiferromagnetic	 orderings	 were	 tested	 for	 a	 handful	 of	 ionic	
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arrangements	spanning	the	full	97	structures.	The	lowest	energy	magnetic	order	was	found	

to	be	ferrimagnetic	in	all	of	the	eight	formula	unit	cells	tested,	where	the	8a	iron	that	moved	

to	16c	site	maintained	spin	down	and	the	16d	iron	maintained	spin	up.	Antiferromagnetic	

spin	order	was	found	to	be	most	stable	in	the	two	formula	unit	cell	by	120	meV/f.u.	over	the	

ferrimagnetic	order	described	above	in	the	same	cell.	The	most	stable	spin	structures	are	

shown	in	Figure	2.4	c	and	d	for	the	eight	f.u.	and	two	f.u.	cells,	respectively.	

It	was	found	that	the	most	stable	magnetic	structure	maximized	anti-spin	coupling	

for	 the	 second	 neatest	 neighbor	 shell,	 iron-iron	 interaction	 at	 180°	 through	 neighboring	

oxygen,	corresponding	to	J2.	For	a	given	ionic	arrangement	there	is	more	than	one	way	to	

maximize	the	second	nearest	neighbor	interaction,	however,	if	the	iron	at	the	16c	site	are	

anti-spin	coupled	to	the	iron	on	the	16d	site,	the	J2	anti-spin	coupling	is	maximized.	In	the	

eight	formula	unit	cell,	the	lowest	energy	configuration	was	lower	than	the	one	identified	

from	the	two	formula	unit	cell,	by	about	33	meV/f.u.	The	total	magnetic	order	for	the	lowest	

energy	LiFe3O4	was	found	to	be	4.89	 /f.u.	The	lowest	energy	eight	formula	unit	structure	

had	 no	 symmetry	 (P1),	 and	 can	 be	 visualized	 in	 Figure	 2.4	 c	 compared	 to	 the	 higher	

symmetry	two	formula	unit	structure	in	Figure	2.4	d.	

The	distribution	of	energies	illustrated	in	Figure	2.4	a	is	essentially	continuous.	The	

energies	for	the	lowest	ten	configurations	span	about	20	meV/Li.	While	we	primarily	focus	

on	the	zero	temperature	energy	here,	we	have	used	the	complete	sampling	of	configurations	

in	the	eight	formula	unit	cell	to	make	an	estimate	of	the	contribution	of	Li-Fe	configuration	

entropy	to	the	room	temperature	free	energy.107		The	result	was	19	meV/Li.		For	reference,	

the	high	temperature	limit	in	the	eight	formula	unit	cell	can	capture	85.3%	of	the	lattice	gas	

analytical	result.	Additionally,	the	measured	configurational	entropy	gain	for	Fe3O4	across	
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the	Verwey	transition	is	~6	J/mol/K,108	corresponding	to	7.6	meV/mol	Fe3O4	at	the	122	K	

Verwey	temperature.	The	noninteracting	lattice	gas	result	for	complete	disorder	of	d5	and	d6	

states	on	16d	site	in	Fe3O4	is	14.5	meV/mol	Fe3O4	at	the	Verwey	temperature.	

With	reference	to	Figure	2.2,	the	stability	of	LiFe3O4	was	determined	by	reference	to	

the	formation	energies	of	FeO	and	Li2Fe2O4.	The	lowest	energy	structures	found	for	LiFe3O4	

had	a	computed	formation	energy	that	was	-5	meV/atom	below	phase	segregation	into	FeO	

and	LiFeO2,	while	the	two	formula	unit	cell	was	found	to	be	-1	meV/atom	below	the	hull,	as	

can	be	seen	 in	Figure	2.4b.	 	This	result	was	 independent	of	 the	corrections	applied	more	

generally	to	the	formation	energies	across	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram,	as	described	

Chapter	5.10.		

2.3.3 Lithium	Insertion	into	Spinel	Fe3O4		

Using	the	reference	eight	formula	unit	cell,	the	energy	for	Li	insertion	to	the	16c,	48f,	

and	 8b,	 sites	 was	 compared,	 with	 full	 atomic	 and	 cell	 shape	 relaxation	 in	 each	 case.	 In	

agreement	with	previous	literature,42	 insertion	to	the	16c	was	lowest	 in	energy,	 followed	

closely	by	the	48f	site	(0.05	eV/Li	higher).	The	energy	for	the	8b	site	was	considerably	higher	

(2.4	eV/Li),	as	expected	due	to	the	repulsive	near	neighbor	environment	(Figure	2.1b).		

To	investigate	the	dilute	limit	of	isolated	Li	insertion,	a	16	formula	unit	cell	was	also	

constructed,	with	focus	on	the	insertion	to	the	16c	site.		The	computed	energy	gain,	relative	

to	metallic	Li,	was	-0.70	eV/Li,	similar	to	the	result	at	a	concentration	of	x=0.125	found	with	

the	 eight	 formula	 unit	 cell	 (-1.01	 eV/Li).	 The	 lowest	 energy	 structures	 for	 x=0.0625	 and	

0.125	are	shown	in	Figure	2.5	a	and	b	respectively.	The	local	motif,	clearly	shows	substantial	

displacement	of	one	of	the	neighboring	Fe3+	cations	from	its	8a	site.	While	the	displacement	
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is	 generally	 in	 the	direction	of	 the	available	empty	16c	 site.	 In	 the	 ideal	x=0.0	 lattice,	 the	

vacant	16c	site	where	lithium	inserts	is	equidistant	from	two	8a	irons,	at	1.81	Å	from	the	8a	

to	the	16c	site.	The	line	connecting	the	two	8a	sites	and	the	vacant	16c	site	is	179.11°,	for	

Fe8a-Vacant16c-Fe8a.	After	 lithium	insertion,	 the	two	Li-Fe8a	distances	are	2.39	Å	(8a*)	and	

2.48	Å	(8a**).	The	iron	labeled	8a*	has	been	displaced	toward	a	vacant	16c	site,	moving	1.25	

Å	from	its	position	in	the	x=0.0	lattice,	while	the	other,	8a**,	displaces	by	only	0.15	Å	from	its	

original	x=0.0	8a	site.	However,	the	Li	inserted	on	the	16c	site	moves	0.59	Å	from	the	high	

symmetry	16c	site,	off	the	high	symmetry	Fe8a-Vacant16c-Fe8a	line	(179.11°)	to	an	angle	of	

132.13°	for	Fe8a-Li16c-Fe8a.	With	these	structural	changes,	the	distance	between	8a*	and	8a**	

has	gone	from	3.62	Å	in	the	x=0.0	lattice	to	4.50	Å	in	the	x=0.0625	lattice.		

	

Figure	 2.5.	 Lowest	 energy	 structures	 for	 (a)	 Li0.0625Fe3O4,	 (b)	 Li0.125Fe3O4,	 (c)	 Li0.25Fe3O4,	 and	 (d)	
Li0.375Fe3O4.	Brown	atoms	are	Fe16d,	red	atoms	are	oxygen	at	32e,	dark	blue	atoms	are	Fe8a,	green	
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atoms	are	 lithium	 inserted	 at	16c	 site,	 light	blue	 atoms	are	Fe8a	 that	have	been	displaced	due	 to	
proximal	Li16c.	

For	x=0.125	the	Li-8a*	distance	is	2.45	Å	and	the	Li-8a**	distance	is	2.42	Å,	while	in	

x=0.0625	these	distances	were	2.38Å	and	2.48	Å,	respectively.	The	Li	displaces	off	the	high	

symmetry	 16c	 position	 by	 0.52	 Å	 in	 x=0.125	 and	 0.59	 Å	 in	 x=0.0625.	 The	 angle	 of	

displacement	for	Fe8a-Li16c-Fe8a	in	x=0.125	is	132.09°,	while	in	x=0.0625,	it	is	135.13°.	The	

8a*-8a**	distance	is	4.45	Å	for	x=0.125,	while	it	was	4.50	Å	for	x=0.0625.	However,	between	

the	two	dilute	concentrations,	x=0.0625	and	x=0.125,	there	are	also	differences	in	the	details	

of	the	local	motif.	The	Fe	labeled	8a*	and	8a**	displace	from	the	8a	positions	in	the	x=0.0	

structure	by	0.79	Å	and	0.40	Å	in	x=0.125	but	for	x=0.0625,	these	displacements	are	more	

asymmetric.	Where	 for	x=0.0625	8a*	displaced	by	1.25	Å	and	8a**	0.15	Å.	 In	 the	x=0.125	

case,	the	local	motif	is	not	isolated	due	to	the	supercell	used.	In	the	first	coordination	shell	

for	Li-Fe8a,	comprised	of	8a*	and	8a**	the	average	displacements	for	x=0.125	and	0.0625	are	

0.70	Å	and	0.60	Å,	respectively.	The	displacement	for	the	second	Li-Fe8a	coordination	shell,	

comprised	of	6	additional	Fe8a’s,	is	0.10	Å	for	x=0.125	and	0.06	Å	for	x=0.0625.	In	the	case	of	

x=0.125,	 the	 3rd	 Li-Fe8a	 coordination	 shell	 contains	 no	 new	 Fe8a’s,	 as	 there	 are	 8	 in	 the	

supercell	and	all	8	have	been	accounted	for	in	the	first	and	second	coordination	shells.	For	

x=0.125,	the	average	displacement	in	the	3rd	coordination	shell	is	0.11	Å,	where	for	x=0.0625,	

with	all	unique	Fe8a’s,	it	is	only	0.03	Å.	

All	symmetry	distinct	configurations	for	addition	of	two	and	three	Li	atoms,	x=0.25	

and	x=0.375,	respectively,	to	16c	sites	in	the	eight	formula	unit	spinel	structure	cell	were	

investigated.	 Figure	 2.5c	 and	 d	 illustrate	 the	 lowest	 energy	 structures	 found.	 The	 results	

clearly	demonstrate	clustering	of	the	added	Li	atoms	in	this	regime.	With	reference	to	Figure	

2.1,	each	8a	site	has	four	vacant	16c	site	nearest	neighbors.	As	shown	in	Figure	2.5b,	the	first	
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inserted	 Li,	 Li1,	 on	 one	 of	 the	 vacant	 16c	 sites	 leads	 to	 displacement	 of	 the	 proximal	

tetrahedral	8a	Fe,	8a*,	towards	a	second	one	of	the	vacant	16c	sites,	and	this	displacement	

costs	energy.	There	are	two	remaining	empty	16c	sites	in	the	local	motif	seen	in	Figure	2.5b.		

As	 illustrated	 in	Figure	2.5c,	 the	lowest	energy	site	 for	addition	of	another	 lithium,	Li2,	 is	

adjacent	to	Li1,	where	the	two	Li	atoms	can	share	the	energy	cost	of	the	displacement	of	the	

tetrahedral	8a*	Fe.	A	third	added	lithium,	Li3,	to	the	eight	formula	unit	cell	preferentially	

goes	onto	the	final	vacant	16c	site	adjacent	to	Li1	and	Li2	and	the	displaced	8a*	Fe	(Figure	

2.5d).	Qualitatively,	the	local	8a*	Fe	cation	displaces	further	with	each	added	Li,	approaching	

the	16c	site	for	three	neighboring	Li	atoms.	The	energy	gain	per	lithium	added	is	-0.70	eV/Li,	

-1.01	 eV/Li,	 -1.13	 eV/Li,	 and	 -1.30	 eV/Li	 for	x=0.0625,	 0.125,	 0.25,	 and	0.375	 illustrated	

structurally	in	Figure	2.5a,	b,	c,	and	d.	The	distance	of	the	displaced	Fe	8a*	to	the	vacant	16c	

site	is	0.84	Å,	0.62	Å,	and	0.34	Å	at	x=0.125,	0.25,	and	0.375	(Figure	2.5b,	c,	and	d).	Illustrating	

how	the	increasing	concentrations	of	lithium	cooperatively	push	the	iron	into	the	16c	site.	

This	cooperative	force	is	maximized	at	x=0.375,	as	all	the	available	local	16c	sites	in	this	motif	

have	been	exhausted.			

We	observe	that	as	the	displaced	8a*	Fe	approaches	the	16c	site,	it	is	now	in	close	

proximity	to	an	adjacent	8a	tetrahedral	iron,	labeled	8a**	in	Figure	2.5d.	This	causes	further	

displacements	 of	 8a**	 Fe,	 each	 8a**	 is	 displaced	 by	RMSD	of	 0.02	Å	 from	 the	x=0.0	 fully	

relaxed	structure.	However,	 the	cooperative	displacement	of	all	of	 the	8a	Fe	atoms	 in	the	

structure	 to	 16c	 sites	 previously	 hypothesized	 in	 the	 literature	 and	 discussed	 in	 the	

introduction,	has	not	yet	occurred.	In	fact,	explicit	calculations	of	configurations	at	x=0.375,	

based	on	the	rock-salt	structure,	discussed	further	in	Section	3.4,	show	that	the	local	cluster	

configuration	 identified	 in	 Figure	 2.5d	 is	 in	 fact	 lowest	 in	 energy	 at	 x=0.375.	 The	 lowest	
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energy	motif	based	on	insertion	of	an	additional	lithium	into	an	eight	formula	unit	cell,	x=0.5,	

starting	from	spinel	still	showed	clustering,	but	now	with	four	Li	atoms	around	two	displaced	

Fe	atoms	from	8a	sites.		However,	competing	with	this	were	x=0.5	configurations	with	full	

conversion	of	all	tetrahedral	irons	to	16c	sites	and	lithium	at	16c	sites	dispersed	throughout	

the	structure,	which	were	found	to	be	lower	in	energy	than	the	clustering.	It	is	found	that	

lithium	 clustering	 around	 and	 displacing	 Fe3+	 from	 the	 8a	 site	 to	 Fe2+	 at	 the	 16c	 site	 is	

energetically	favored	up	to	a	concentration	of	x=0.375,	or	3	Li+	in	an	eight	formula	unit	cell.		

2.3.4 Lithium	Insertion	into	Defective	Rocksalt	Fe3O4		

As	discussed	in	Chapter	2.3.2,	all	symmetry	unique	configurations	at	x=1.0	with	full	

occupation	of	Fe	on	16d	and	50:50	Li:Fe	on	16c	were	calculated.	The	lowest	energy	structure	

was	low	symmetry,	P1,	and	it	is	visualized	in	Figure	2.4	c.	This	lowest	energy	parent	structure	

was	used	to	create	Li	vacancies,	enabling	the	analysis	of	the	defective	rocksalt	structure	for	

LixFe3O4	 with	 0.125	 <	 x	 <	 0.875.	 In	 the	 dilute	 limit,	 Thackeray	 et	 al.’s	 hypothesis	 of	

cooperative	 displacement	 was	 tested	 for	 x=0.125.	 The	 lowest	 energy	 cooperative	

displacement	structure	was	0.56	eV/f.u.	higher	in	energy	than	a	lithium	at	the	16c	site	in	the	

inverse	spinel	structure,	eliminating	the	possibility	of	a	cooperative	displacement	at	x=0.125.	

For	x=0.25	and	0.375,	the	lithium	clustering	and	displacement	of	a	tetrahedral	iron	is	lowest	

in	energy,	but	at	x=0.5,	movement	of	all	tetrahedral	iron	to	16c	sites	with	lithium	also	on	the	

16c	 sites	 is	 55.62	 meV/f.u.	 lower	 in	 energy	 than	 lithium	 clustering.	 Indicating	 that	

cooperative	displacement	to	defective	rocksalt	is	energetically	competitive	at	x=0.5.	
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Figure	2.6.	Stepwise	energetic	contributions	for	movement	of	tetrahedral	8a	iron	in	x=0.0	inverse	
spinel,	θ�,	to	16c	sites	to	make	defective	rock-salt,	θ��,	at	fixed	volume.	Energy	to	expand	lattice	to	
x=1.0	lattice	constant,	and	energy	gain	upon	lithium	 insertion,	Liθ��.	All	calculations	are	 in	a	 two	
formula	unit	cell.	

To	 further	 investigate	 the	 competition	 between	 the	 observed	 low	 concentration	

lithium	clustering	effect	versus	the	conversion	of	all	8a	iron	to	vacant	16c	sites	observed	at	

high	lithium	concentrations,	the	energy	to	displace	all	tetrahedral	8a	iron	from	the	inverse	

spinel	structure	to	the	16c	sites	in	the	defective	rocksalt	structure	was	calculated	in	a	two	

formula	unit	cell.	The	first	step	in	is	the	movement	of	all	8a	iron	to	16c	sites	with	no	change	

in	lattice	parameter	from	the	x=0.0	structure	but	allowed	relaxation	of	internal	coordinates	

(Figure	2.6).	This	is	the	energy	cost	to	displace	the	iron	from	8a	to	16c	and	was	found	to	be	

+1.48	 eV/f.u.	 Second,	 the	 structure	 was	 expanded	 to	 the	 final	 x=1.0	 lattice	 parameter,	

representing	the	energetic	cost	of	lattice	expansion.	From	Figure	2.6,	it	is	seen	that	the	lattice	

expansion	 contributes	 negligibly	 to	 the	 energetic	 cost,	 the	majority	 of	 the	 energetic	 cost	

comes	from	the	displacement	of	the	tetrahedral	irons	to	octahedral	16c	sites.	The	third	step	
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is	the	energetic	gain	associated	with	lithium	insertion	into	the	defective	rocksalt	structure,	

which	was	found	to	be	-1.80	eV/f.u	from	the	starting	structure.	

2.3.5 LixFe3O4	Convex	Hull.			

Referring	 to	 Figure	 2.2,	 the	 relative	 stability	 of	 Li	 intercalated	 magnetite	 should	

generally	be	determined	relative	to	the	corners	of	the	Gibbs	triangle	consisting	of	FeO,	Fe3O4	

and	Li2Fe2O4.	 	Our	calculations	suggest	that	LiFe3O4	is	just	below	the	convex	hull	and	it	is	

representative	 of	 rock-salt-like	 structures	 in	 the	 Li-Fe	 phase	 diagram.	This	 suggests	 that	

LiFe3O4	 is	 a	 thermodynamically	 stable	 compound.	 It	 is	 therefore	 interesting	 to	 probe	

whether	the	early	stages	of	lithium	insertion	into	spinel,	with	the	cluster	effects	noted	in	Sect.	

3.2,	form	a	continuously	stable	regime,	or	if	they	are	unstable	against	phase	segregation	into	

LiFe3O4.		To	assess	this,	a	one-dimensional	convex	hull	has	been	computed	with	Fe3O4	and	

LiFe3O4	as	the	end	points.	

	

Figure	 2.7.	 Convex-Hull	 for	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 Fe3O4	 for	 0≤x≤1.	 All	 symmetry	 distinct	
configurations	were	sampled	for	insertion	into	the	16c	site	of	the	spinel	phase	up	to	x=0.625.	Full	
Conversion	represents	a	defective	rocksalt	structure	for	which	Li	from	x=0.125	to	0.875	was	sampled	
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(red	circles).	Multiple	configurations	exist	for	the	organization	of	Fe	on	the	16c	sites	to	create	the	
defective	rocksalt	structure,	the	details	of	which	can	be	seen	in	Chapter	5.6.		

The	 comprehensive	 results	 for	Li	 insertion	 in	the	 range	0≤x≤1	are	 summarized	 in	

Figure	2.7.	From	the	lowest	concentration	probed	here	(x=0.0625),	no	insertion	compound	

is	 found	 to	 be	 stable.	 As	 discussed	 above	 (Chapter	 2.3.3),	 this	 traces	 back	 to	 the	 strong	

Coulomb	repulsion	between	the	inserted	Li	and	the	Fe	cation	on	the	8a	site.		The	energy	cost	

to	displace	Fe8a	is	simply	too	high.	Even	though	the	results	for	low	concentration	do	show	a	

stable	local	motif	with	up	to	three	Li	atoms	around	a	single	displaced	Fe8a	(Figure	2.5	d)	in	

the	spinel	structure,	this	motif	is	not	found	to	be	stable	against	phase	segregation	to	form	the	

rock-salt-like	 phase	 and	 unlithiated	 magnetite.	 Li	 deficient	 (0.5	 <	 x	 <	 0.875)	 rock-salt	

compounds	are	found	to	be	unstable	against	formation	of	the	fully	occupied	rock-salt-like	

phase.	Now,	as	noted	in	the	previous	section,	the	LiFe3O4	end	point	considered	here	is	stable	

against	phase	segregation	to	FeO	+	𝛼 −LiFeO2	by	around	-5	meV/atom.	This	phase	stability	

is	low	and	at	room	temperature,	FeO	+	𝛼 −LiFeO2	may	also	form.	Interestingly,	either	result,	

LiFe3O4	or	FeO	+	𝛼 −LiFeO2,	is	fully	consistent	with	the	widely	observed	formation	of	rock-

salt-like	structure,	particularly	when	it	is	taken	into	account	that	typical	X-ray	measurements	

are	not	sensitive	to	the	specific	location	of	Li	in	the	sample.	

2.3.6 Impact	of	Iron	Vacancies	on	Lithium	Insertion.		

The	site	preference	for	a	nominally	isolated	Fe	vacancy	was	tested	in	an	eight	formula	

unit	cell	and,	in	agreement	with	experiment,99	a	Fe	vacancy	on	the	16d	site	was	found	to	be	

energetically	preferred	over	a	vacancy	on	the	8a	site,	by	1.1	eV/defect.	In	the	case	of	defective	

magnetite,	 Fe2.875O4,	 the	 charge	 distribution	 among	 the	 15	 occupied	 16d	 sites	 was	 the	

expected	ten	Fe3+	and	five	Fe2+,	with	the	eight	Fe3+	on	the	tetrahedral	8a	sites	unaffected	by	
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the	presence	of	the	16d	defect.	Individual	iron	magnetic	moments	were	largely	unaffected,	

but	the	net	magnetic	moment	was	reduced	to	3.70	𝜇j 	per	f.u.	for	Fe2.875O4.	For	maghemite,	

Fe2.67O4,	all	cation	sites	were	Fe3+,	as	expected	and	the	net	magnetic	moment	was	 further	

reduced	to	3.29	𝜇j 	per	f.u.,	compared	to	the	experimentally	bulk	value	of	2.83	𝜇j 		per	f.u.109–

111	

In	an	iron	deficient	magnetite	structure,	lithium	insertion	to	the	16d	site	of	a	missing	

Fe	competes	with	the	interstitial	sites	previously	examined	for	pristine	magnetite	(16c,	8b,	

or	48f).	Computations	 for	insertion	of	 lithium	into	Fe2.875O4	 in	 the	standard	eight	 formula	

unit	cell	showed	that	lithium	insertion	was	most	stable	on	the	16d	iron	vacancy	defect,	by	38	

meV/Li	over	insertion	at	a	vacant	16c	site.	As	shown	in	Figure	2.8	a,	all	atoms	in	the	lattice	

remained	undisturbed	 in	the	presence	of	the	16d	Li.	Adding	another	 lithium	atom,	 it	was	

found	that	 the	 lowest	energy	configuration	was	a	split	 interstitial	motif	 in	which	the	two	

lithiums	share	the	available	16d	site.	 	Alternative	structures,	in	which	the	second	Li	atom	

went	to	a	more	remote	interstitial	site	resulted	in	the	same	type	of	local	motif	as	illustrated	

in	Figure	2.5	b,	with	the	added	cost	of	local	displacement	of	the	neighboring	8a	site	Fe	atom	

and	were	therefore	less	stable	than	the	split	interstitial.	
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Figure	2.8.	Lowest	energy	structures	for	lithium	insertion	into	Fe2.875O4	with	the	iron	defect	on	a	16d	
site.	Lithium	insertion	onto	the	16d	defect	a)	x=0.125	and	split	interstitial	of	the	16d	defect	b)	x=0.25.	
All	 calculations	were	performed	 in	 eight	 formula	unit	 cell.	 Brown	atoms	are	Fe16d,	 red	atoms	are	
oxygen	at	32e,	dark	blue	atoms	are	Fe8a,	green	atoms	are	lithium	inserted	at	16d	site.	

To	test	stability	of	LixFe2.875O4	structures	against	phase	segregation,	the	analysis	used	

for	the	ideal	magnetite	case	was	extended.	 	Specifically,	the	end-point	Li1.125Fe2.875	O4	was	

characterized	as	 follows.	With	a	 composition	on	 the	FeO	 to	LiFeO2	 tie	 line	 in	 the	 ternary	

phase	 diagram	 neighboring	 to	 LiFe3O4,	 a	 constrained	 search	 of	 configurations	was	 done	

starting	 from	 the	 previously	 determined	 lowest	 energy	 P1	 structure	 for	 LiFe3O4.	 All	 16	

symmetry	distinct	ways	to	substitute	a	lithium	for	iron	on	a	16d	were	considered	and	the	

lowest	 energy	 structure	 was	 taken	 to	 represent	 Li1.125Fe2.875O4.	 The	 16	 calculations	 are	

shown	in	Figure	2.9	a	and	the	lowest	energy	structure	is	visualized	in	Appendix	4.	In	addition	

to	restrictions	derived	from	the	specific	organization	of	Fe	and	Li	on	the	16c	site,	this	search	

also	excludes	more	extensive	iron	and	lithium	redistribution	over	the	16c	+	16d	sites.	While	

the	constrained	search	may	not	have	revealed	the	most	energetically	favorable	end-point,	

the	calculated	formation	energy	is	still	-4.6	meV/atom	below	the	computed	FeO	to	𝛼 −LiFeO2	
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tie	line,	similar	to	the	LiFe3O4	stability	of	-4.9	meV/atom.	Using	it	as	an	end	point	to	form	a	

convex	 hull	 to	 examine	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 Fe2.875O4,	 the	 formation	 energies	 shown	 in	

Figure	2.9	a	show	that	a	single	lithium	atom	on	the	available	defect	site	is	a	stable	intercalate.	

However,	lithium	insertion	on	the	16c	site	is	unstable	and	the	x	=	0.25	split	interstitial	motif	

is	already	unstable	against	phase	segregation.	This	further	exemplifies	the	strong	Coulomb	

repulsion	between	the	16c	site	and	the	8a	site	occupied	by	iron	that	destabilized	insertion	

into	pristine	or	defective	spinel.	

	

Figure	2.9.	Convex-Hull	for	lithium	insertion	into	(a)	Fe2.875O4	and	(b)	Fe2.667O4.	

The	 highest	 concentrations	 of	 16d	 iron	 defects	 observed	 in	 magnetite	 is	 x=0.33,	

occurring	 in	 maghemite,	 -Fe2.67O4.	 Following	 the	 same	 trend	 as	 in	 defective	 magnetite,	

LixFe2.875O4,	lithium	insertion	onto	16d	sites	up	to	the	concentration	of	the	defects	result	in	

stable	 intercalated	 structures	 into	 -Fe2.67O4,	 where	 there	 were	 no	 structural	

rearrangements	of	the	parent	 -Fe2.67O4	in	the	presence	of	the	16d	intercalated	lithium.	The	

supercell	for	 -Fe2.67O4	is	24	formula	units,	too	large	to	enumerate	all	possible	orderings	of	

Li+	Fe	on	the	16c	sites	as	was	done	for	LiFe3O4	and	in	a	constrained	way	for	Li1.125Fe2.875O4,	

as	 such,	 concentrations	between	0.33	<	x	<	1.33	were	not	 sampled.	However,	due	 to	 the	
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knowledge	gained	from	the	LixFe3O4	and	LixFe2.875O4	structures,	insertion	of	lithium	past	the	

concentration	 of	 defects	 will	 likely	 result	 in	 Coulombic	 repulsions	 and	 instability	 with	

respect	to	the	rocksalt	end	point,	Li1.33Fe2.67O4.		Due	to	computational	cost,	only	one	structure	

for	 the	 Li1.33Fe2.67O4	 end	 point	 was	 calculated.	 This	 structure	 was	 characterized	 by	

maintaining	the	defect	order	on	the	16d	site	according	to	P41212	order	 found	to	be	most	

stable	by	Grau-Crespo	et	al.103	and	the	Li+Fe	on	the	16c	site	was	set	as	visualized	in	Appendix	

4.	The	Li1.33Fe2.67O4	phase	calculated	was	found	to	be	8	meV/atom	above	the	tie	line	to	phase	

segregation	 to	 FeO	 to	𝛼-LiFeO2,	 and	 as	 will	 be	 discussed	 in	 the	 next	 section,	 has	 a	 DFT	

predicted	voltage	comparable	to	experiment.	

2.3.7 Open	Circuit	Potential.		

Due	to	instability	of	lithium	insertion	past	the	concentration	of	Fe	defects	on	the	16d	

site,	 lithium	 insertion	 greater	 than	 x	 =	 0.125	 in	 LixFe2.875O4	 and	 greater	 than	 x=0.33	 in	

LixFe2.67O4	results	in	the	prediction	of	two-phases	in	equilibrium.	For	defective	magnetite,	

Li0.125Fe2.875O4	 and	 Li1.125Fe2.875O4	 are	 the	 two	phases	 in	 equilibrium	 and	 for	maghemite,	

Li0.33Fe2.67O4	 and	 Li1.33Fe2.67O4	 are	 the	 two	 phases	 in	 equilibrium.	 Analogously,	 lithium	

insertion	into	Fe3O4,	with	the	16d	site	fully	occupied	by	Fe,	results	in	a	two-phase	equilibrium	

between	Fe3O4	and	LiFe3O4.	The	DFT+U	predicted	voltages	of	the	two-phase	equilibria	for	

lithium	insertion	into	Fe3O4,	Fe2.875O4,	and	Fe2.67O4	can	be	seen	in	Figure	2.3	b.		

Although	 the	 Convex-Hull	 stability	 analysis	 predicts	 that	 lithium	 insertion	 into	

magnetite	will	phase	segregate	 into	Fe3O4	and	Li	Fe3O4,	 an	analysis	of	 the	DFT	predicted	

voltages	for	the	Li-clustering	motifs	in	Figure	2.5	gives	insight	into	if	these	motifs	occur	or	

are	metastable.	For	the	x=0.375,	3	Li-clustering	depicted	in	Figure	2.5	d,	the	DFT	predicted	
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voltage	is	1.30	V,	while	the	experimentally	observed	voltage	at	x=0.375	is	~2.6	V.	Similarly,	

for	x=0.125,	the	DFT	voltage	is	1.01	V,	while	the	experimentally	observed	voltage	is	~2.8	V.	

Due	to	such	a	large	discrepancy	between	the	predicted	voltage	for	the	local	lithium	clustering	

motif	and	the	experimentally	observed	voltage,	it	is	unlikely	that	these	structures	contribute	

to	the	experimentally	observed	reversible	potential.				

From	the	experimental	data	in	Figure	2.3b,	it	is	observed	that	the	reversible	potential	

for	lithiation	of	8-9	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	initiates	with	an	intercalation	regime	from	2.8-

1.8	V,	followed	by	a	two-phase	voltage	plateau	at	around	1.8	V.	When	16d	defects	occur	in	

the	material,	as	in	the	case	of	Fe2.875O4	and	Fe2.67O4,	lithiation	into	these	defects	results	in	

stable	 intercalates,	 there	 are	 no	 substantial	 structural	 rearrangements	 of	 the	 spinel	

background,	 and	 the	 intercalate	 is	 energetically	 favored	 against	 phase	 segregation.	 The	

DFT+U	predicted	voltages	for	16d	defect	filling	by	lithium	is	2.87-3.01	V,	consistent	with	the	

experimental	voltage	range	for	early	lithiation	into	the	8-9	nm	particles	reported	in	Figure	

2.3b	and	shown	in	the	green	shaded	region	in	Figure	2.10.	Once	all	16d	defects	are	filled,	

additional	lithium	must	insert	onto	16c	sites,	and	due	to	their	proximity	to	iron	on	8a	sites,	

this	causes	Coulombic	repulsion	and	the	resultant	 intercalates	are	unstable	against	phase	

segregation.	 Further	 lithiation	 past	 the	 concentration	 of	 16d	 Fe	 defects,	 results	 in	 phase	

segregation	 at	 a	 DFT+U	 predicted	 voltage	 of	 1.89-2.02	 V,	 consistent	 with	 the	 first	

experimental	voltage	plateau	in	Figure	2.3b.		

2.4 Conclusions.		

The	 stability	 analysis	 for	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 Fe3O4,	 Fe2.875O4,	 and	 -Fe2.67O4	 is	

summarized	in	Figure	2.10,	a	zoom-in	on	the	pertinent	region	of	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	
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diagram	from	Figure	2.2.	In	Figure	2.10,	all	structures	that	were	found	to	be	within	room	

temperature	kBT,	24	meV/atom,	of	a	tie-line	are	in	yellow,	while	structures	higher	than	24	

meV/atom	above	the	corresponding	tie	line	are	in	red.	The	known	stable	phases	are	in	green.	

The	line	connecting	FeO	to	LiFeO2	represents	a	string	of	defective	rocksalt	structures,	where	

Li	 is	 substituting	 for	Fe	on	16c	 (LiFe3O4)	or	16c	+	16d	sites	 (Li1.125Fe3O4,	 -Li1.33Fe2.67O4,	

LiFeO2).	The	line	connecting	Fe3O4	to	LiFe5O8	represents	the	string	of	spinel	structures	with	

,	where	the	concentration	of	Li	is	equal	to	the	concentration	of	Fe	

defects	on	the	16d	site.	The	structures	on	the	spinel	 tie	 line,	Fe3O4,	Li0.125Fe2.875O4,	and	 -

Li0.33Fe2.67O4,	 have	 the	 8a	 site	 fully	 occupied	 by	 Fe	 and	 the	 16d	 site	 fully	 occupied	 by	

,	therefore,	further	lithiation	results	in	Li	insertion	on	vacant	16c	sites.		Here	

we	show	that	due	to	the	proximity	of	the	16c	site	to	the	8a	site	occupied	by	Fe,	lithiation	of	

structures	 on	 the	 Fe3O4	 to	 LiFe5O8	 tie	 lie	 is	 unstable	 against	 phase	 segregation	 to	 the	

corresponding	rocksalt-like	endpoint	on	the	FeO	to	LiFeO2	tie	line,	while	voltages	for	these	

phase	transitions	from	spinel	to	defective	rocksalt	are	~2.0	V.	Lithiation	of	the	16d	defects	

in	the	structures	on	the	spinel	tie	lie,	Fe3O4	to	LiFe5O8,	is	stable	and	results	in	voltages	around	

~3.0	V.	
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Figure	2.10.	Zoom	in	on	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram	with	DFT+U	stability	assessment	of	lithiation	
of	Fe3O4,	Fe2.875O4,	and	Fe2.667O4.	

The	LiFe3O4	phase	 is	predicted	 to	be	 stable	against	phase	 segregation	 to	LiFeO2	+	

2FeO	by	~5	meV/atom	here.	We	note	that	we	have	not	fully	explored	the	complex	issue	of	

orbital	 ordering	 or	 magnetic	 configuration	 in	 the	 LiFe3O4	 structure	 for	 all	 Li-Fe	

configurations,	 as	 this	 is	 a	 computationally	 large	 problem	 and	 our	 studies	 indicate	 this	

energy	 scale	 to	 be	 small	 compared	 to	 charge	ordering.	However,	 additional	 analysis	 and	

reporting	of	a	lower	energy	orbital	or	magnetic	configuration	will	only	further	enhance	the	

stability	prediction	for	LiFe3O4	due	to	the	variational	principle.	Similarly,	the	energy	scale	for	

charge	and	orbital	ordering	in	the	Fe3O4	structure	is	small	compared	to	internal	relaxations.	

For	 a	 (Li)Fe3O4	 ground	 state	 structure	 with	 a	 lower	 energy	 than	 that	 found	 herein,	 the	

LixFe3O4	intercalates	are	further	destabilized	against	phase	segregation	to	LiFe3O4	+	Fe3O4,	

reinforcing	the	finding	that	lithiation	onto	16c	sites	in	Fe3O4	is	predicted	unstable.	

	 Magnetite	is	known	to	have	Fe	defects	on	the	16d	sites,	the	highest	concentration	of	

defects	observed	while	maintaining	the	spinel	structure	is	x=0.33	in	maghemite,	 -Fe2.67O4.	
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Lithium	insertion	onto	these	16d	defects	is	found	to	be	stable	against	phase	segregation.	In	

a	particle	comprised	of	pure	 -Fe2.67O4	the	highest	x	for	which	the	intercalation	regime	lasts	

would	be	the	concentration	of	defects,	x	=	0.33.	From	the	experimental	open	circuit	voltage	

in	Figure	2.3	b,	the	intercalation	regime	lasts	until	x	~	0.8.	This	indicates	that	there	are	likely	

other	 mechanisms	 by	 which	 intercalation	 proceeds	 in	 the	 nanoparticles.	 Further	

investigation	into	the	chemistry	and	termination	of	particle	surfaces,	the	interaction	between	

pristine	and	iron	defective	regions	of	the	particles,	iron	extrusion,	and	side	reactions	are	all	

possible	culprits	for	continued	intercalation.	However,	from	theoretical	investigation	of	the	

thermodynamics	of	lithium	insertion	into	magnetite,	defective	magnetite,	and	maghemite,	it	

becomes	evident	that	the	16d	Fe	vacancy	defects	Fe3O4	play	a	large	role	in	the	open	circuit	

potential	 for	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 magnetite,	 which	 will	 be	 explored	 in	 the	 following	

Chapter.	
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:	THE	CATION	DEFECT	MEDIATED	SIZE	DEPENDENCE	OF	THE	REVERSIBLE	

POTENTIAL	FOR	IRON-OXIDE	NANOPARTICLES3	

3.1 Chapter	Overview	

The	reversible	potential	for	9	nm	and	25	nm	magnetite	nanoparticles	is	studied	at	low	

lithium	concentrations,	and	a	particle	size	dependence	is	observed	in	the	resultant	voltage	

profiles.	Smaller	9	nm	particles	are	observed	to	have	a	larger	intercalation	regime	compared	

to	larger	25	nm	particles.	The	O	K	edges	and	L2,3	edges	of	electron	energy	loss	spectroscopy	

show	evidence	for	increased	iron	oxidation	at	the	surface	of	a	Fe3O4	nanoparticle	compared	

to	the	core.	Neutron	diffraction	indicates	that	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	show	off-stoichiometry,	

with	 smaller	9	 nm	particles	 having	 lower	 Fe16d	 occupation	 than	 25	 nm	particles.	 DFT+U	

calculated	voltage	profiles	are	able	to	capture	the	size	dependence	observed	in	the	reversible	

potential	when	the	nanoparticles	are	treated	as	a	superposition	of	a	stoichiometric	Fe3O4	

core	with	 an	 oxidized	 𝛾 − 𝐹𝑒d𝑂b	 shell	 at	 the	 surface.	We	 show	 that	 the	 cationic	 defects	

observed	in	the	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	are	a	function	of	nanoparticle	size	and	that	the	defect	

concentrations	in	these	particles	have	implications	on	the	lithium	intercalation	behavior	and	

structural	characteristics	of	the	iron	oxide	nanoparticles.	

                                                

3	This	chapter	presents	work	that	was	done	in	collaboration	with:	Andrea	M.	Bruck,	Christina	A.	Cama,	
Xiaobing	Hu,	Kenneth	J.	Takeuchi,	Yimei	Zhu,	Amy	C.	Marschilok,	Esther	S.	Takeuchi,	Mark	S.	Hybertsen,	Alan	
C.	West	
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3.2 Introduction	to	the	Effects	of	Nanostructuring	in	Magnetite	

Nanostructuring	brings	the	interfacial	properties	of	a	material	to	the	forefront	of	its	

performance.19,112	 Iron-oxide	 nanoparticles	 are	 known	 to	 show	 off-stoichiometry,	 and	 a	

surface	 defect	 region	 or	 surface	 restructuring	 is	 commonly	 observed.100,113,114	 The	

stoichiometry	 in	 both	 bulk	 and	 nanoparticulate	 magnetite	 can	 range	 from	 perfectly	

stoichiometric	 Fe3O4,	 (Fe3+)8a[Fe3+Fe2+]16dO4,	 to	 fully	 oxidized	 𝛾 − 𝐹𝑒d𝑂b,	

(Fe3+)8a[𝐹𝑒e.f�b: ⊡0.33]16dO4,	while	maintaining	the	inverse	spinel	structure.	The	perseverance	

of	 the	 inverse	spinel	structure	 in	defective	magnetite	can	 inhibit	precise	quantification	of	

structural	 defects.	 EXAFS	 has	 previously	 been	 leveraged	 to	 characterize	 the	 average	

oxidation	state	of	 iron	 in	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	where	It	was	 found	that	 in	nanoparticulate	

magnetite,	the	average	oxidation	state	for	iron	deviates	from	Fe2.67+,	the	value	for	perfectly	

stoichiometric	 material,	 (Fe3+)[Fe3+Fe2+]O4,	 and	 higher	 Fe3+	 enrichment	was	 observed	 in	

smaller	 nanoparticles	 over	 larger	 ones.114	 Here	we	 examine	 structural	 characteristics	 of	

magnetite	as	a	function	of	nanoparticle	size	with	XRD,	EELS,	and	Neutron	Diffraction	studies.	

Additionally,	we	examine	how	the	electrochemical	behavior	and	structure	of	the	particles	

changes	with	 lithiation.	The	observed	dependence	on	particle	size	 is	 the	result	of	smaller	

particles	having	a	larger	volume	fraction	of	defects.	

3.3 Variation	in	Defect	Concentration	as	a	Function	of	Nanoparticle	Size	

Neutron	Diffraction	measurements	of	lattice	constants	for	10	nm	and	30	nm	Fe3O4	

particles	are	found	to	be	8.3756(2)	Å	and	8.4007(2)	Å.	The	pure	phase	lattice	constant	for	

Fe3O4	is	8.398(6)	Å	and	for	γ-Fe2.67O4	is	8.3419	Å.115	The	best	fit	occupancy	on	the	16d	site	

was	found	as	0.93(1)	and	0.96(7)	for	the	10	nm	and	30	nm	particles,	respectively.	The	final	

stoichiometry	 for	 the	 10	 nm	 and	 30	 nm	 particles	was	 found	 to	 be	 Fe2.82O4	 and	 Fe2.93O4,	
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respectively,	consistent	with	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	that	have	a	1.2	nm	region	of	the	16d	cation	

defective	spinel	γ-Fe2.67O4	at	the	surface	of	the	particle,	where	the	penetration	depth	of	the	

defective	spinel	phase	is	constant	for	both	the	10	nm	and	30	nm	particles.	Due	to	the	effects	

of	 the	 increased	 surface	area	 to	volume	ratio	 in	nanoparticles,	 a	1.2	nm	defective	 region	

accounts	for	56.1%	of	the	10	nm	particle	and	22.1%	of	the	30	nm	particle	by	volume.		

3.4 EELS	Evidence	for	Fe3O4	Surface	Oxidation	

Electron	energy	loss	spectroscopy	(EELS)	has	been	shown	to	be	useful	in	deciphering	

oxidation	states	in	metal-oxides.116	In	Figure	3.1	f,	the	O	K	edges	are	shown	for	a	60	nm	Fe3O4	

particle	at	3	nm	into	the	sample	(red)	and	45	nm	into	the	sample	(blue)	as	depicted	in	Figure	

3.1	a	and	b.	The	ionization	edges	from	EELS	experiments	can	be	dependent	on	the	crystal	

orientation,	here	the	crystal	was	oriented	along	the	<110>	direction	for	the	scan	as	indicated	

in	Figure	3.1	a,	results	are	also	shown	in	Appendix	6	for	a	random	orientation.		The	losses	in	

the	 low	energy	 loss	region,	Figure	3.1	 c,	 are	associated	with	valence	electron	excitations,	

interband,	and	collective	plasmon	modes.117	The	loss	labeled	Fe	M2/3	in	Figure	3.1e	at	~55	

eV	 is	 the	 characteristic	 iron-oxide	excitation	of	3p	 iron	electrons	 to	unoccupied	d	 states.	

Additionally,	there	is	a	shift	of	the	plasmon	peak	of	approximately	2.75	eV,	where	the	3	nm	

depth	has	a	decreased	energy	loss	over	the	45	nm	depth.	

The	O	K	edges	of	iron	oxides	have	a	pre-peak	that	is	attributed	to	the	Fe	3d	and	O	2p	

hybridization,	 and	 splitting	 here	 is	 normally	 attributed	 to	 t2g	 and	 eg	 states	 and	 is	

characteristic	of	hematite	in	the	sample.118,119	The	second	loss	region	for	O	K,	typically	5-10	

eV	above	the	Fe	3d	pre-peak,	can	be	attributed	to	Fe	4s	and	4p	hybridization	with	O	2p.	The	

intensity	of	the	Fe	3d	pre-peak	with	respect	to	the	4sp	band	is	known	to	vary	with	oxygen	

connectivity,	 specifically	 a	 pre-peak	 intensity	 decrease	 indicating	 iron	 reduction.120,121	 In	
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Figure	3.1	d,	the	O	K	pre-peak	at	3	nm	into	the	sample	is	at	a	higher	intensity	than	that	at	45	

nm	into	the	sample	with	respect	to	their	respective	4sp	bands.	The	increased	intensity	for	

the	O	K	pre-peak	indicates	that	the	iron	45	nm	into	the	sample	is	more	reduced	than	the	iron	

at	3	nm	into	the	sample,	consistent	with	surface	oxidation.		

The	L	edges	in	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	in	iron	oxides	are	attributed	to	excitation	of	a	2p6	electron	

to	Fe2p53d6	for	Fe3+	and	Fe2p53d7	for	Fe2+.121	The	L-edge	intensity	is	proportional	to	the	Fe	

d	 character	 in	 the	 metal	 ions	 where	 the	 L2	 edge	 in	 magnetite	 has	 been	 observed	 to	 be	

shapeless,	while	the	L3	edge	has	been	observed	to	have	two	pre	shoulders.121,122	The	white	

line	intensity	ratio,	I(L3)/I(L2),	is	known	to	increase	for	increased	oxidation	states117,	and	

as	shown	in	Figure	3.1	e,	 the	 intensity	of	 the	L3	edge	compared	to	the	respective	L2	edge	

intensity	 is	 increased	at	3	nm	 into	 the	particle	versus	45	nm	 into	 the	particle,	 indicating	

increased	Fe3+	enrichment	at	the	3	nm	depth	compared	to	the	45	nm	depth	herein	measured.	
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Figure	3.1:	(a)	Scan	direction	in	60	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticle.	(b)	HRTEM	image	viewed	along	[1-10].	
EELS	and	losses	in	(c)	plasmon	peak,	(d)	low-loss,	and	(e)	core	loss	regions	for	3	nm	depth	(red)	and	
45	nm	depth	(blue)	into	60	nm	particle.	

3.5 Electrochemical	Behavior	as	a	Function	of	Nanoparticle	Size	

The	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	are	modeled	as	core-shell	particles	with	the	core	consisting	

of	pure	Fe3O4	and	the	shell	consisting	of	γ-Fe2.67O4.	All	particle	sizes,	independent	of	particle	

diameter,	are	assumed	to	have	a	1.2	nm	penetration	depth	of	γ-Fe2.67O4	as	seen	in	Figure	3.2a	

and	b.	Further	details	for	the	core-shell	particles	can	be	seen	in	Appendix	5.	The	reversible	

potential	for	the	lithiation	of	9	nm	and	25	nm	synthesized	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	compared	to	

32	 nm	 commercial	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 3.2	 c.	 For	 nanoparticles	 fabricated	with	 the	 same	

synthetic	 method,	 the	 initial	 intercalation	 regime	 in	 the	 reversible	 potential	 shows	

nanoparticle	size-dependence,	where	the	smaller	particles	exhibit	higher	potentials	by	up	to	
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70	 mV	 at	 the	 same	 nominal	 lithium	 concentration.	 The	 reversible	 potential	 for	 the	

commercially	obtained	32	nm	sample	lies	in	between	the	two	synthetic	samples,	indicating	

that	the	defect	concentration	in	a	particle	may	vary	with	the	synthetic	method.	

	

Figure	3.2:	Theoretical	treatment	of	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	showing	(a)	9	nm	and	(b)	25	nm	particles,	
to	scale,	with	constant	penetration	depth	of	1.2	nm	𝛾-Fe2.67O4,	for	both	particle	sizes.	(c)	Experimental	
reversible	potential	for	8-9	nm	(blue)	and	25	nm	(orange)	synthesized	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	and	a	32	
nm	(grey)	commercial	Fe3O4	nanoparticle.	

Experimental	XRD	patterns	for	unlithiated	x=0.0	and	fully	relaxed	samples	taken	at	

x=1.0	equivalents	of	lithium	are	shown	for	10	nm	and	30	nm	particles	in	Figure	3.3	compared	

to	the	XRD	patterns	for	the	theoretical	Fe3O4,	γ-Fe2.67O4,	and	FeO	structures	shown	in	black,	

green,	 and	 grey	 respectively.	 The	 methods	 for	 the	 collection	 of	 the	 experimental	 and	

prediction	of	the	theoretical	XRD	patterns	can	be	seen	in	Chapter	4.3.2	and	Chapter	4.3.5.	

Between	 x=0.0	 and	 x=1.0,	 there	 are	 no	 significant	 changes	 in	 the	 diffraction	 patterns	 for	

either	the	10	nm	or	30	nm	particles.	Lithiation	at	16d	cationic	defects	in	γ-Fe2.67O4	does	not	

cause	Coulombic	repulsions	between	the	inserted	lithium	and	the	iron	at	8a	and	16c	sites,	

while	insertion	on	the	16c	sites	in	either	γ-Fe2.67O4	or	Fe3O4	results	in	migration	of	the	8a	

iron	to	vacant	16c	sites	as	explored	in	Chapter	2.	Lithiation	at	16c	and	resultant	migration	of	
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iron	at	the	8a	site	to	the	16c	would	cause	the	formation	of	a	secondary	peak	at	~4.3°	in	the	

XRD	pattern.	For	both	nanoparticle	sizes,	 the	patterns	at	x=0.0	and	x=1.0	show	negligible	

differences.	For	the	30	nm	particle,	there	is	broadening	at	the	late	end	of	the	4.3°	peak,	as	

well	as	slight	intensity	increase	at	5.1°.	As	can	be	seen	in	Figure	3.2	c,	intercalation	regime	

for	the	30	nm	particle	ends	at	x~0.4	and	at	x~1.0	for	the	10	nm	particle,	consistent	with	the	

observation	of	marginal	changes	in	the	30	nm	XRD	spectra	and	negligible	changes	in	the	10	

nm	XRD	spectra	at	x=1.0.	The	lack	of	the	secondary	peak	at	x=1.0	for	both	10	nm	and	30	nm	

particles	 in	 the	 XRD	 pattern	 in	 Figure	 3.3	 and	 the	 lattice	 constant	 expansion	 being	

proportional	 to	 the	 concentration	 of	 defects	 in	 the	 nanoparticles	 in	 Figure	 3.4	 are	 both	

consistent	with	the	initial	intercalation	regime	consisting	of	lithiation	at	16d	cationic	defects	

and	not	at	16c	sites	in	either	γ-Fe2.67O4	or	Fe3O4.		

	

Figure	3.3:	Experimental	XRD	patterns	for	10nm	and	30	nm	Fe3O4	at	x=0.0	and	at	the	end	of	voltage	
relaxation	for	x=1.0.	Theoretical	Fe3O4,	Fe2.67O4,	and	FeO	XRD	patterns	are	shown	for	reference,	with	
lattice	constant	set	at	8.398	Å	for	Fe3O4,	8.3419	Å	for	𝛾-Fe2.67O4,	and	8.652	Å	for	FeO.115	

At	the	x=1.0	lithiation	state,	the	neutron-diffraction	determined	lattice	constants	are	

8.3899(2)	Å	and	8.4087(1)	Å.	As	can	be	seen	in	Figure	3.4,	the	smaller	particle	grows	more	
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with	 lithiation	 in	 the	 intercalation	 regime	 than	 the	 larger	 particle	 does,	 indicated	 by	 the	

differences	in	the	slopes	of	the	experimental	data	for	10	nm	(orange	solid	line)	and	30	nm	

particles	(blue	solid	line).	The	theoretical	lattice	constant	value	at	x=0.0	is	predicted	with	

structural	 results	 from	 DFT+U	 calculations,	 where	 a	 correction	 has	 been	 applied	 to	 the	

DFT+U	determined	volume	to	account	for	the	known	overestimation	of	volume	with	GGA+U.	

The	details	of	the	DFT	corrections	can	be	found	in	Chapter	5.11.	

	

Figure	 3.4:	 Neutron	 Diffraction	 lattice	 constant	 measurements	 compared	 to	 nanoparticle	 size	
dependent	lattice	constant	prediction	for	10	nm	and	30	nm	particles	with	1.2	nm	defect	region	at	
x=0.0.	

To	 predict	 the	 nanoparticle	 lattice	 constant	 at	 x=0.0,	 the	 lattice	 constant	 of	 the	

nanoparticle	is	assumed	to	be	the	volume	averaged	lattice	constant	of	the	1.2	nm	defective	

surface	and	the	Fe3O4	pristine	core.	As	can	be	seen	in	Figure	3.4,	the	larger	particles	have	a	

lattice	constant	closer	 to	pure	Fe3O4	while	 the	 lattice	constant	 for	 the	smaller	particles	 is	

more	consistent	with	maghemite,	the	defective	material.	
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3.6 DFT	Modeling	of	Electrochemical	Behavior	as	a	Function	of	Nanoparticle	Size	

The	surface	region	of	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	are	modeled	with	a	bulk	DFT	calculation	of	

maghemite	γ − FedOb,	the	16d	cation	defective	inverse	spinel,	with	defect	ordering	from	a	

previous	first-principles	analysis	focused	on	defect	order.103	The	core	of	the	nanoparticle	is	

modeled	with	a	bulk	DFT	calculation	of	Fe3O4.	The	details	of	 the	DFT	calculations	 can	be	

found	in	Chapter	5.3.	The	radius	of	the	Fe3O4	core	of	the	particle	(r�)	is	the	difference	between	

the	XRD	measured	particle	radius,	r�,	and	the	penetration	depth	of	defects	(l�)	 indicated	

from	the	neutron	diffraction	experiments,	r� − l� = r�.	The	theoretical	capacity	of	the	Fe3O4	

nanoparticle	 with	 a	 γ − FedOb	 surface	 is	 calculated	 as	 the	 volume	 average	 theoretical	

capacities	for	each	of	the	pure	materials,	where	the	range	of	capacities	is	1007	mAhr/g	to	

926	mAhr/g,	as	defined	by	pure	γ − FedOb	and	pure	Fe3O4,	respectively.	The	9	nm	particles	

with	a	1.2	nm	defect	region	are	predicted	to	have	a	~975	mAhr/g	theoretical	capacity,	while	

the	 25	 nm	 particles	with	 a	 1.2	 nm	 defect	 region	 are	 predicted	 to	 have	 a	 ~947	mAhr/g	

theoretical	capacity.		

	

Figure	3.5:	DFT+U	predicted	(squares)	reversible	potential	compared	to	experimentally	measured	
(circles)	 reversible	 potential	 for	 (a)	 9	 nm	 and	 (b)	 25	 nm	 Fe3O4	 nanoparticles.	 The	 theoretically	
predicted	nanoparticles	have	a	with	1.2	nm	defect	region.	
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It	was	shown	in	Chapter	2	the	filling	of	16d	cationic	defects	by	lithium	intercalation	

occurs	at	DFT+U	calculated	potentials	~2.98-3.01	V,	while	lithiation	of	non-defective	pure	

magnetite	is	unstable	and	instead	results	in	phase	segregation	into	a	rocksalt-like	LiFe3O4	+	

spinel	Fe3O4	at	a	DFT+U	calculated	potential	of	~2.01	V,	the	first	voltage	plateau.	Assuming	

a	 constant	 defect	 penetration	 depth	 of	 1.2	 nm	 for	 the	 9	 nm	 and	 25	 nm	 particles,	 the	

theoretical	DFT+U	voltage	profiles	overlaid	with	the	experimental	voltage	profiles	are	shown	

in	 Figure	 3.5.	 With	 the	 treatment	 of	 only	 16d	 cationic	 defects	 in	 the	 nanoparticles,	 the	

amount	of	lithium	that	can	intercalate	into	the	nanoparticle	is	limited	to	the	concentration	

of	defects	in	the	particle.	However,	as	can	be	seen	in	Figure	3.5,	the	intercalation	process	for	

the	experimental	reversible	potential	lasts	until	x~0.4	for	the	25	nm	particles	and	x~1.0	for	

the	 9	 nm	 particles	 before	 the	 first	 phase	 segregation	 plateau	 occurs,	 while	 in	 a	 particle	

composed	of	100%	γ-Fe2.67O4,	the	maximum	allowed	concentration	of	lithium	is	x=0.33	for	

intercalation.	In	Figure	3.5b,	only	16d	cationic	defects	have	been	accounted	for	in	the	DFT+U	

simulations	of	the	reversible	potential,	but	there	are	likely	other	effects	contributing	to	this	

intercalation	regime	such	as	particle	surface	lithiation	or	solid-electrolyte	interphase	side	

reactions.123	

In	Figure	3.5,	it	is	seen	that	by	incorporating	the	1.2	nm	defect	layer	inferred	from	the	

EELS	and	neutron-diffraction	experiments,	the	experimental	observation	of	the	nanoparticle	

size	dependence	of	the	reversible	potential	can	be	captured	with	DFT+U	calculations.	The	

voltage	plateau	corresponds	to	the	phase	change	LiyFe3-yO4	+	Li	à	Li1+yFe3-yO4,	where	y=0.33	

for	γ − Fed.f�Og	at	a	DFT+U	potential	of	1.93	V	and	y=0	for	Fe3O4	at	a	potential	of	2.01	V.	The	

Li1.33Fe2.67O4	shell	and	LiFe3O4	core	are	both	rocksalt	structures,	the	details	of	which	been	

previously	studied	and	are	reported	in	Chapter	2	and	the	structures	can	be	seen	in	Appendix	
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4.	With	the	constant	1.2	nm	defect	concentration,	the	9	nm	particle	and	the	25	nm	particle	

have	60.6%	and	26.1%	γ − Fed.f�Og	respectively.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	DFT+U	predicted	

intercalation	regime	lasts	longer	in	Figure	3.5a	compared	to	b,	due	to	the	increased	60.6%	

γ − Fed.f�Og	in	the	9	nm	particle	compared	to	the	26.1%	in	the	25	nm	particle.	Additionally,	

the	25	nm	particle,	being	composed	of	73.9%	Fe3O4,	has	a	larger	plateau	at	2.01	V	in	Figure	

3.5b,	which	corresponds	to	the	conversion	of	Fe3O4	à	LiFe3O4.		

3.7 Conclusions	for	the	Effects	of	Nanostructuring	on	Fe3O4	Nanoparticles	

Neutron	Diffraction	data	of	9	nm	Fe3O4	and	25	nm	Fe3O4	synthesized	nanoparticles	

showed	off-stoichiometry	as	a	function	of	particle	size,	with	both	particle	sizes	characterized	

by	a	defect	region	of	~1.2	nm,	resulting	in	significant	differences	in	volume-average	defect	

concentrations.	Electron	energy	 loss	spectroscopy	showed	evidence	 for	 increased	surface	

oxidation	at	3	nm	penetration	depths	compared	to	45	nm	penetration	depths	in	60	nm	Fe3O4	

nanoparticles,	indicating	that	the	Fe3+	enrichment	occurred	at	the	surface	of	the	particles.	

The	reversible	potential	for	the	lithiation	of	9	nm	and	25	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	showed	a	

size	 dependence	which	 could	 only	 be	 accounted	 for	 theoretically	when	 the	 Fe3+	 surface	

enrichment	 and	 off-stoichiometry	 was	 included	 in	 the	 DFT	 model	 for	 the	 reversible	

potential.	Here	we	show	that	 the	reversible	potential	of	nanoparticulate	magnetite	varies	

with	nanoparticle	size	and	that	this	variation	can	be	attributed	to	the	cationic	defects	that	

occur	as	a	function	of	nanoparticle	size.	As	iron-oxides	are	prone	to	off-stoichiometry	and	

nanomaterials	can	be	prone	to	surface	defects,	we	anticipate	these	results	to	be	relevant	to	

other	 iron-oxide	 nano	materials	 compounds	 and	more	 generally,	 any	 nanomaterials	 that	

could	form	surface	defects.	
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:	PHASE	CHANGE	AND	CONVERSION	REACTIONS	ARISING	FROM	THE	

LITHIATION	OF	MAGNETITE	NANOPARTICLES4	

4.1 Chapter	Overview	

The	phases	occurring	on	the	first	voltage	plateau	for	lithiation	of	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	has	

been	investigated	with	density	functional	theory	(DFT)	through	the	evaluation	of	stable	or	

hypothesized,	metastable	reaction	pathways.	Hypotheses	were	compared	to	the	measured	

reversible	potential,	x-ray	diffraction	(XRD),	and	neutron-diffraction	measurements	at	two	

states	of	charge.	The	samples	were	discharged	at	 the	 low	rate	of	C/600	and	the	XRD	and	

neutron	diffraction	characterization	measurements	were	taken	at	least	600	hours	following	

current	interrupt	to	allow	full	relaxation	of	the	sample.	In	contrast	to	what	is	predicted	from	

the	Li-Fe-O	thermodynamic	pathway,	Fe0	does	not	appear	on	the	first	voltage	plateau	in	10	

or	 30	 nm	 Fe3O4	 nanoparticles,	 in	 agreement	 with	 previous	 work.51,97	 Here,	 we	 have	

reconciled	 these	observations	on	a	 ternary	Li-Fe-O	diagram	and	have	put	 forth	 the	most	

plausible	reaction	mechanism	pathway,	which	results	in	rocksalt	FeO	and	LiFeO2,	in	addition	

to	the	Li2O	phase,	all	hypothesized	to	be	occurring	on	the	first	voltage	plateau.	

	

                                                

4	This	chapter	presents	work	that	was	done	in	collaboration	with:	Andrea	M.	Bruck,	Kenneth	J.	Takeuchi,	Amy	
C.	Marschilok,	Esther	S.	Takeuchi,	and	Alan	C.	West.	
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4.2 Introduction	to	Phase	Change	and	Conversion	Reactions	Arising	from	the	Lithiation	of	

Magnetite	Nanoparticles	

4.2.1 Magnetite	as	an	Electrode	Material	

The	Li-Fe-O	 ternary	phase	diagram	 is	 rich	with	phases	 that	have	 small	differences	 in	

heats	of	formation,	such	as	magnetite	and	maghemite124	with	~10	meV/atom	difference,	or	

such	as	Li2O125	and	Li5FeO4,126	with	~40	meV/atom	difference	in	formation	energy,	with	free	

energy	available	at	room	temperature	being	~24	meV/atom,	kBT.	Room	temperature	and	

long-time	scale	persistence	of	metastable	phases	is	not	unique	to	the	Li-Fe-O	phase	space	

and	is	a	pervasive	phenomenon	in	nature.127	Due	to	the	similarity	in	measured	formation	

enthalpies,	the	number	of	DFT	calculated	potentials	that	satisfies	experimentally	measured	

voltages	is	not	unique	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	space.	Here	we	will	show	how	the	DFT+U	

predicted	energetics	for	many	of	the	combinations	of	phases	present	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	

space	 are	 commensurate	 with	 the	 electrochemically	 measured	 voltage	 of	 ~1.8	 V	 and	

therefore	additional	modes	of	interrogation	must	be	taken	for	reliable	phase	identification.		

Magnetite	 is	an	 iron	oxide	with	an	 inverse	spinel	crystal	structure,	 in	 the	Fd3m	space	

group.	Iron	exists	in	two	oxidation	states	in	two	different	coordination	environments,	with	

the	 8a	 tetrahedral	 A-site	 fully	 occupied	 by	 Fe3+	 and	 the	 16d	 octahedral	 B-site	 50/50	 by	

Fe2+/Fe3+.	Oxygen	defines	the	cubic	close	packed	lattice	at	the	32e	site.29	During	lithiation	of	

magnetite	 in	 an	 lithium-ion	 electrode,	 the	 overlap	 of	 reactions	 has	 been	 observed	 in	

nanoparticles	under	in	situ	observation,41,45	likely	due	to	both	slow	kinetics	of	the	chemical	

reactions	occurring	and	slow	transport	of	lithium	in	the	solid	state.	In	battery	systems	with	

chemical	 additives,	 identification	 of	 equilibrium	 products	 can	 also	 be	 muddled	 by	 long	

relaxation	 times,	during	which	 side	 reactions	may	occur.91	However,	 identification	of	 the	
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equilibrium	pathway	 is	pertinent	 to	 the	identification	of	 the	phases	driving	the	structural	

rearrangements	occurring	during	discharge,	and	as	such,	 investigation	 into	the	reversible	

potential	is	warranted.		

During	discharge,	it	is	observed	that	the	cubic	close	packed	(ccp)	oxygen	framework	is	

maintained	for	0	<	x	<	8	equivalents	of	lithium	into	nanoparticulate	magnetite.	There	are	

multiple	phases	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	space	that	satisfy	the	experimental	observation	

of	maintaining	the	ccp	oxygen	framework	with	lithiation,44	such	as	LiFeO2,	FeO,	Li5FeO4,	Li2O,	

and	 Li2FeO3.	 Additionally,	 we	 recently	 show	 in	 a	 first-principles	 investigation	 that	 the	

rocksalt-like	LiFe3O4	phase	is	predicted	stable	by	~5	meV/atom	against	phase	segregation	

to	LiFeO2	+	2FeO,	 as	 reported	 in	Chapter	2.	As	 such,	 there	have	been	multiple	pathways	

proposed	in	the	literature	for	the	phases	that	may	be	driving	the	reactions	observed	during	

discharge.	Distinguishing	the	phases	driving	the	chemical	reactions	in	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	

can	enable	the	identification	of	the	kinetic	limitations	of	the	material	and	diagnose	phases	

contributing	to	cycling	irreversibility.	

4.2.2 The	Three	Known	Lithiation	Regimes	of	Nanoparticulate	Magnetite	

As	was	illustrated	in	Chapter	2	and	Chapter	3,	the	reversible	potential	for	lithiation	of	

magnetite	 varies	 with	 particle	 size.	 Upon	 full	 reduction	 of	 nanoparticulate	 Fe3O4	 with	

lithium,	there	are	three	characteristic	structural	changes	as	indicated	by	the	experimentally	

measured	 reversible	 potential,	 and	 in	 larger	 micron-sized	 magnetite	 particles,	 only	 two	

regimes	have	been	observed.38,51,98,128	In	the	case	of	nanoparticulate	magnetite,	there	is	an	

intercalation	regime	followed	by	two	voltage	plateaus,	one	at	~1.8	V	and	the	second	at	~1.2V.		

For	 larger	 particles	 of	 magnetite,	 there	 is	 an	 intercalation	 regime	 followed	 by	 only	 one	

voltage	plateau	at	~1.2V.38,51,128	Here	we	focus	on	the	smaller	nanoparticles	that	show	two	
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voltage	plateaus,	but	highlight	that	the	reaction	pathway	has	been	observed	to	be	a	function	

of	particle	size.	

4.2.2.1 Regime	1:	The	Intercalation	Regime	in	Nanoparticulate	Magnetite	

The	full	reversible	potential	for	8	nm	Fe3O4	can	be	seen	in	Figure	4.2.	The	intercalation	

region	in	Fe3O4	for	0	<	x	<	~1.0	has	been	attributed	to	lithium	intercalation	into	16c	sites	in	

Fe3O4	magnetite	 resulting	 in	a	 rocksalt-like	 structure	 that	was	hypothesized	 to	 form	 in	a	

solid-solution	type	reaction	between	the	spinel	and	rocksalt	phases.38	In	Chapter	3	it	was	

shown	that	 for	 the	reversible	potential,	 this	 intercalation	regime	 is	attributed	to	 filling	of	

cationic	iron	defects	on	16d	sites	with	lithium	and	other	surface	or	nanoparticle	effects,	the	

spinel	phase	is	maintained	for	the	intercalation	process,	and	no	rocksalt	is	formed	during	

intercalation.	Additionally,	it	was	shown	in	Chapter	2	that	once	the	16d	defects	have	been	

filled	with	 lithium,	 further	 lithiation	at	16c	 site	 is	destabilized	by	Coulombic	 interactions	

between	inserted	lithium	and	iron	in	the	tetrahedral	(A)	sublattice	and	a	phase	change	to	a	

rocksalt-like	LiFe3O4	material	may	occur.	The	 implication	 is	 that	 there	 is	no	reaction	that	

results	in	a	rocksalt-like	phase	that	can	be	attributed	to	the	initial	intercalation	regime,	and	

that	at	the	start	of	the	first	reversible	potential	plateau	the	sample	primarily	resembles	the	

spinel	phase.		

4.2.2.2 Regime	2:	The	Phase	Change	to	a	Rocksalt	Phase	

The	intercalation	regime	is	followed	by	the	first	voltage	plateau	at	around	~1.8	V	as	

illustrated	in	Figure	4.2,	where	the	spinel	structure	is	observed	to	transition	from	inverse	

spinel	magnetite	 to	 the	aforementioned	rocksalt-like	structure.	There	are	many	phases	 in	

the	ternary	phase	diagram	that	satisfy	the	requirement	of	a	rocksalt-like	phase.	Additionally,	

many	combinations	of	 these	phases	also	predict	 a	DFT	voltage	 that	 is	 comparable	 to	 the	
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experimental	voltage	of	1.8	V	for	this	first	plateau.	As	can	be	seen	in	Figure	4.1a,	the	bulk	

phase	ternary	phase	diagram	predicts	that,	on	this	first	voltage	plateau,	BCC-Fe0	should	be	

extruded;	however,	previous	analyses	indicate	that	Fe0	is	not	observed.51,97	For	this	reason,	

lithiation	of	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	may	follow	a	metastable	pathway.	Here	we	seek	to	identify	

the	metastable	phases	occurring	on	the	first	voltage	plateau.		

	

Figure	 4.1:	 Li-Fe-O	 ternary	 phase	 diagrams	with	 known	 stable	 phases	 in	 green,	 the	 lithiation	 of	
magnetite	as	a	dashed	line,	and	white	open	circles	indicating	x	for	LixFe3O4	lithiation	states.	Bulk	Li-
Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram	prediction	for	first	phase	plateau	phase	change	predicting	iron	extrusion	
in	shown	in	(a).	The	metastable	redrawing	of	Li-Fe-O	phase	diagram	showing	no	iron	extrusion	on	
first	plateau	is	shown	in	(b),	this	is	the	pathway	most	consistent	with	experiment.		

To	identify	the	phases	occurring	on	the	first	voltage	plateau,	nine	hypotheses	were	

developed	based	on	redrawing	of	the	x=0	-	2	region	on	the	ternary	diagram,	summarized	in	

Table	4.1.	Of	these	hypotheses,	four	included	the	extrusion	of	iron	and	five	did	not.	DFT	was	

used	to	predict	potentials	for	all	of	these	hypotheses,	and	it	was	found	that	the	differences	in	

potentials	 spanned	 200	 mV	 for	 eight	 of	 the	 hypotheses,	 similar	 to	 the	 variation	 in	 the	

experimentally	measured	plateau	itself,	and	one	hypothesis	was	+300	mV.	In	Figure	4.1b	the	

ternary	phase	diagram	is	redrawn	connecting	FeOàLi2O,	eliminating	the	extrusion	of	BCC-

Fe0	on	the	first	voltage	plateau	and	showing	the	metastable	pathway	most	consistent	with	
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the	 experimental	 measurements	 of	 voltage,	 XRD,	 and	 neutron	 diffraction	 measurements	

reported	herein.	

4.2.2.3 Regime	3:	The	Final	Conversion	Plateau	

The	final	voltage	plateau	results	in	the	final	conversion	products,	BCC-Fe	and	Li2O.	On	

the	 Li-Fe-O	 ternary	 phase	 diagram	 in	 Figure	 4.1.	 it	 can	 be	 seen	 that	 full	 reduction	 (8	

equivalents)	 of	magnetite	with	 lithium	 results	 in	 Li2O	 +	BCC-Fe0.	 Consequently,	 the	 final	

voltage	plateau	at	~1.2	V	on	the	reversible	potential	is	attributed	to	the	end	products	of	the	

conversion	reaction,	Li2O	+	BCC-Fe.	This	is	widely	accepted	in	the	literature,	however	due	to	

mass	 transport	 resistances	 leading	 to	spatial	 variations	 in	Li	 concentration,	 these	phases	

have	been	observed	earlier	than	the	nominal	concentration	predicted	by	thermodynamics.41	

4.2.3 Previous	Studies	of	The	Two	Voltage	Plateaus	of	the	Reversible	Potential	

The	 observation	 of	 a	 rocksalt-like	 phase	 on	 the	 first	 voltage	 plateau	 is	 consistent	

throughout	the	literature.	After	24	hours	of	relaxation	following	lithiation	to	Li1.5Fe3O4,	X-

ray	 powder	 diffraction	 studies	 indicated	 the	 sample	 to	 be	 predominately	 rocksalt,	 with	

evidence	of	unreacted	spinel.38	In	another	study,	at	x=1.7,	16%	unreacted	spinel	remained	in	

the	sample.97	Room	temperature	studies	have	shown	no	evidence	for	iron	for	0	<	x	<	2.0	at	

fully	relaxed	conditions.51,97	However,	both	of	the	Fe0+	Li2O	conversion	products	have	been	

observed	 during	 discharge	 prior	 to	 the	 thermodynamically	 predicted	 concentration	 and	

occurring	 in	 parallel	 with	 the	 first	 phase	 change	 reaction	 that	 results	 in	 the	 rocksalt	

structure.41,97	A	study	of	the	equilibrium	phases	for	the	lithiation	of	α-	Fe2O3	at	420°C	showed	

that	the	material	converted	to	the	inverse	spinel	γ-Fe2O3,	which	is	a	defective	Fe3O4	structure	

and	 upon	 lithiation	 at	 420°C,	 iron	 was	 extruded	 at	 x=0.5,	 1.5,	 and	 3.0.78	 The	 elevated	
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temperature	observation	of	BCC-Fe	at	such	low	lithiation	states	indicated	that	Fe	extrusion	

of	the	first	voltage	plateau	is	a	possibility,	given	enough	time.		

He	et	al.,	used	DFT+U	calculations	to	predict	the	reversible	potential	for	two	competing	

pathways	for	the	full	0	<	x	<	8	equivalents.	One	of	the	pathways	was	guided	by	the	stable	

phases	on	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	diagram	and	is	the	thermodynamically	predicted	equilibrium	

path.	The	second	proposed	pathway	was	metastable	and	motivated	by	the	experimentally	

observed	phases	occurring	in	situ.	In	both	pathways,	the	first	equivalence	of	lithium	passed	

results	in	the	formation	of	the	rock-salt	LiFe3O4	phase.	In	the	equilibrium	pathway,	further	

lithiation	of	LiFe3O4	resulted	in	LiFeO2+Fe0,	followed	by	three	additional	steps	continuing	to	

form	BCC-Fe0.	 This	 equilibrium	 pathway	 predicts	 that	 Fe0	 is	 formed	 on	 the	 first	 voltage	

plateau.	 The	 second	 pathway	was	 a	 two-step	 process	where	 the	 LiFe3O4	 phase	 converts	

directly	 to	 the	 Li2O+Fe0	 conversion	 products.	 The	 study	 is	 primarily	 focused	 on	 the	

heterogenous	reaction	kinetics	far	from	equilibrium	and	discharged	at	high	rates,	conditions	

relevant	to	device	operation,	where	both	proposed	pathways	could	be	occurring	in	parallel.	

The	work	illustrates	the	mass	transfer	resistances	and	slow	kinetics	magnetite	is	plagued	

with.	To	isolate	kinetic	effects	from	equilibrium	conditions,	here	we	focus	on	the	opposite	

limit,	with	slow	C/600	discharge	rates	and	upwards	of	600	hour	relaxation	times	to	ensure	

samples	are	fully	relaxed.	Additionally,	He	et	al.	illustrated	that	the	two	pathways	proposed	

predicted	comparable	potentials,	and	we	will	further	show	that	many	other	pathways	satisfy	

the	same	criteria.	

4.2.4 The	Need	for	An	Integrated	Approach	to	Phase	Identification	

To	 identify	 the	 reaction	 driving	 the	 phase	 change	 corresponding	 to	 the	 first	 voltage	

plateau,	 a	 series	 of	hypotheses	was	 developed	 that	 satisfy	 several	 constraints.	 	 First,	 the	
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phases	within	the	Li-Fe-O	phase	space	must	yield	a	ccp	rocksalt-like	structure.	This	is	due	to	

the	experimental	observation	that	through	full	lithiation,	the	ccp	oxygen	network	remains	

invariant.44	 Secondly,	 the	 hypotheses	 must	 satisfy	 the	 constraint	 of	 the	 nominal	 lithium	

concentrations	allowed	on	the	first	voltage	plateau,	~2	equivalents,	and	they	must	satisfy	

the	 voltage	 observed	 experimentally,	~1.8	V.	Reactions	 are	 grouped	 into	 two	 categories:	

those	that	allow	iron	to	be	extruded	on	the	first	voltage	plateau	and	those	that	do	not	allow	

iron	extrusion.	

To	 interrogate	 hypotheses,	 the	 theoretical	 XRD	 patterns	 should	 be	 consistent	 with	

experimental	XRD	patterns	taken	at	equilibrium	conditions	at	x=2.0,	probing	the	position	of	

iron	 in	 the	 system.	 	 In	 addition,	 the	 position	 of	 lithium	 in	 the	 proposed	 phases	 and	 the	

theoretical	 lattice	 constants	 should	 be	 consistent	 with	 equilibrium	 lattice	 constants	 and	

lithium	 locations	 measured	 with	 neutron	 diffraction	 patterns,	 taken	 at	 equilibrium	

conditions	at	x=2.0.		

4.3 Methodologies	

4.3.1 Electrochemical	Measurements	

The	 reporting	 for	 the	 8	 nm	 and	 32	 nm	 reversible	 potential	 has	 been	 previously	

published.52,98	Coin	cell	batteries	were	fabricated	under	Argon.	The	positive	electrode	was	a	

slurry-type	electrode	with	carbon	additive,	polyvinylidene	fluoride	binder	matrix,	and	Fe3O4	

nanoparticulate	 active	material	 against	 the	 solid	 lithium	negative	 electrode.	 The	 positive	

electrode	 slurry	 consisted	 of	magnetite	 (90	wt	%),	 acetylene	 carbon	 black	 (5	wt%),	 and	

polyvinylidene	 fluoride	 binder	 (5	 wt%)	 coated	 onto	 an	 aluminum	 foil	 substrate.	 The	

electrolyte	 was	 a	 1:1	 by	 volume	 ratio	 of	 dimethyl	 carbonate	 and	 ethylene	 carbonate	
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electrolyte	 in	 1	M	 LiPF6.	 The	 electrode	 pellets	were	 51	±4𝜇m	 thick.	 All	 electrochemical	

testing	was	 performed	 at	 30°C.	 The	 coin	 cells	 consisting	 of	 the	 commercial	 32	 nm	Fe3O4	

particles	were	discharged	at	C/200	to	x=0.5,	1.0,	1.5,	2.0,	2.5,	3.0,	3.5,	and	4.0.	The	8	nm	Fe3O4	

particles	were	discharged	at	C/200	to	0.5,	1.0,	1.5,	2.0,	2.5,	3.25,	3.5,	4.0,	4.5,	5.0,	6.0,	7.0,	and	

8.0	equivalents.	Following	discharge,	the	current	was	interrupted,	and	the	cells	were	allowed	

to	rest	for	up	to	720	hours.	Each	reversible	potential	measurement	corresponded	to	a	single	

coin	cell	experiment.	The	x=0.0	voltage	 for	a	given	particle	size	was	taken	as	 the	average	

resting	voltage	of	all	the	coin	cells	of	that	particle	size	before	the	current	was	turned	on.	

4.3.2 XRD	and	Neutron	Diffraction	Measurements	

XRD	and	neutron	diffraction	analysis	was	completed	on	10	nm	and	30	nm	active	material	

Fe3O4	that	was	synthesized	by	the	co-precipitation	method	previously	reported.47,48	Constant	

current	lithiation	without	preconditioning	at	C/600	was	carried	out	to	x=1.0	and	2.0	for	the	

10	nm	and	30	nm	samples.	At	least	seven	coin	cells	were	used	for	each	active	material	size	

at	each	state	of	lithiation.	Following	discharge	to	either	x=1.0	or	x=2.0,	the	circuit	was	made	

open	and	the	samples	were	allowed	to	relax	 for	a	minimum	of	600	hours.	The	reversible	

potential	following	C/600	discharge	and	voltage	relaxation	was	compared	to	the	previously	

reported	reversible	potential	curves	and	can	be	seen	in	Appendix	7.	

Monochromatic	x-ray	powder	diffraction	(XRD)	was	performed	ex	situ	at	λ=0.1887.	

The	Fe3O4	electrode	powder	was	packed	in	a	polyimide	tube	for	X-ray	Powder	Diffraction	

(XPD)	 measurements	 at	 Brookhaven	 National	 Laboratories	 (BNL)	 National	 Synchrotron	

Light	 Source	 II	 (NSLS-II)	 beamline	 28-ID.	 The	 beam	 was	 calibrated	 to	 a	 wavelength	 of	
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0.18667	Å	and	used	a	16-inch	CsI	scintillator	detector	for	the	collection	of	2D	images	that	

were	integrated	to	1D	diffraction	data	using	a	LaB6	standard.	

Samples	used	for	neutron	diffraction	were	only	handled	in	Ar	or	N2	environment	as	

they	 were	 prepared	 for	 Time-of-flight	 (TOF)	 powder	 neutron	 diffraction	 analysis	 at	

POWGEN	 (BL-11A)	 diffractometer	 at	 the	 Spallation	 Neutron	 Source	 (SNS),	 Oak	 Ridge	

National	Laboratory,	Oak	Ridge,	Tennessee.	

4.3.3 First	Principle	Calculations	Methods	

A	zero	temperature	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram	was	constructed	in	Chapter	2	and	

Chapter	 5.	 All	 calculations	 were	 performed	 with	 Vienna	 ab	 initio	 simulation	 package	

(VASP)129	with	projector	augmented	wave	potentials,129–131	with	an	energy	cutoff	of	600	eV.	

To	account	for	the	Coulomb	interactions	in	the	3d	orbitals	of	Fe,	Ueff=5.3	eV	was	used.56,70,72	

In	 the	 case	 of	 Fe0,	 an	 effective	U	was	 not	 applied,	 as	 it	 is	 not	 physically	 reflective	 of	 the	

conductive	electronic	structure.	To	ensure	accurate	prediction	of	reaction	energies	which	

include	both	Fe0	and	materials	with	correlation	in	3d	orbitals,	corrections	were	applied	to	

account	for	mixing	of	GGA	and	GGA+U	from	the	methodology	developed	by	Jain	et	al.132	The	

corrections	impact	the	reaction	energies,	and	therefore	the	voltages,	when	Fe0	is	a	reactant	

or	 product,	 the	 details	 of	 which	 can	 be	 seen	 in	 Chapter	 5.10.	 The	 generalized	 gradient	

approximation	by	Perdew,	Burke,	and	Ernzehof	(PBE)	was	used	for	the	exchange-correlation	

energy.133	A		Γ-centered	grid	defined	by	a	3×3×3	mesh	for	the	cubic	Fe3O4	structure	was	used	

for	Brillouin	zone	sampling.	The	mesh	was	scaled	appropriately	for	structures	sampled	in	

different	supercells.	The	Methfessel-Paxton	smearing	scheme	of	order	1	with	a	broadening	

parameter	 of	 0.2	 eV	 was	 employed.	 Total	 energies	 were	 found	 to	 converge	 to	 within	 2	
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meV/f.u	and	a	 force	 criterion	of	0.05	eV/Å	was	applied.	Cells	were	allowed	 to	 relax	 fully	

without	imposing	symmetry.	Further	details	for	DFT	calculations	can	be	seen	in	Chapter	5.	

4.3.4 Prediction	of	potential	

Equilibrium	voltages	have	been	predicted	from	the	DFT	calculations	in	the	Li-Fe-O	

ternary	phase	space	as	outlined	 in	Chapter	5.9.	To	arrive	at	voltages	 from	DFT	calculated	

energies,	a	stoichiometrically	consistent	reaction	is	written	out,	and	the	zero-temperature	

change	 in	 energy	 upon	 reaction	 A	 +	 nLi0	à	 C	 is	 computed	with	 energies	 from	 the	 DFT	

calculations,	resulting	in	ΔE� = E(C) − E(A) − nE(Li8)	for	the	reaction	energy.	The	voltage	is	

then	determined	from	the	reaction	energy,	V = −V¡¢
£¤
,	where	n	 is	 the	number	of	electrons	

passed	in	the	reaction.	We	direct	readers	to	the	review	papers	on	the	methodology	relating	

the	DFT	calculated	change	in	zero	temperature	reaction	energy	to	equilibrium	potential	for	

more	information.55,134,135			

In	the	case	of	a	phase	change	reaction,	the	voltage	is	constant	for	all	concentrations	

on	the	plateau.	We	plot	the	phase	change	voltage	over	the	full	concentration	range	sampled.	

For	 instance,	 for	 a	 reaction	 where	 1	 electron	 is	 transferred,	 we	 plot	 the	 DFT	 predicted	

potential	over	a	range	of	Δx	=1.0.	Where	indicated,	the	potential	is	not	necessarily	plotted	at	

the	nominal	x	value	indicated	by	the	reaction.	For	instance,	the	reaction	Fe3O4	+	Li	à	LiFe3O4	

may	be	plotted	starting	at	a	nominal	x	value	on	the	x-axis	of	x=1.0	and	lasting	until	x=2.0	due	

to	side	reaction	and	defect	filling	occurring	between	nominal	x=0.0	and	x=1.0	as	examined	

in	Chapter	2	and	Chapter	3.	

The	reversible	potential	is	split	into	three	regions,	the	first	intercalation	regime	for	

which	0 < x§ < 	 x§,¨©> ,	and	the	first	voltage	plateau,	where	0 < xªe 	< 	 xªe,¨©> 	are	defined	by	
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the	 slope	 of	 the	measured	 reversible	 potential.	 The	maximum	 intercalation,	 first	 voltage	

plateau,	 and	 final	 voltage	 plateau	 concentrations	 are	 	 x§,¨©>	 and	 	 xªe,¨©>.	 All	 maximum	

concentrations	are	defined	by	the	nominal	measured	value	of	x	defined	for	a	given	voltage	

cutoff	determined	from	experimental	measurements	of	the	reversible	potential.	The	voltage	

cutoffs	for	x§,¨©>	and	xªe,¨©>	are	1.88	V	and	1.78	V,	respectively	and	the	concentrations	at	

which	these	potentials	occur	are	a	function	of	nanoparticle	size.		

4.3.5 XRD	Predictions	

The	 DFT	 relaxed	 structures	 were	 used	 to	 predict	 XRD	 patterns	 using	 Crystal	 Diffract®	

Package	 in	 the	 CrystalMaker	 Software	 package.	 The	 software	 allows	 for	 predictions	 of	

mixtures	of	pristine	phases.	For	a	given	theoretically	determined	XRD	pattern	with	a	mixture	

of	phases,	volume	fraction	for	mixtures	of	phases	were	determined	from	the	molar	ratios	

presented	in	the	reactions	written	out	herein.	An	XRD	pattern	for	each	DFT	structure	was	

compared	to	patterns	predicted	from	room	temperature	experimental	structures	taken	from	

Karlsruhe	 Crystallographic	 and	 American	 Mineralogist	 Crystal	 Structure	 Databases	 to	

ensure	no	additional	peaks	or	splitting	were	occurring	in	zero	temperature	DFT	calculated	

structures.	All	DFT	patterns	matched	well	except	for	FeO.	Density	functional	theory	identifies	

ground	state	 structures,	 and	FeO	 is	known	 to	be	monoclinic	 at	0K,136	 as	 such,	 additional	

splitting	was	observed	in	the	theoretical	0K	structure	compared	to	the	room	temperature	

experimental	 pattern.	 An	 experimental	 structure	 was	 therefore	 used	 for	 FeO.	 The	 XRD	

pattern	for	LiFe3O4	used	here	is	the	lowest	energy	structure	identified	in	Chapter	2,	where	

DFT	was	used	to	examine	stability	of	this	phase	and	it	was	found	that	the	compound	was	

predicted	stable	against	phase	segregation	to	FeO	+	LiFeO2	by	~5	meV/atom.		
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4.4 Results	

4.4.1 Measured	and	DFT	Predicted	Reversible	Potential	

The	reversible	potential	 for	 the	 lithiation	of	synthesized	8	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	

and	commercially	obtained	32	nm	Fe3O4	particles	is	shown	in	Figure	4.2	and	is	reproduced	

from	previous	studies.52,98	It	is	observed	that	the	first	voltage	plateau	occurs	at	~1.8	V	and	

lasts	 for	Δxªe=2.0	 equivalents.	 Following	 the	 first	 phase	 change	 plateau,	 the	 conversion	

plateau	is	observed	for	the	8	nm	particles	at	~1.2	V.		

	

Figure	4.2:	Experimentally	measured	reversible	potential	for	8	nm	and	32	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles.	

4.4.2 Hypothesized	Reactions	Occurring	on	First	Phase	Change	Plateau	

Fifteen	 hypothesized	 reaction	 mechanisms	 were	 tested,	 and	 nine	 yielded	 DFT+U	

calculated	equilibrium	potentials	that	satisfy	the	experimental	potential	of	1.8	V,	which	are	

shown	in	Table	4.1.	 In	 four	of	 the	pathways	(a-d),	BCC-Fe0	 is	predicted	to	 form	while	 the	

other	five	do	not	involve	the	formation	of	iron	(e-i).	The	experimentally	observed	plateau	

potential	 is	~1.8	V,	 the	 five	DFT	predicted	potentials	within	100	mV	of	 the	experimental	

value	are	shown	in	bold,	 (a,d,g,h,	and	 i),	 these	hypotheses	are	closest	 to	 the	experimental	
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measurement.	The	remaining	three	between	±100-200	mV	are	shown	in	regular	type,	(b,	c,	

and	 i).	 The	 lowest	 energy	hypothesis,	 (e),	 is	 shown	 in	 italics	 as	 it	 is	 300	meV	 above	 the	

measured	value.	

As	seen	in	the	open	circuit	potential	in	Figure	4.2,	the	first	phase	change	plateau	lasts	

for	Δxp1=2.0	equivalents	of	lithium,	where	xp1	is	the	discharged	concentration	of	lithium	on	

the	 first	plateau.	 For	 each	 hypothesis	 in	 Table	 4.1	 the	maximum	 length	of	 the	 plateau	 is	

indicated	in	the	second	line	of	the	second	column	followed	by	the	concentration	at	which	the	

reaction	 in	 column	 1	 is	 written	 at.	 As	 can	 be	 seen,	 not	 all	 hypotheses	 last	 the	 full	 2.0	

equivalents,	but	are	included	herein	as	the	products	are	in	the	correct	concentration	range	

on	the	ternary	phase	diagram	and	they	may	still	occur	in	combination	with	another	reaction.		

In	 columns	 three	 and	 four	 in	 a	 Table	 4.1,	 a	 qualitative	 assessment	 of	 agreement	 of	 the	

theoretically	 proposed	 reaction	 with	 measured	 potential,	 measured	 plateau	 length,	

experimental	 XRD,	 and	 neutron	 diffraction	 measurements	 is	 given.	 In	 column	 five,	 a	

qualitative	percent	match	for	the	proposed	reaction	is	given,	which	will	be	further	developed	

throughout	the	discussion	of	the	paper.	The	percent	match	is	calculated	as	1	point	for	each	

criterion	corroborated	by	experiment,	0.5	point	for	moderate	agreement,	and	0	points	for	

poor	agreement	with	experiment.	The	maximum	agreement	would	be	4/4	points,	one	 for	

each:	DFT	voltage,	plateau	length,	XRD	measurement,	and	neutron	diffraction	measurement.		
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Table	4.1.	Hypothesized	reactions	for	the	first	voltage	plateau	(column	1)	with	the	corresponding	
DFT	 predicted	 voltages,	 and	 equivalents	 of	 lithium	 allowed	 for	 each	 reaction	 (Column	 2),	 and	
qualitative	 assessment	 of	 hypothesized	 reaction	 match	 with	 XRD	 and	 Neutron	 diffraction	
experiments,	 along	 with	 qualitative	 assessment	 of	 overall	 hypothesized	 reaction	 match	 to	
experiment.	

	
Hypotheses	for	Reaction	Pathway	on	First	Voltage	

Plateau	(Red	Pathway	in	Figure	4.3)	

	
DFT	Predicted	
Voltage	and	
Allowed	xp1		

	
Agreement	
with	Exp.	
x=2.0	XRD	

Agreement	
with	Exp.	
x=2.0	
Neutron	
Diffraction	

	
Qualitative	
Percent	
Match	

Iron	Extrusion	 	 	 	 	
a)	Fe3O4+	xP1Li0	à2	LiFeO2	+	Fe0	 1.9	V	

0	<	xP1	<2	(2.0)	
Poor	

	
Poor	 2/4	

50%	
b)	Fe3O4	+	xP1Li0	à	0.57	Li2O	+	0.86	LiFe3O4	+	0.43	Fe0	 1.6	V	

1	<	xP1	<6	(2.0)	
Poor	 Poor	 1.5/4	

37.5%	
c)	Fe3O4	+	xP1Li0	àLi2O	+	0.75	Fe0	+	0.75	Fe3O4	 1.6	V	

0	<	xP1	<8	(2.0)	
Poor	 Poor	 1.5/4	

37.5%	
d)	Fe3O4	+	xP1Li0	à	0.4	Li5FeO4	+	0.8	Fe0	+	0.6	Fe3O4	 1.7	V	

0	<	xP1	<5	(2.0)	
Poor	 Poor	 2/4	

50%	
No	Iron	Extrusion		 	 	 	 	
e)	Fe3O4+	xP1Li0	àLiFe3O4	 2.1	V	

0	<	xP1	<	1	(1)	
Moderate,	
extra	low	
angle	peaks	

	
Moderate	

1/4	
25%	

f)	Fe3O4+	xP1Li0	à	2	FeO	+	LiFeO2	 2.0	V	
0	<	xP1	<	1	(1)	

Consistent	 Consistent	 2.5/4	
62.5%	

g)	Fe3O4+	xP1Li0	à	0.5	LiFeO2	+	2.5	FeO	+	0.5	Li2O	 1.7	V	
0	<	xP1	<	2	(1.5)	

Consistent	 Moderate,	
Li2O	not	
consistent	

3.5/4	
87.5%	

h)	Fe3O4+	xP1Li0	à	0.5	LiFe3O4	+	1.5	FeO	+	0.5	Li2O	 1.8	V	
0	<	xP1	<	2	(1.5)	

Moderate,	
extra	low	
angle	peaks	

	
Poor	

2/4	
50%	

i)	Fe3O4+	xP1Li0	à	3	FeO	+	Li2O	 1.8	V	
xP1	=	2	

Poor	 Poor	 2/4	
50%	

	

For	DFT	prediction,	the	potentials	that	are	greater	than	200	mV	are	considered	poor	

agreement	 (0	 points),	 the	 potentials	within	 100-200	meV	 are	 considered	moderate	 (0.5	

points),	 and	 the	 potentials	 within	 100	 meV	 are	 considered	 good	 agreement	 (1	 point).	

Agreement	with	XRD	 is	 rated	 as	 poor	 (0	 points),	moderate	 (0.5	 points),	 or	 consistent	 (1	

point).	 The	 neutron	 diffraction	 is	 also	 rated	 as	 poor	 (0	 points),	 moderate	 (0.5	 pts.),	 or	

consistent	(1	point).	The	details	of	the	XRD	and	neutron	diffraction	rating	will	be	developed	

in	the	following	sections.	
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4.4.3 Ternary	Diagrams	for	Hypothesized	Reactions	Occurring	on	First	Phase	Change	

Plateau	

All	of	the	hypotheses	put	forth	herein	can	be	seen	graphically	in	the	ternary	phase	

diagrams	in	Figure	4.3,	where	the	figure	letters	in	Figure	4.3	correspond	to	the	hypothesis	

letter	 in	 Table	 4.1.	 In	 Figure	 4.3,	 the	 first	 voltage	 plateau	 is	 shown	 in	 red	 with	 the	

corresponding	DFT	predicted	voltage	also	in	red.	Following	the	first	voltage	plateau	is	the	

known	conversion	to	Li2O+Fe0,	occurring	at	~1.2	V	in	Figure	4.2,	this	pathway	is	shown	in	

blue	in	Figure	4.3.	The	reactants	for	the	conversion	reactions	are	the	products	from	the	first	

phase	 change	 plateau	 and	 are	 numbered	 according	 to	 the	 numbering	 for	 the	 first	 phase	

change	plateau	hypotheses.	In	some	cases,	the	ternary	phase	diagram	indicates	there	is	more	

than	 one	 step	 to	 arrive	 at	 Li8Fe3O4=4Li2O+3Fe0,	 and	 these	 additional	 steps	 are	 shown	 in	

orange.		

Until	 recently,	 Figure	 4.3a	 was	 believed	 to	 be	 the	 equilibrium	 pathway	 for	 the	

lithiation	of	magnetite,	however,	in	Chapter	2	it	was	shown	that	LiFe3O4	is	predicted	stable	

against	phase	segregation	to	LiFeO2	+	2	FeO	by	~5	meV/atom	on	a	0K	ternary	diagram,	this	

path	is	shown	in	Figure	4.3e.	This	lowest	energy	pathway	is	predicted	at	300	mV	higher	than	

the	experimental	measurement	but	it	is	included	in	Table	4.1	and	Figure	4.3	as	it	is	the	lowest	

energy	path	for	lithiation	to	x=1.0.		
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Figure	4.3:	Ternary	phase	diagram	pathways	for	hypotheses	a-i	in	Table	1.	For	all	ternary	diagrams	
the	red	pathway	is	the	first	voltage	plateau	with	the	corresponding	DFT	predicted	voltage.	Following	
the	first	plateau,	the	pathway	options	to	get	to	Li8Fe3O4=4Li2O	+	3Fe0	are	shown	in	different	colors.	
One	step	process	from	the	first	plateau	in	red	to	4Li2O	+	3Fe0	is	shown	in	blue,	while	other	multi-step	
pathways	are	shown	in	orange.	

4.4.4 XRD	Measurements	and	Predictions	

In	Figure	4.4a,	the	experimental	XRD	patterns	for	x=0.0	and	fully	relaxed	equilibrium	

patterns	for	x=1.0	and	2.0	equivalents	of	lithium	are	shown	for	10	nm	(blue)	and	30	nm	(red)	

Fe3O4	nanoparticles.	Additionally,	the	XRD	pattern	for	the	DFT	Fe3O4,	FeO,	and	Fe0	structures	

are	 shown	 in	 black	 for	 reference.	 Between	 x=0.0	 and	 x=1.0,	 there	 is	 not	 a	 substantial	

difference	between	the	diffraction	pattern	for	neither	the	10	nm	nor	the	30	nm	particles,	and	
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the	lithiation	mechanism	can	be	attributed	to	cationic	defect	filling	as	reported	in	Chapter	2	

and	Chapter	3.	The	peak	at	3.6°	is	still	present	in	the	x=2.0	patterns	for	both	nanoparticle	

sizes	and	can	be	indexed	to	the	Fe3O4	phase	but	is	not	present	in	the	pure	FeO	phase	as	seen	

in	Figure	4.4a.	The	peak	at	2.2°	that	is	present	in	the	x=2.0	patterns	can	be	indexed	to	the	

Fe3O4	phase	in	Figure	4.4a	but	is	also	observed	in	LiFeO2	and	LiFe3O4	as	seen	in	hypotheses	

(a)-(h)	 in	Figure	4.4b.	At	x=2.0	equivalents,	 the	experimental	patterns	show	distinct	peak	

splitting	of	 the	 spinel	peak	 at	 4.2°.	 This	 splitting	 is	 indicative	 of	 a	 rocksalt-like	 structure	

forming,	as	can	be	seen	in	by	the	FeO	peak	shift	at	4.2°	relative	to	the	Fe3O4	pattern	in	Figure	

4.4a.			

	

Figure	4.4:	(a)	Experimental	XRD	patterns	for	10nm	and	30	nm	Fe3O4	at	x=0.0	and	at	end	of	voltage	
relaxation	 for	x=1.0,	 2.0.	 (b)	Theoretically	predicted	XRD	patterns	 for	hypothesis	 (a)-(i)	 at	x=2.0	
compared	to	experimental	x=2.0.	The	volume	of	the	theoretical	structures	in	(b)	have	been	adjusted	
according	to	a	volume	correction	outlined	in	Chapter	5.11	

4.4.5 Neutron	Diffraction	for	Experimental	Lattice	Constant	Determination	

The	Neutron	diffraction	 lattice	 constants	 for	 the	10	nm	and	30	nm	particles	were	

determined	 at	 x=0.0	 as	 8.3756(2)	 Å	 and	 8.4007(2)	 Å.	 The	 16d	 site	 was	 found	 to	 be	

fractionally	occupied	at	0.93(1)	and	0.96(7),	resulting	in	Fe2.82O4	and	Fe2.93O4,	for	the	10	nm	
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and	 30	 nm	 particles	 respectively.	 At	 x=1.0,	 the	 Neutron	 Diffraction	 determined	 lattice	

constants	are	8.3899(2)	Å	and	8.4087(1)	Å.		

Neutron	 diffraction	 experiments	 indicate	 that	 at	 x=2.0,	 there	 are	 two	 distinct	

crystalline	phases	observed	in	the	10	nm	and	the	30	nm	particles.	The	lattice	constants	for	

these	 two	phases	were	determined	 to	be	8.4066(2)	Å	and	8.4484(6)	Å.	The	 small	 lattice	

constant	phase,	at	8.4066(2)	Å,	was	present	at	40%	by	weight	and	20%	by	mole	and	was	

indexed	to	unreacted	Fe3O4	with	the	inverse	spinel	structure.	In	the	10	nm	particles,	the	two	

crystalline	phases	at	x=2.0	were	found	to	have	8.4066(2)	Å	and	8.4856	Å	lattice	constants.	A	

crystalline	Li2O	phase	was	unable	to	be	detected	at	x=2.0	with	neutron	diffraction.	

4.5 Discussion	

4.5.1 DFT	Predicted	Potentials	for	First	Voltage	Plateau	

In	Table	I,	combinations	of	products	are	used	which	satisfy	experimental	observation	

that	the	ccp	oxygen	lattice	remains	invariant	upon	full	lithiation.44	As	is	seen	in	Table	I,	DFT	

predicts	multiple	reactions	give	a	reasonable	range	for	the	DFT	prediction	of	voltage,	while	

also	satisfying	the	number	of	electrons	passed	on	this	first	voltage	plateau.	Here	we	see	that	

the	prediction	of	potential	alone	with	DFT	is	insufficient	to	predict	any	one	reaction	pathway,	

and	we	turn	to	other	structural	characteristics	afforded	by	density	functional	theory	to	aide	

in	phase	elucidation.	

4.5.2 Absence	of	Evidence	for	Fe0	in	XRD	Measurements	

To	assess	if	Fe0	is	forming	at	x=2.0,	the	XRD	patterns	for	the	reactions	in	Table	4.1	

have	been	predicted	and	compared	to	measurements	at	x=2.0	in	Figure	4.4b.	In	Figure	4.4b,	

hypotheses	(a-d)	all	have	the	Fe0	peak	indicated	by	the	red	dashed	vertical	line	at	5.3°,	which	
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is	not	observed	experimentally.	In	Table	4.1,	the	agreement	between	hypotheses	(a-d)	and	

the	experimental	XRD	pattern	are	all	considered	‘poor’	due	to	this	additional	Fe0	peak,	and	

the	possibility	 for	 iron	extruding	and	forming	a	bulk-like	phase	 is	 therefore	eliminated	by	

comparison	of	the	first	4	hypotheses	(a-d)	with	experimental	XRD	patterns	as	well	as	poor	

agreement	with	neutron	diffraction.	It	should	be	noted	that	the	XRD	pattern	for	iron	used	

here	 is	 a	bulk	pattern,	 and	other	 studies	have	 indicated	 that	 iron	extrusion	can	 result	 in	

nanoparticulate	Fe0,	which	may	not	be	present	on	an	XRD	pattern	depending	on	nanoparticle	

size.	TEM	studies	at	equilibrium	conditions	could	be	used	to	further	elucidate	this	possibility,	

but	Fe0	is	likely	not	forming	in	any	bulk-like	form,	consistent	with	previous	studies.51,97	

4.5.3 Neutron	Diffraction	Measurements	for	the	Position	of	Lithium	at	x=2.0	

The	neutron	diffraction	fitting	indicated	a	best	fit	for	two	crystalline	phases	at	x=2.0	

for	 30	 nm	 particles,	 with	 lattice	 constants	 of	 8.4066(2)	 Å	 and	 8.4484(6)	 Å.	 The	 smaller	

crystalline	phase	present	at	x=2.0	with	a	lattice	constant	of	8.4066(2)	Å,	is	consistent	with	

the	8.4087(1)	Å	value	measured	at	x=1.0,	which	was	determined	to	be	the	spinel	phase	with	

lithium	inserted	at	16d	cation	defect	sites	in	Chapter	2	and	Chapter	3.	The	neutron	diffraction	

patterns	indicated	that	the	8.4066(2)	Å	phase	is	consistent	with	spinel	with	Li	on	the	16d	

sites,	not	the	vacant	16c	sites.	The	small	phase	lattice	constant	observed	at	x=2.0,	8.4066(2)	

Å,	is	therefore	assigned	to	the	defect	lithiated	spinel	phase	present	at	x=1.0.		

The	neutron	diffraction	measurements	indicated	that	lithium	was	not	homogenously	

organized	in	the	large	phase,	8.4484(6)	Å.	Rather,	the	measurements	were	most	consistent	

with	partial	occupation	of	lithium	at	16c	and	16d	sites	combined	with	a	phase	that	did	not	

contain	any	lithium.	The	results	from	the	neutron	diffraction	measurement	are	therefore	not	

consistent	with	the	LiFe3O4	phase,	hypothesis	(e),	as	this	phase	has	lithium	constricted	to	the	
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16c	 site,	 [LiFe]16c[Fe2]16dO4.	The	neutron	diffraction	data	 for	 the	position	of	 lithium	most	

consistent	with	LiFeO2+	FeO,	hypothesis	(f),	at	a	predicted	potential	of	2.0V	as	listed	in	Table	

4.1.	 Where	 the	 LiFeO2	 phase	 has	 lithium	 on	 both	 16c	 and	 16d	 sites,	

[Li0.75Fe0.25]16c[Li0.25Fe0.75]16dO2.	This	structure	is	consistent	with	a	material	that	initially	has	

defects	on	the	16d	sites,	which	are	filled	by	lithium	during	the	initial	intercalation	regime.	

However,	the	2.0	V	DFT	predicted	potential	for	this	reaction	is	slightly	high	compared	to	the	

experimentally	measured	1.8	V	and	only	one	equivalent	of	lithium	can	be	passed	with	this	

reaction,	compared	to	the	two	equivalents	experimentally	measured.		

As	can	be	seen	in	Table	4.1,		hypothesis	(g)	with	the	same	LiFeO2	+	FeO	products	but	

with	the	addition	of	Li2O,	has	a	closer	DFT	predicted	potential	of	1.7	V,	and	the	reaction	can	

last	 the	 full	 2.0	 equivalents	 measured	 experimentally.	 The	 neutron	 diffraction	

measurements	did	not	detect	the	formation	of	a	crystalline	Li2O	phase,	however,	the	lattice	

mismatch	between	Li2O	and	the	other	possible	phases	forming	in	the	nanoparticles	is	high,	

at	9.86%,	7.43%,	and	10.53%	for	Fe3O4,	FeO,	and	LiFeO2,	respectively,	contributing	to	the	

likelihood	 of	 an	 amorphous	 and	 not	 well	 defined	 crystalline	 phase.	 These	 phases	 are	

characterized	 in	 the	 following	 sections	 utilizing	 XRD	 analysis	 for	 further	 information	

regarding	the	positions	of	iron.	

4.5.4 XRD	Analysis	for	the	Presence	of	(e)	LiFe3O4	vs.	(f)	LiFeO2	+	2	FeO	

4.5.4.1 XRD	Analysis	Eliminates	the	Presence	of	(e)	LiFe3O4	

On	the	ternary	phase	diagram,	LiFe3O4	falls	on	the	tie	lie	between	LiFeO2	+	2FeO.	The	

LiFe3O4	phase	was	investigated	in	Chapter	2	and	97	different	cation	orderings	for	the	Li+Fe	

on	the	16c	site	were	calculated	with	DFT	and	tested	for	phase	stability	against	LiFeO2	+	2	

FeO.	Approximately	35	of	 these	were	 found	stable	against	phase	 segregation	 to	LiFeO2	+	
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2FeO,	the	lowest	being	stable	by	~5	meV/atom.	The	XRD	predictions	for	the	lowest	energy	

structure	for	LiFe3O4	is	shown	in	green	in	Figure	4.5a.	As	seen	by	the	black	arrows	in	Figure	

4.5a,	there	are	low	angle	peaks	in	the	lowest	energy	LiFe3O4	structure	that	are	not	present	in	

the	experimental	pattern.		

The	LiFe3O4	structure	in	Figure	4.5a	is	just	one	of	97	theoretical	possible	orderings	

for	Li+Fe	on	the	16c	site,	and	to	probe	if	the	low	angle	peaks	are	ubiquitous	to	LiFe3O4,	or	

merely	 a	 function	 of	 just	 one	 cation	 ordering,	 the	 theoretical	 XRD	 patterns	 for	 all	 97	

structures	are	shown	in	Figure	4.5b.	The	97	structures	are	grouped	by	stability,	where	the	

spectra	color	is	an	indicator	for	stability	against	phase	segregation	to	LiFeO2	+	2FeO.	As	can	

be	seen	by	low	angle	regions	highlighted	with	black	arrows,	all	of	the	97	LiFe3O4	structures	

have	low	angle	peaks	that	are	not	observed	experimentally.	The	alternate	cation	order	for	

LiFe3O4	 is	 allowing	 the	 lithium	 and	 iron	 to	 relax	 across	 the	 both	 16c+16d	sites,	 the	 XRD	

patterns	 for	 these	 theoretical	 structures	 still	 show	 low	 angle	 peaks	 not	 observed	

experimentally,	and	these	patterns	are	shown	in	Appendix	8.	

Although	 LiFe3O4	 is	 predicted	 lower	 in	 energy	 than	 LiFeO2	 +	 2FeO,	 it	 is	 not	

corroborated	by	either	 the	XRD	analysis	or	 the	neutron	diffraction	measurements	and	 is	

eliminated	as	the	product	forming	on	the	first	voltage	plateau.	
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Figure	4.5:	Hypotheses	(e)	and	(f)	as	written	in	Table	I	but	with	20%	molar	fraction	of	Fe3O4	included.	
The	lattice	constant	for	Fe3O4	has	been	adjusted	to	8.4066(2)	Å	and	8.448(6)	Å	for	all	FeO,	LiFe3O4,	
and	 LiFeO2	 phases.	 The	 pure	 phase	 Fe3O4,	 FeO,	 and	 LiFeO2	 are	 shown	 in	 grey,	 purple,	 and	 red,	
respectively.	While	all	97	theoretical	cation	orderings	for	Li+Fe	on	the	16	site	in	[𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒]efE[𝐹𝑒d]efO𝑂d	
are	 shown	 in	 (b).	 All	 [𝐿𝑖𝐹𝑒]efE[𝐹𝑒d]efO𝑂d	 cation	 orderings	 show	 additional	 low	 angle	 peaks	not	
observed	 experimentally,	 highlighted	 by	 black	 arrows.	 The	 theoretical	 LiFe3O4	 XRD	 patterns	 are	
colored	according	to	phase	stability	against	LiFeO2	+	2FeO.		
	
4.5.4.2 	XRD	Analysis	for	the	Presence	of	LiFeO2+FeO:	Hypotheses	(f)	

Of	all	hypotheses	tested,	(f)	has	the	best	agreement	with	both	the	experimental	XRD	

pattern	and	neutron	diffraction	pattern	as	indicated	in	Table	4.1.	The	LiFeO2	phase	has	iron	

on	 both	 16c	 and	 16d	 sites,	 but	 both	 Wyckoff	 sites	 are	 shared	 with	 lithium,	

[Li0.75Fe0.25]16c[Li0.25Fe0.75]16dO2.	As	can	be	seen	in	Figure	4.5a,	the	pure	phases	for	Fe3O4,	FeO,	

and	LiFeO2	are	shown	in	grey,	purple,	and	red,	respectively.	The	experimentally	observed	

peak	splitting	at	4.4°	is	well	captured	by	the	presence	of	both	Fe3O4	(113	grey)	and	FeO	(1�11	

purple).	 	 The	 low	 angle	 peaks	 at	 2.2°	 and	 3.6°	 observed	 experimentally	 are	 present	 in	

hypotheses	(f)	where	2.2°	is	primarily	due	to	111	in	LiFeO2	(red)	and	the	3.6°	is	due	to	the	

22�0	plane	in	the	persistent	Fe3O4	(grey).	There	are	small	shoulders	at	5.5°	and	7.5°	in	the	

experimental	 30	 nm	 pattern,	 and	 these	 peaks	 can	 be	 indexed	 to	 133	 and	 1�13	 LiFeO2,	

respectively.		
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Despite	the	best	agreement	with	XRD	pattern	and	neutron	diffraction	for	hypothesis	

(f),	predicting	LiFeO2	+	2	FeO	to	be	the	products	on	the	first	voltage	plateau,	can	only	account	

for	1	of	the	two	equivalents	of	lithium	passed	on	first	voltage	plateau	and	the	potential	is	200	

mV	higher	than	experimentally	measured.	Alternately,	hypothesis	(g),	LiFeO2	+	2	FeO	+	Li2O,	

can	 account	 for	 both	 equivalents	 of	 lithium	 and	 the	 potential	 is	 within	 100	 mV	 of	 the	

measured	potential.	The	differences	between	the	XRD	patterns	for	hypotheses	(f)	and	(g)	are	

negligible,	as	Li2O	is	transparent	to	X-rays,	and	the	agreement	with	XRD	for	hypothesis	(g)	is	

considered	consistent	in	Table	4.1.	

The	experimental	bulk	equilibrium	lattice	constants	 for	FeO	and	LiFeO2,	are	8.652	

Å137	 and	8.31	Å138,	 respectively.	 In	 the	 theoretically	predicted	pattern	 in	Figure	4.5a,	 the	

lattice	constants	for	both	FeO	and	LiFeO2	have	been	adjusted	to	the	experimentally	measured	

value	 of	 8.4484(6)	 Å.	 However,	 as	 these	 diffraction	 patterns	 are	 in	 30	 nm	particles,	 the	

LiFeO2	and	FeO	phases	forming	are	not	larger	than	tens	of	nanometers.	It	has	been	shown	

that	in	the	case	of	two	heterogenous	domains,	each	on	the	order	of	10	nm	or	less,	the	XRD	

pattern	will	erroneously	indicate	a	homogenous	solid	solution,	with	a	lattice	parameter	at	

the	average	value	of	the	two	heterogenous	phases,	although	that	explicit	lattice	spacing	is	

not	physically	present	 in	 the	sample.139	Additionally,	 it	was	shown	that	 the	XRD	reported	

lattice	constant	follows	Vegard’s	law	for	the	two	heterogenous	phases.139	The	Vegard’s	Law	

(rule	of	mixtures)	lattice	constant	for	LiFeO2	+	2FeO	present	at	this	state	of	lithiation	is	8.47	

Å,	close	to	the	measured	value	of	8.4484(6)	Å.	Since	the	XRD	pattern	for	LiFeO2+FeO	with	

residual	Fe3O4	starting	material	matches	well	with	both	XRD	and	Neutron	diffraction,	and	

the	particles	sizes	in	the	sample	are	30	nm,	these	phases	are	most	likely	heterogenous	but	

with	small	domain	sizes,	and	therefore	diffracting	at	the	average	of	their	lattice	constants.	
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4.5.5 A	Mass	Balance	on	Lithium	and	the	Hypothesized	Reaction	Pathway	

The	first	intercalation	regime	into	magnetite	lasts	from	0	<	x	<	~0.8,	where	lithium	

inserts	onto	16d	cationic	defects	in	the	spinel	𝛾-Fe2O3	and	the	spinel	phase	is	maintained	as	

indicated	by	the	slope	of	the	reversible	potential	in	Figure	4.2	for	the	30	nm	particles,	XRD	

in	Figure	4.4a,	and	investigations	in	Chapter	2	and	Chapter	3.	When	referencing	the	ternary	

phase	diagram	inset	in	Figure	4.6a,	this	intercalation	regime	is	accounted	for	with	the	grey	

species,	𝛾-Fe2O3	and	corresponds	to	the	grey	DFT	voltage	prediction.	The	first	phase	change	

plateau	initiates	at	~0.8	equivalents	of	lithium	discharged	for	30	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	and	

is	 represented	 by	 the	 blue	 pathway	 on	 the	 ternary	 phase	 diagram	 inset	 in	 Figure	 4.6a,	

insertion	into	Fe3O4.	This	insertion	into	Fe3O4	lasts	for	Δx~2.0	equivalents	of	lithium	as	can	

be	seen	by	the	length	of	the	plateau	in	Figure	4.6a.	Hypothesis	(g)	forms	LiFeO2	+	FeO	+	Li2O	

and	 is	 corroborated	 by	 XRD,	 the	 phase	 change	 reaction	 can	 be	 maintained	 for	 Δx=2.0	

equivalents	of	lithium,	and	the	predicted	potential,	1.7	V	is	within	100	mV	of	the	measured	

potential,	1.8	V.	Neutron	diffraction	studies	herein	did	not	detect	a	crystalline	Li2O	phase	at	

x=2.0,	however,	the	measurements	were	not	taken	at	the	end	of	the	first	voltage	plateau,	and	

as	such,	~0.25	moles	of	Li2O	would	be	formed	at	x=2.0	as	seen	in	in	Figure	4.6b	at	xp1=1.2.	

Additionally,	 the	 lattice	 mismatch	 between	 Li2O	 and	 the	 other	 phases	 forming	 in	 the	

nanoparticles	is	high,	at	9.86%,	7.43%,	and	10.53%	for	Fe3O4,	FeO,	and	LiFeO2,	respectively,	

contributing	to	the	likelihood	of	an	amorphous	and	not	well	defined	crystalline	phase,	which	

has	been	previously	observed.41,97		
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Figure	 4.6:	 (a)	 DFT	 predicted	 reversible	 potential	 (squares)	 for	 lithiation	 of	 Fe3O4	 nanoparticles	
compared	 to	 experimentally	measured	 reversible	potential	 for	8-9	nm	particles	 (black	 circles).98	
Initially	lithium	inserts	into	16d	defects	in	the	nanoparticles,	DFT	potentials	(squares)	in	dark	grey	
corresponding	to	insertion	into	γ-Fe2O3,	dark	grey	phase	on	the	ternary	phase	diagram	inset.	On	the	
first	voltage	plateau,	LiFeO2	+	FeO	+	Li2O	is	formed	(blue	squares),	indicated	by	the	blue	lines	on	the	
ternary	phase	diagram.	(b)	The	concentrations	of	each	phase,	LiFeO2	(green),	FeO	(blue),	Li2O	(red),	
and	Fe3O4(black)	on	the	first	phase	plateau	as	a	function	of	x	in	the	nanoparticle	(bottom	axis)	and	as	
a	function	of	lithium	passed	on	the	plateau,	xp1	(top	axis).	

4.6 	Chapter	4	Concluding	Remarks	

Magnetite	 is	known	 to	 suffer	high	mass	 transport	resistances,	 and	 local	regions	of	

high	lithium	concentration	can	result,	resulting	in	non-thermodynamically	predicted	phases	

forming	and	becoming	kinetically	trapped.	Consequently,	the	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	undergo	a	

pathway	upon	lithiation	that	does	not	follow	the	bulk-phase	predicted	path.	Here	we	have	

discussed	9	possible	pathways	and	determined	that	on	the	 first	voltage	plateau,	 the	most	

probable	hypothesis	is	(g),	forming	LiFeO2	+	FeO	+	Li2O,	at	a	DFT	predicted	potential	of	1.7	

V.	The	lack	of	neutron	diffraction	evidence	for	Li2O	is	likely	due	to	the	low	concentration	of	

the	 Li2O	 phase	 predicted	 at	 the	 measured	 value	 of	 x=2.0	 and	 the	 high	 lattice	 mismatch	

between	Li2O	and	the	other	phases	in	the	sample,	both	of	these	factors	that	would	contribute	

to	 the	phase	being	amorphous.	Additionally,	 this	hypothesis	 is	 the	most	 consistent	when	
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information	 from	 XRD	 studies,	 neutron	 diffraction,	 the	 measured	 potential,	 and	 the	

measured	 plateau	 length	 are	 all	 taken	 into	 consideration.	 This	 study	 illustrates	 the	

importance	 of	 multidisciplinary	 studies	 for	 the	 examination	 of	 complex	 but	 engineering	

relevant	 processes	 such	 as	 those	 that	 occur	 in	 lithium-ion	 batteries.	 The	 Li-Fe-O	 battery	

system	exemplifies	the	ubiquitous	nature	of	metastable	pathways	in	non-ideal	systems	such	

as	nano-systems	operating	far	from	equilibrium.		
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:	DENSITY	FUNCTIONAL	THEORY	AND	OTHER	METHODOLOGIES5	

5.1 Open	Circuit	Potential	Measurements	for	Chapter	2	

Electrochemical	testing	was	done	using	two-electrode	coin	cells	versus	lithium	metal	

electrodes,	at	30°	C.	The	8-9	nm	Fe3O4	nanoparticles	were	synthesized	by	co-precipitation	

using	previously	reported	methods.47,48	The	cathodes	were	fabricated	using	the	synthesized	

magnetite	(90%),	super	P	carbon	additive	(5%),	and	polyvinylidene	 fluoride	binder	(5%)	

coated	 onto	 an	 aluminum	 foil	 substrate.	 The	 electrolyte	 was	 formed	 from	 dimethyl	

carbonate	and	ethylene	carbonate	in	a	one-to-one	ratio	by	volume	with	1	M	LiPF6.	Constant	

current	 lithiation	 at	 C/200	 was	 carried	 out	 to	 x=0.2,	 0.4,	 0.5,	 0.6,	 0.8,	 1.0,	 1.5,	 and	 2.0.	

Subsequent	 voltage	 monitoring	 under	 open	 circuit	 conditions	 for	 up	 to	 30	 days	 was	

performed.	

5.2 Open	Circuit	Potential	Measurements	for	Chapter	4	

Two	 electrode	 coin	 cell	 type	 batteries	 were	 fabricated	 under	 Argon	 and	 tested	

electrochemically	with	methods	 described	 above.	 Coin	 cells	 comprised	 of	 8,	 9,	 or	 25	 nm	

Fe3O4	 nanoparticles	 were	 synthesized	 by	 co-precipitation	 using	 previously	 reported	

methods.47,48	Active	material	for	32	nm	particles	was	purchased	from	Alfa	Aesar.	Constant	

current	lithiation	without	preconditioning	at	C/200	was	carried	out	to	x	=	0.2,	0.4,	0.6,	and	

0.8	 for	9	 and	 25	 nm	samples.	 Each	 reversible	 potential	measurement	 corresponded	 to	 a	

single	coin	cell	experiment.	The	x=0.0	voltage	was	taken	as	the	average	resting	voltage	of	all	

the	 coin	 cells	 before	 the	 current	 was	 turned	 on.	 After	 discharge,	 open	 circuit	 voltage	

                                                

5	This	chapter	was	written	in	collaboration	with	Mark	Hybertsen.	
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monitoring	for	up	to	30	days	was	performed	and	the	maximum	open	circuit	voltage	during	

relaxation	was	taken	as	the	reversible	potential	for	that	lithiation	state.	

5.3 First	Principles	Calculations.		

DFT-based	calculations	were	performed	with	the	Vienna	ab	initio	simulation	package	

(VASP),129,130	 using	 the	 projector	 augmented	 wave	 (PAW)	 method.131	 The	 generalized-

gradient	approximation	in	the	form	proposed	by	Perdew,	Burke	and	Ernzerhof	(PBE)	was	

used	for	the	exchange-correlation	potential.140	To	approximately	account	for	local	Coulomb	

interactions	 in	 the	 Fe	 3d	 orbitals,	 the	 DFT+U	 approach	 was	 used,56,70	 specifically	 in	 the	

spherical	approximation.141	In	this	case	there	is	only	one	parameter,	taken	to	be	Ueff=5.3	eV	

for	 all	 Fe	 3d	 orbitals,	 independent	 of	 nominal	 local	 ionic	 configuration.95	 Spin	 polarized	

calculations	were	performed	throughout.		

The	plane-wave	basis	set	was	determined	by	a	cutoff	of	600	eV,	chosen	following	tests	

to	assure	reliable	relaxation	of	cell	size	based	on	the	computed	stress	tensor.	The	reference	

unit	cell	was	chosen	to	be	the	simple	cubic	form	of	the	inverse	spinel	structure	with	eight	

formula	units	per	cell.	Where	indicated,	other	unit	cells	were	used.	For	maghemite,	Fe2.67O4,	

the	P41212	structure	in	a	3×1×1	supercell,	relative	to	the	cubic	reference,	was	adopted	from	

the	 prior	 theoretical	 study	 and	 consistent	 with	 experiment.103	 For	 the	 reference	 eight	

formula	unit	Fe3O4	cell,	the	Brillouin	zone	sampling	was	done	with	a	Γ-centered	grid	defined	

by	 a	 3×3×3	 mesh	 and	 using	 the	 Methfessel-Paxton	 smearing	 scheme	 of	 order	 1	 with	

broadening	parameter	0.2	eV.142	Sampling	was	adapted	for	other	cells	to	be	equivalent	as	is	

shown	in	Table	5.1.	In	cases	where	self	consistency	with	specific	d-orbital	occupancy	for	Fe2+	

centers	was	hard	to	achieve,	a	sequence	of	electronic	minimizations	was	employed.	First	in	
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a	Gaussian	broadening	scheme,	the	broadening	parameter	was	reduced	in	steps	to	a	much	

smaller	value	(0.01	eV)	with	a	small	or	zero	value	of	U.	Then	the	U	was	incremented	in	steps	

to	the	final	value.143	

Table	 5.1.	 Supercell	 specifications	 and	 k-point	 sampling:	 Except	where	 noted,	 the	 supercells	 are	
nominally	cubic.	For	cases	where	variable	amounts	of	Li	are	indicated,	the	volume	per	cell	is	for	the	
parent	compound	with	x=0.	

	
Compound	

Number	of	
Formula	Units		

Volume	per	
oxygen	(Å3)		

K-point	
Sampling		

Li>FebOg	 8	 19.44	Å3	 3x3x3	
Li>FebOg	 16a	 19.44	Å3	 2x2x2	

Li>Fed.a�«Og	 8	 19.27	Å3	 3x3x3	
Li>Fed.ff�Og 	 24b	 18.94	Å3	 3x3x1	

Li8	 2	 40.41	Å3	 7x7x7	
FeO	 32	 21.09	Å3	 3x3x3	

𝛼-Fe2O3	 6c	 23.97	Å3	 4x4x4	
LiFeO2	 16	 18.74	Å3	 3x3x3	
LiO	 4d	 16.53	Å3	 8x8x3	
Li2O	 32	 27.40	Å3	 3x3x3	

Li5FeO4	 8	 24.66	Å3	 3x3x3	
LiFe5O8	 3	 24.96	Å3	 3x3x3	

aRhombohedral,	bTetragonal,	cMonoclinic,	dHexagonal	

Explicit	tests	indicate	that	these	choices	of	energy	cutoff	and	k-point	sampling	grid	

give	total	energies	with	convergence	to	about	2	meV/f.u.	In	general,	unit	cells	were	optimized	

without	imposing	symmetry	and	relaxation	was	carried	out	to	an	explicit	force	criterion	of	

0.05	eV/Å.	For	auxiliary	 compounds,	 results	were	 similarly	 converged	with	 respect	 to	k-

point	sampling.		

In	the	literature,	there	has	been	a	range	of	chosen	values	of	Ueff	for	magnetite,	Ueff	=	

3.7-5.3	 eV.27,57,95	 To	 probe	 the	 impact	 of	 Ueff	 on	 formation	 energy	 here,	 the	 reaction	
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0.5LiFe3O4	+	0.5	Fe3O4	à	Li0.5Fe3O4,	was	calculation	as	a	function	of	Ueff	in	the	range	0.0	to	

7.0.	In	the	range	of	Ueff	=	4.5-5.7,	the	formation	energy	was	found	to	plateau,	the	details	of	

which	can	be	seen	in	Figure	5.1.	Our	final	results	should	not	be	too	sensitive	to	the	choice	of	

Ueff	=5.3	eV	from	the	Materials	Project.		

	

Figure	5.1:	Formation	energy	of	Li0.5Fe3O4	as	a	function	of	the	Ueff	in	DFT+U.	To	probe	the	effect	of	the	
Hubbard	U	 parameter	 on	 the	 formation	 energy	 of	 lithiated	 iron	 oxides,	 the	 formation	 energy	 of	
Li0.5Fe3O4	was	calculated	relative	to	Fe3O4	and	LiFe3O4	in	two	formula	unit	cells	for	a	broad	range	of	
values	of	Ueff.		In	the	range	of	Ueff	=	4.5	-	5.3	eV,	the	formation	energy	was	found	to	vary	by	less	than	
0.03	eV/f.u.		

5.4 Structural	Properties	for	All	Reference	Compounds	

A	summary	of	our	computed	structure	properties	for	the	reference	compounds	in	this	

study	appears	in	Table	5.2.	
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Table	5.2:	DFT+U	predicted	structural	properties	 for	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phases.	Predicted	structural	
properties	for	the	stable	phases	examined	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	diagram.		

	 Lattice	Parameters:		
a,	b,	c	in	Å	

𝛼, 𝛽,	𝛾	in	degree	

Local	Fe	Magnetic	Moments	
(mb/Fe),	Multiplicity,	
Wyckoff	Site	in	Fd3�m	

Fe3O4	Inverse	Spinel	 8.50,	8.50,	8.60	
90.00,	90.00,	90.69	

-4.2,	8,	8a	
4.3,	8,	16d	
3.7,	8,	16d	

Fe2.875O4	Inverse	Spinel	 8.52,	8.52,	8.50	
89.74,	90.26,	89.94	

-4.2,	8,	8a	
4.3,	10,	16d	
3.7,	5,	16d	

Fe2.667O4	Maghemite	 8.47,	8.47,	25.35	
90.00,	90.00,	90.00	

-4.2,	24,	8a	
4.3,	48,	16d	

FeO	 8.68,	8.68,	8.97	
90.17,	90.17,	88.28	

3.73,	16	
-3.73,	16	

𝛼-Fe2O3	 8.23,	8.24,	9.50	
54.78,	125.24,	109.71	

4.3,	8	
-4.3,	8	

LiFeO2	 8.43,	8.45,	8.43	
89.90,	89.84,	89.90	

4.3,	8	
-4.3,	8	

LiO	 3.15,	3.15,	7.68	
90.00,	90.00,	120.00	

-	

Li2O	 9.23,	9.23,	9.23	
90.00,	90.00,	90.00	

-	

Li5FeO4	 9.21,		9.25,	9.26	
90.00,	90.00,	90.00	

4.2,	8,	tetrahedral	

LiFe5O8	 8.43,	8.43,	8.43	
90.00,	90.00,	90.00	

-4.2,	8	
4.3,	12	

	

5.5 Charge	and	Spin	Order	in	Reference	Structures	

The	assignment	of	the	nominal	ionic	charge	for	discussion	and	analysis	was	based	on	

local	magnetic	moment,	 that	 for	Fe2+	being	 clearly	distinguishable	 from	 that	 for	Fe3+.	 For	

analysis	purposes,	nominal	ionic	charges	and	computed,	relaxed	structures	were	used	with	

the	MADEL	program	from	the	RIETAN-FP-VENUS	package	to	compute	Madelung	energies.144	
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Crystal	structures	were	visualized	using	the	VESTA	package,	which	was	also	used	to	create	

figures	with	atomic	structure	depicted	herein.145	

The	lowest	energy	spin	configuration	calculated	for	Fe3O4	was	ferrimagnetic,	driven	

by	 antiferromagnetic	 coupling	 between	 iron	 ions	 on	 tetrahedral	 8a	 sites	 and	 those	 on	

octahedral	16d	sites.	Local	magnetic	moments	showed	Fe3+	(4.2	𝜇j)	on	8a	sites	and	an	even	

mixture	of	Fe3+	(4.3		𝜇j)	and	Fe2+	(3.7	𝜇j)	on	16d	sites	and	a	net	magnetic	moment	of	3.96		

𝜇j 	per	f.u.	where	oxygen	has	non-zero	magnetization.	The	0K	saturation	magnetization	for	

Fe3O4	has	been	found	to	be	4.05	𝜇j/f.u.146	

In	 the	 rock	 salt	 structure,	 the	 experimental	 reference	 compound	 FeO	 (monoclinic	

C2/m	a	=	5.2615(1)	Å,	b	=	3.0334(1)	Å,	c	=	3.0602	(1)	Å,	and𝛼=	𝛾=90°	𝛽=	124.649(2)°	is	

antiferromagnetic	with	 ordering	 along	 the	 <111>	 direction.136,147	 Experiments	 and	 DFT-

based	 calculations	 have	 been	 modeled	 using	 a	 near-neighbor	 Heisenberg	 model.148	 The	

nearest	neighbor	Fe-Fe	exchange	constant	J1	(coupling	through	oxygen	octahedral	edges)	is	

relatively	weak	compared	to	the	second	neighbor	J2	(coupling	through	corner	shared	oxygen	

with	a	180°	angle).	Allowing	for	further	distortion	and	relaxation	in	a	four	formula	unit	cell	

monoclinic	cell	taken	from	experiment,136	resulted	in	local	magnetic	moments	showing	Fe2+	

alternating	±3.7	𝜇j 	 	with	 spin	alternating	on	<111>	planes	and	a	 resulting	net	magnetic	

moment	of	0.0		𝜇j 	per	f.u.	

For	the	reference	compound	LiFeO2,	the	𝛼-Li2Fe2O4	cubic	phase	with	cation	disorder	

on	the	16c	and	16d	Wykoff	sites	from	the	Fd3�m	space	group,	[Li3Fe1]16c[Li1Fe3]16d[O8]32e	was	

found	to	be	0.54	meV/atom	lower	than	the	cation-ordered	phase,	[Li4]16c[Fe4]	16d[O8]32e	and	

was	found	to	be	16	meV/atom	lower	in	energy	than	the	competing,	𝛾-tetragonal	phase.149	
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Cation	disorder	was	tested	in	a	two	formula	unit	cell	where	there	are	nine	symmetry	unique	

ways	to	enumerate	4	Li	and	4	Fe	on	the	8	16c	+	16d	sites.	Ferromagnetic	coupling	within	

<111>	planes	with	antiferromagnetic	coupling	between	them	was	found	as	lowest	in	energy,	

corroborated	by	experiment,150	with	magnetic	moments	±4.3		𝜇j .	

5.6 Sampling	Configurations	for	Lithium	Insertion.	

	The	 site-occupancy	 disorder	 (SOD)	 tool107	 and	 pymatgen	 tool	 from	 the	Materials	

Project151,152	were	 used	 to	 determine	 the	 symmetry	 distinct	 number	 of	 configurations	 to	

sample	for	each	structure	in	which	specific	Wyckoff	position	were	either	partially	occupied	

or	had	mixed	occupation.		

Consider	the	case	of	LixFe3O4	as	an	example.	 In	a	 two	formula	unit,	spinel	unit	cell	

(Fd3�m	space	group)	up	to	two	Li	atoms	can	be	inserted	to	available	16c	sites.	For	x=0.5	(1	

Li),	there	are	four	total	configurations,	but	just	one	that	is	distinct	based	on	the	symmetry	of	

the	spinel	parent.	For	x=1.0	(2	Li),	there	is	one	symmetry	distinct	configuration	out	of	six.	

Alternatively,	with	all	of	the	Fe	atoms	on	8a	sites	shifted	to	16c	sites,	the	parent	has	a	rock-

salt	 structure	 with	 half	 of	 the	 Fe	 sites	 frozen	 from	 the	 16d	 sites	 of	 spinel	 and	 a	 mixed	

occupancy	of	Fe,	Li	and	vacancies	on	the	16c	sites.	Continuing	to	use	the	Wyckoff	positions	

from	the	Fd3�m	space	group,	for	x=1.0,	there	are	once	again	one	unique	configuration	out	of	

six	possible.	However,	if	the	x=1.0	case	is	reconsidered	in	the	F3�m	space	group,	with	only	

one	cation	site	for	all	of	the	Li	and	Fe,	then	there	are	four	unique	structures.		

As	the	supercell	size	is	increased,	a	more	refined	mesh	of	composition	values	can	be	

studied,	but	the	number	of	configurations	grows	rapidly.	We	focus	on	an	eight	formula	unit	

cell	derived	from	the	cubic,	room	temperature	magnetite	structure.	We	represent	both	the	
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spinel	and	the	rocksalt	structures	in	the	Fd3�m	space	group.	Based	on	the	simplest	possible	

physical	model	of	Li	insertion,	the	full	occupancy	of	the	16d	site	is	maintained	(no	atomic	

exchanges	with	Li	considered)	and	Li	insertion	is	restricted	to	the	16c	site.		We	then	compare	

two	scenarios:	(1)	the	tetrahedral	Fe	relaxes	locally	in	response	to	the	Li	insertion;	and	(2)	

the	tetrahedral	iron	is	collectively	displaced	to	16c	sites.	The	number	of	configurations,	both	

raw	and	symmetry	distinct,	are	enumerated	in	Table	5.3.	

Table	5.3:	Enumeration	of	configurations	for	LixFe3O4	in	an	eight	formula	unit	cell.	Total	number	
and	unique	number	of	configurations	for	LixFe3O4	in	an	eight	formula	unit	cell	for	the	spinel	parent	
with	Li	atoms	and	vacancies	 (V)	on	16c	(columns	2-3)	and	the	rock-salt	parent	with	 the	eight	Fe	
atoms,	Li	atoms	and	vacancies	(V)	on	16c	(columns	4-5).	Symmetry	of	the	parent	compound	was	
applied	in	each	case	without	regard	for	charge	or	orbital	order	among	the	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	on	the	fully	
occupied	16d	sites.	

	 Spinel	16c:	LinV16-n	 Rock-salt	16c:	Fe8LinV8-n	
Li	number	
(concentration)	 Total	 Unique	 Total	 Unique	

1	(0.125)	 16	 1	 102,960	 580	
2	(0.250)	 120	 3	 360,360	 1,995	
3	(0.375)	 560	 8	 720,720	 3,885	
4	(0.500)	 1,820	 22	 900,900	 4,879	
5	(0.625)	 4,368	 35	 720,720	 3,885	
6	(0.750)	 8008	 65	 360,360	 1,995	
7	(0.875)	 11,440	 82	 102,960	 580	
8	(1.000)	 12,870	 97	 12,870	 97	

	

In	scenario	one,	 insertion	to	the	spinel	phase,	all	symmetry	distinct	configurations	

were	calculated	for	the	sequence	of	concentrations	from	x=0.125	through	0.625,	at	which	

point	these	structures	were	relatively	high	in	energy.	For	the	stoichiometric	case	of	x=1.0,	all	

97	distinct	configurations	were	also	sampled.	However,	in	scenario	two	with	x=n/8	<	1.0,	

eight	Fe,	n	Li	and	(8-n)	vacancies	occupied	the	16c	sites	and	the	number	of	symmetry	distinct	

configurations	exploded.	For	this	scenario,	we	used	physically	motivated	sampling.	Starting	

from	a	specific	configuration	for	x=1,	calculations	were	done	for	all	symmetry	distinct	ways	
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to	form	one	Li	vacancy	in	the	LiFe3O4	parent	rock-salt	structure	to	make	Li0.875Fe3O4.	The	

lowest	 energy	 Li0.875Fe3O4	 result	 was	 then	 used	 as	 the	 next	 rock-salt	 parent,	 and	 all	 the	

symmetry	 unique	 ways	 to	 introduce	 a	 second	 lithium	 vacancy	 was	 sampled	 to	 make	

Li0.75Fe3O4.	This	sequence	was	continued	to	lower	Li	concentrations	as	needed.	To	assess	the	

robustness	of	this	limited	sampling,	we	repeated	it	for	several	configurations	chosen	from	

the	set	of	97	available	for	the	LiFe3O4	parent	rock-salt	structure,	rank	ordered	according	to	

increasing	energy.	Those	chosen	were	1st,	2nd,	3rd,	10th,	20th,	30th,	and	97th.	The	 formation	

energies	(Figure	5.2)	suggest	that	this	limited	sampling	gave	reliable	physical	conclusions.	

	

Figure	5.2:	(a)	Sampling	Li-vacancy	formation	in	the	1st,	2nd,	3rd,	10th,	20th,	30th	lowest	structures	and	
the	highest	97th	structure	of	the	97	structures	representing	97	symmetry	unique	Fe	orders	on	the	
16c	sites.	(b)	The	average	energy	above	the	convex	hull	is	shown	for	all	structures	with	a	unique	16c	
Li:Fe	parent	cation	order.	

In	 the	 study	 of	 the	 effect	 of	 iron	 vacancies,	 the	 low	 Li	 concentration	 cases	 were	

considered	 following	 the	 analogue	 of	 scenario	 one,	 considering	 all	 symmetry	 distinct	

configurations.	At	 the	opposite	 limit	of	 full	Li	 insertion,	 the	 lowest	energy	x=1.0	rock-salt	

parent	 structure	was	used	 to	 introduce	Fe	vacancies	on	16d.	 Iron	at	1	 single	Fe	site	was	

exchanged	 for	 a	 Li	 for	 all	 16d	 irons	 to	 calculate	 Li1.125Fe2.875O4,	 as	 the	 parent	 was	 P1	

symmetry.		The	maghemite	cell	with	24	formula	units	was	too	large	to	sample	configurations	

systematically.	
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5.7 Charge	and	Orbital	Order	in	Fe3O4		

The	DFT	calculations	inherently	probe	the	zero-temperature	structure.	In	the	case	of	

magnetite,	 this	 includes	 the	 impact	 of	 Jahn-Teller	 distortions	 resulting	 from	 Jahn-Teller	

distortions	 around	 the	 Fe2+	 centers	 and	 the	 ordering	of	 the	 distribution	 of	Fe2+	 and	 Fe3+	

among	16d	sites.	In	a	simple	local	picture,	the	distortion	is	specifically	linked	to	the	occupied	

spin	down	d-orbital	on	each	Fe2+	site	among	the	Jahn-Teller	split	t2g	manifold	of	d-states.	In	

principle,	for	n	formula	units	being	sampled,	there	is	a	combinatorial	factor	for	charge	order	

multiplied	by	3n	for	orbital	selection	on	the	n	Fe2+	sites.	In	practice,	the	lattice	connectivity	

makes	the	 local	distortions	 interdependent	and	electronic	band	formation	competes	with	

the	localization	of	the	d-electrons;	the	problem	remains	quite	complex.	

Several	groups	have	used	DFT	calculations	to	study	charge	and	orbital	orderings	in	

different	space	group	representations	and	supercell	sizes	for	Fe3O4.33,36,94	In	this	discussion,	

nominal	charge	order	(Fe2+	and	Fe3+)	was	formally	distinguished	by	local	magnetic	moment	

and	 orbital	 order	 was	 determined	 from	 local,	 projected	 orbital	 character	 of	 spin	 down	

energy	 states	 on	 those	 sites.	 These	 correlate	 with	 local	 octahedral	 volumes	 and	

distortions.35,36	Compared	to	an	ideal,	undistorted	cubic	structure,	the	largest	energy	scale	

(~0.4	 eV/f.u.)	 was	 associated	 with	 allowing	 distortions	 of	 local	 octahedral	 and	 the	

concomitant	distortion	of	the	unit	cell	and	symmetry	lowering.94	A	much	smaller	variation	

in	energy	was	attributable	to	different	ordering	schemes	in	cells	that	ranged	from	four	to	16	

f.u.	 Starting	 from	 different	 experimental	 refinements	 of	 the	 low	 temperature	 magnetite	

structure,	DFT	calculations	exhibit	the	charge	and	orbital	ordering	dictated	by	the	pattern	of	

octahedral	distortions.	The	range	of	relaxed	total	energies	was	~0.02	eV/f.u.94	In	a	different	

approach,	 the	 cluster	expansion	concept	was	extended	 to	model	 the	 charge-orbital	space	
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more	 extensively.33	 The	 results	 show	 that	 structures	 with	 the	 original,	 Verwey	 charge	

order30–32	are	competitive	with	those	based	on	P2/c	and	Cc	experimental	refinements	that	

imply	 a	 different	 charge	 order,	 namely	 in	 the	 middle	 of	 the	 ~0.02	 eV/f.u.	 range	 found	

previously.94	 In	 addition,	 they	 identified	 a	 new	 ordering	 scheme	 that	 DFT	 calculations	

indicated	was	a	 further	0.02	eV/f.u.	 lower	 in	energy	 than	 the	previous	 calculated,	 lowest	

energy	for	a	Cc	structure.	So	far	as	we	are	aware,	these	alternative	orbital	ordering	results	

have	not	been	compared	to	the	latest	experimental	refinements.35,36	

The	 experimental	 room	 temperature,	 Fd3�m	 cubic	 structure	 includes	 an	 internal	

structure	distortion	parameter	uiso	=	0.00497,153	which	displaces	the	oxygen	atoms	from	the	

high	 symmetry	32e	Wycoff	positions.	This	 results	 in	16c	octahedra	having	 larger	volume	

than	16d	octahedra	but	leaves	the	Fe-O	bond	lengths	equal	in	each	octahedron	locally.	We	

used	 this	 as	 a	 starting	 point	 for	 full	 relaxation	 without	 imposed	 symmetry.	 Upon	 full	

relaxation,	the	distribution	of	the	nominal	Fe2+	and	Fe3+	cations	on	the	16d	sites	was	found	

to	be	consistent	with	the	Verwey	charge	order,	where	planes	in	the	<100>	direction	alternate	

between	 Fe2+	 and	 Fe3+.	 For	 comparison,	we	 also	 considered	 several	 scenarios.	 	 First,	 the	

energy	gain	was	0.389	eV/f.u.	when	going	from	the	Fd3�m	cubic	(a=b=c=8.54	Å	and	𝛼 = 𝛽 =

𝛾 = 90°)	structure,	with	uiso=0.0	and	all	cations	fixed	at	their	high	symmetry	position	to	the	

same	supercell	(a=b=c=8.54	Å	and	𝛼 = 𝛽 = 𝛾 = 90°,)	but	with	internal	parameters	allowed	

to	relax.	This	scale	agrees	with	Jeng,	Guo,	and	Huang.154	Allowing	the	cell	shape	to	distort	to	

monoclinic	(Imma)	resulted	in	a	further	0.008	eV/f.u.	reduction	in	energy.	We	also	calculated	

relaxed	 structures	 starting	 from	 low	 temperature	P2/c	experimental	 structure	with	non-

Verwey	charge	order34,37	and	found	a	minimum	energy	that	was	0.002	eV/f.u.	higher	than	

our	lowest	Fd3�m-based	refinement.	Visualizations	of	the	structure,	charge	and	orbital	order	
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in	each	case	appear	in	Figure	5.3.	Overall,	our	computed	energies	for	different	charge	and	

orbital	orders	agree	with	the	tabulation	of	Zhou	and	Ceder.33	Their	results	suggest	that	the	

larger	Cc	structure	(16	fu)	based	on	experiment	could	be	0.015	eV/f.u.	lower	than	our	lowest	

Fd3�m-based	refinement.		

	

Figure	 5.3:	 Spinel	 structure	 showing	 the	 32e	 O	 atoms	 and	 the	 16d	 octahedral	 Fe	 atoms,	 but	
suppressing	the	8a	tetrahedral	Fe	atoms	for	clarity.	(a)	Fully	relaxed	lowest	energy	charge	and	orbital	
order,	 found	starting	 from	the	room	temperature,	Fd3�m	eight	 formula	unit	cell.	 (b)	Fully	relaxed,	
lowest	energy	charge	and	orbital	order	found	starting	from	a	measured,	low	temperature	P2/c	eight	
formula	 unit	 cell	 determined	 by	Wright,	 et	 al.34	 Alternative	 experimental	 charge	 order	 found	 by	
Wright	et	al.	and	fully	relaxed	herein.	(c)	P2/m	cell	with	fixed	cell	parameters	but	allowed	to	fully	
relax	internally.	
	

Our	study	of	charge	and	orbital	order	was	primarily	based	on	the	eight	formula	unit	

cell	determined	by	starting	 from	the	room	temperature,	Fd3�m	cell.	Our	relaxed	structure	

showed	the	Verwey	charge	order	for	the	eight	Fe2+	and	eight	Fe3+	formal	cations	on	the	16d	

sites,	 visualized	 in	Figure	5.3	a.	 In	a	 local	picture,	 the	extra	 electron	 for	each	Fe2+	 cation	

partially	would	occupy	a	spin	down,	three-fold-degenerate	t2g	manifold	for	full	octahedral	

symmetry.	As	discussed	 in	the	text,	 full	relaxation	 included	Jahn-Teller	driven	distortions	

locally	that	lifted	this	degeneracy.	We	examined	the	local,	projected	orbital	character	of	the	

electronic	states	on	the	Fe2+	sites	and	in	the	minority	spin	channel.	A	manifold	of	eight	states	
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in	the	local,	minority	spin	down	channel	were	the	highest	occupied	states	and	they	showed	

predominantly	equal	projections	on	dyz	and	dxz	character.	Correspondingly,	 the	unit	cell	

relaxed	to	one	with	an	elongated	c	=8.60	Å	cell	parameter	and	a=b=8.50	Å.	 	These	results	

agree	with	those	reported	by	Zhou	and	Ceder	for	this	unit	cell	with	Verwey	charge	order.33		

Another	charge	order	was	tested	by	starting	 from	the	P2/c	cell	with	eight	 formula	

units	and	atomic	positions	fitted	to	experiments	at	90	K	by	Wright,	et	al.34	The	charge	and	

orbital	 order	we	 found	 is	 illustrated	 in	 Figure	 5.3	 b	 for	 the	 final,	 fully	 relaxed	 structure	

(a=6.04	Å,	b=6.06	Å,	and	c=17.01	Å).		Here,	the	charge	order	in	the	<0,	0,	1>	direction	showed	

a	sequence	where	the	first	plane	was	Fe2+,	the	second	plane	was	comprised	of	50:50	Fe2+:	

Fe3+,	the	third	plane	was	all	Fe3+,	and	the	fourth	plane	was	50:50	Fe2+:	Fe3+.	This	charge	order	

agrees	with	that	found	by	Jeng,	Guo,	and	Huang.94	As	noted	earlier,	we	found	this	structure	

to	be	higher	in	energy	than	our	Fd3�m	derived	structure	by	0.002	eV/f.u.	For	comparison,	

Zhou	 and	Ceder33	 report	 an	 energy	 that	 is	 higher	 by	 0.007	 eV/f.u.,	 similar	 to	 our	 result.	

Examining	 the	 projected,	 occupied	 minority	 spin	 orbitals	 on	 the	 Fe2+	 sites,	 the	 layers	

comprised	of	only	Fe2+	 showed	dxz	orbital	occupation	and	 the	mixed	 layers	 showed	dxy	

orbital	occupation.	Jeng,	Guo,	and	Huang	saw	a	similar	pattern	of	alternation	of	the	orbitals	

between	the	layers,	but	within	the	Fe2+	layers,	they	found	an	additional	patter	of	alternation	

between	dxz	and	dyz.94	

Finally,	 we	 considered	 a	 P2/m	 cell	 with	 four	 formula	 units,	 it	 was	 set	 to	 the	

equilibrium	volume	determined	by	the	fully	relaxed	Fd3�m	cell,	allowed	to	relaxed	internally	

only,	fixing	cell	shape	and	size	(a=b=6.05	Å	and	c=8.50	Å).	[This	was	done	to	isolate	single	

orbital	 occupancy	 in	 this	 cell	 shape.]	 This	 case	 resulted	 in	 Verwey	 charge	 order	 and	

occupancy	of	just	the	dxz	orbital	on	the	Fe2+	sites,	Figure	5.3	c.	The	energy	was	found	to	be	
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0.011	 eV/f.u.	 higher	 than	 our	 Fd3�m	derived	 structure.	 The	 orbital	 order	 and	 the	 energy	

difference	agree	Zhou	and	Ceder	who	also	report	0.011	eV/f.u.33		

5.8 Charge	Order	in	LiFe3O4		

For	 LiFe3O4	 in	 rock-salt	 cells	 under	 consideration	 here	with	 eight	 Li	 and	 eight	 Fe	

distributed	 on	 the	 16c	 sites	 and	 16	 Fe	 on	 16d	 sites,	 there	 still	 remains	 the	 internal	

organization	of	16	Fe2+	and	eight	Fe3+	cations.	Starting	with	the	oxygen	sublattice	from	the	

room	temperature,	cubic	Fd3�m	magnetite	structure	with	the	measured	uiso,	we	again	fully	

relax	without	imposing	symmetry.	We	find	Fe2+	on	16c	sites	and	an	equal	mixture	of	Fe2+	and	

Fe3+	on	the	16d	sites	across	all	97	unique	configurations	of	considered.	This	 is	consistent	

with	the	positive	uiso	imposed,	which	leads	to	larger	octahedra	on	16c	sites.	Considering	as	

an	example	the	lowest	energy	cation	ordering	for	the	LiFe3O4	structure,	the	energy	gain	in	

going	 from	a	uiso	of	0.0	 to	 the	 lowest	energy	value	of	uiso=0.004	was	 small,	0.064	eV/f.u.	

compared	to	the	energy	gain	of	allowing	the	internal	degrees	of	freedom	to	fully	relax	at	fixed	

cell	 parameters,	 (a,b,c,𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾),	 0.316	 eV/f.u.	There	was	 an	 additional	 lowering	of	 <	0.001	

eV/f.u.	for	relaxation	of	cell	parameters,	a,b,c,𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾.	This	result	was	globally	true	for	other	

cation	orderings	in	LiFe3O4,	where	the	largest	energy	scale	was	the	relaxation	of	the	internal	

degrees	of	freedom.	

While	 the	sequence	of	 energy	scales	 for	LiFe3O4	was	similar	 to	what	we	found	for	

magnetite,	the	LiFe3O4	case	is	inherently	different	from	magnetite	in	that	the	Li	distribution	

already	 drives	 a	 non-uniform	 electrostatic	 environment	 for	 the	 16d	 sites.	 The	 results	

reported	below	will	show	a	range	of	0.2	eV/f.u.	across	the	sampling	of	Li	configurations,	an	

order	of	magnitude	 larger	than	the	charge	and	orbital	ordering	scale	 for	magnetite	noted	
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above.	Finally,	to	test	the	role	of	the	initial	choice	of	positive	uiso	and	the	robustness	of	Fe2+	

on	the	16c	sites,	we	tested	several	specific	frozen	configurations	varying	the	uiso	by	n*	uiso,exp,	

where	n	ranged	from	-2	to	+2,	stepped	by	0.5.	In	the	frozen	configurations,	the	lowest	energy	

uiso	 was	 the	 experimental	 value	 of	 0.004	 in	 all	 Li+Fe	 16c	 cation	 orders	 tested	 and	 the	 -

2*uiso,exp	 was	 always	 the	 highest	 energy.	 To	 examine	 the	 effects	 of	 ionic	 relaxations	 and	

resultant	charge	order,	the	-2*uiso,exp	was	used	as	a	starting	point	and	allowed	to	fully	relax	

for	 the	 lowest	 energy	 Li+Fe	 16c	 cation	 order.	 The	 effect	 of	 the	 negative	 uiso	 value,	 and	

resultant	decreased	octahedra	volume,	was	maintained	throughout	the	relaxation,	as	7/8	of	

the	16c	 irons	were	relaxed	to	Fe3+.	The	energy	was	0.013	eV/f.u.	lower	than	the	 inverted	

charge	order	 case	having	all	16c	 iron	Fe2+.	Taken	 together,	 these	 results	suggest	 that	 the	

charge	 order	 and	 local	 Jahn-Teller	 distortions	 that	 emerged	 self	 consistently	were	 likely	

representative	 of	 the	 lowest	 energy	 Fe	 charge	 and	 orbital	 order,	 although	 for	 each	 Li	

configuration,	there	may	well	be	several	competitive	orders	possible.			

More	broadly,	 for	 the	LixFe3O4	cases,	 in	either	spinel	or	rock-salt,	 the	same	overall	

logic	applies	and	the	internal	Fe	charge	and	orbital	order	was	not	optimized,	beyond	that	

which	was	found	self-consistently	in	fully	relaxed	calculations.		

5.9 Phase	Stability	and	Computation	of	Open	Circuit	Potential.		

The	 first	principles	calculations	have	been	used	to	predict	specific	electrochemical	

properties	of	the	materials	under	study	here	using	a	conceptual	framework	that	has	been	

well	developed	and	described	in	recent	reviews.55,134,135	More	broadly,	the	use	of	DFT-based	

computations	to	assess	material	stability	and	phase	diagrams	has	been	embedded	in	publicly	

accessible	 databases,	 the	 Materials	 Project95	 	 and	 the	 Open	 Quantum	 Materials	
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Database.155,156	The	present	study	was	restricted	to	zero	temperature	and	utilized	binary	

and	ternary	convex	hull	constructs	to	assess	stability.	Open	circuit	potential	was	estimated	

from	total	energy	differences.	Relevant	details	are	briefly	summarized	below.	Where	specific	

materials,	e.g.,	representing	a	certain	concentration	x	of	Li	in	LixFe3O4,	could	adopt	different	

arrangements,	 a	 representative	 range	of	 configurations	was	sampled,	 as	described	 in	 the	

previous	subsection.	

The	stable	phases	in	an	insertion	reaction	with	a	nominally	fixed	host	and	a	single	

degree	of	freedom	were	determined	by	the	convex	hull	of	the	lowest	formation	energies	as	

a	function	of	composition	calculated	relative	to	the	end-point	compounds,	e.g.,	

.	 	 	 	 Equation	8	

These	energies	were	reported	per	host	formula	unit.	For	a	composition	range	[x1,	x2]	

bounded	by	two	stable	phases,	open	circuit	voltage	associated	to	the	conversion	process	in	

this	range	was	determined	by	the	free	energy	difference	between	the	end	points	relative	to	

the	Li	metal	reservoir.	This	was	approximated	by	the	zero	temperature	energy	difference,	

e.g.,	

,			 	 	 	 	 Equation	9	

where	F	is	Faraday’s	constant.	Even	in	a	composition	range	where	the	open	circuit	potential	

may	vary	continuously,	in	practice,	the	composition	x	was	sampled	discretely,	based	on	the	

choice	of	supercell	size.		The	open	circuit	potential	was	approximated	by	finite	differences	of	

the	same	form	as	Equation	9.		
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For	the	full	ternary	stability	analysis,	the	formation	energies	were	computed	relative	

to	the	constituents	in	standard	states	(bcc	Fe,	bcc	Li,	and	molecular	oxygen)	and	reported	

per	atom	for	each	compound.	In	the	ternary	convex	hull,	such	as	illustrated	in	Figure	2.2,	the	

test	 for	 an	 additional	 stable	 phase	was	 that	 its	 formation	 energy	 be	 negative	 relative	 to	

decomposition	 into	 the	nearest	neighbor	 stable	phases.	 	 For	a	 continuous	 line	across	 the	

phase	 diagram,	 such	 as	 that	 illustrating	 Li	 insertion	 into	 Fe3O4	 in	 Figure	 2.2,	 the	 zero	

temperature	result	for	the	corresponding	open	circuit	voltage,	assuming	equilibrium	among	

all	possible	products	at	each	point	along	the	path,	was	a	series	of	constant	values,	one	for	

each	of	the	Gibbs	triangles	traversed.	

5.10 DFT	Corrections	for	Energy.		

Shortcomings	 in	 the	 accuracy	 of	 the	 DFT+U	 approach	 for	 formation	 energies	 of	

compounds	 have	 been	 documented	 in	 the	 literature,	 with	 different	 empirical	 remedies	

suggested.57,132,157,158	To	improve	the	predictions	based	on	the	DFT+U	approach,	two	types	

of	 empirical	 corrections	 are	 included	 in	 results	 returned	 from	 queries	 to	 the	 Materials	

Project.	First,	an	overall	offset	in	transition	metal	oxidation	energies	can	be	addressed	by	

adjusting	the	oxygen	reference	energy.57		Second,	it	has	been	argued	that	while	the	DFT+U	

approach	 is	more	accurate	 for	 transition	metal	oxides,	 the	 conventional	PBE	approach	 is	

more	 accurate	 for	 the	 metals	 themselves.132	 This	 has	 been	 addressed	 with	 a	 correction	

applied	to	each	transition	metal	for	which	a	finite	U	is	applied	in	the	oxide	and	determined	

from	experimental	formation	energies.		We	have	analyzed	these	two	corrections	using	the	

known	experimental	formation	energies	for	FeO,	Fe3O4,	 -Fe2O3,	 -LiFeO2,	LiO,	Li2O,	Li5FeO4,	

and	LiFe5O8	within	the	Li	–	Fe	–	O	ternary	phase	diagram	(Figure	2.2).124–126,155,156,159		
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Here	we	 detail	 the	 experimental	 and	 computed	 formation	 energies	 for	 structures	

used	 in	 Li-Fe-O	 ternary	 phase	 diagram	 (Figure	 2.2)	 and	 the	 methodology	 for	 empirical	

corrections	to	DFT+U	formation	energies.	The	summary	of	the	final	information	appears	in	

Table	 5.4.	 All	 experimental	 values	 are	 at	 standard	 conditions	 unless	 otherwise	 noted.	

Theoretical	formation	energies	are	from	the	Open	Quantum	Materials	Database	(OQMD)156,	

the	Materials	Project	Database95,	and	the	theoretical	formation	energies	computed	here.		

Table	5.4.	Formation	energies	for	known	compounds	in	the	Li-Fe-O	phase	diagram	from	experiment,	
Materials	Project	Database,	and	OQMD	compared	to	the	formation	energies	computed	herein	with	
DFT+U	methods	only	and	then	the	GGA/GGA+U	corrected	formation	energies	computed	herein.	

Compound	 Experimental	
Δ𝐻	(eV/atom)	

Theory	
from	

Materials	
Project	

(eV/atom)	

Theory	
from	
OQMD	
Database	
(eV/atom)	

Computed	
with	DFT	

+U	
(eV/atom)	

Computed	
with	

Corrections	
(eV/atom)	

Materials	
Project	

Material	Id	

FeO	 -1.42125	 -1.67	 -1.52	 -1.92	 -1.46	 mp-715262	

Fe3O4	 -1.67125	 -1.84	 -1.64	 -1.97	 -1.66	 mp-19306	

𝛼-Fe2O3	 -1.72125	 -1.89	 -1.65	 -1.97	 -1.71	 mp-715572	

𝛾-Fe2O3*	 -1.68124	 -	 -	 -1.94	 -1.68	 -	
LiFeO2	 -1.94126	 -2.08	 -1.93	 -2.03	 -1.93	 mp-851027	

LiO	 -1.65125	 -1.65	 -1.62	 -1.45	 -1.71	 mp-841	

Li2O	 -2.08125	 -2.07	 -1.98	 -1.88	 -2.05	 mp-1960	
Li5FeO4	 -2.04126	 -2.10	 -2.00	 -1.97	 -2.04	 mp-19511	
LiFe5O8	 -1.80126	 -1.90	 -1.73	 -2.00	 -1.79	 mp-31768	

	

All	structures	in	Table	5.4,	except	those	for	FeO,	LiFeO2,	and	𝛾-Fe2O3,	were	obtained	

from	the	Materials	Project	Database	and	fully	relaxed	with	methods	described	in	Chapter	5.3.	

The	two	corrections	applied	to	the	DFT+U	results	are	related	to	the	formation	energy	of	O2	

and	 mixing	 of	 GGA	 with	 GGA+U	 calculations	 for	 calculation	 of	 reaction	 energies	 where	

appropriate.	Previously,	the	correction	for	O2	has	been	found	to	be	a	constant	shift	in	the	O2	
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formation	energy	by	Wang,	et	al.	57	The	second	correction	traces	to	the	basic	idea	that	GGA	

gives	better	overall	reaction	energies	or	predictions	of	stability	for	metals	while	GGA+U	gives	

better	results	for	transition	metal	oxides.		When	both	cases	are	involved	in	a	reaction	energy,	

e.g.,	BCC-Fe	and	iron	oxides,	a	scheme	has	been	developed	using	appropriate	thermodynamic	

cycles	to	correct	the	reaction	energies	that	scales	with	the	amount	of	metal	reduction.132	To	

capture	both	of	these	corrections	for	the	dataset	encapsulated	by	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	phase	

diagram,	we	have	used	a	two-parameter	least-squares	regression	to	all	the	data	in	Table	5.4,	

unless	denoted	with	an	asterisk.	With	this	regression,	we	have	fit	1.06	eV/O2	and	2.47	eV/Fe.	

For	comparison,	the	previously	published	corrections,	determined	by	fitting	to	a	broader	set	

of	data	at	a	different	Ueff	(4.0	eV	for	Fe)	were	1.36	eV/O257	and	1.723	eV/Fe.132	Our	formation	

energies	without	and	with	corrections	are	shown	in	the	5th	and	6th	columns	of	Table	5.4,	

respectively.	Figure	5.4	illustrates	the	impact	of	the	corrections	on	the	formation	energies	

following	a	path	through	part	of	the	phase	diagram.	Generally,	the	stability	criterion	itself	is	

not	affected,	but	the	open	circuit	voltage	is	changed	for	processes	in	which	Fe0	is	a	reaction	

product.			
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Figure	5.4.	A	2D	line	plot	through	the	ternary	phase	diagram	traversing	LiO	à	FeO	à	α-Fe2O3à	Li2O,	
distance	on	 the	 x-axis	 is	 proportional	 to	distance	on	 the	 ternary	phase	diagram.	Li2FeO3	was	not	
calculated	and	is	not	included	in	the	2D	line	plot.	Illustration	of	the	accuracy	of	Formation	energies	
as	calculated	by	GGA+U	alone,	or	calculated	with	the	O2	and	GGA/GGA+U	corrections	adapted	from	
Jain	et	al.	and	Wang	et	al.	The	corrections	were	determined	by	a	least	squares	fitting	regression	to	
experimental	data	shown	in	Table	5.4.	

5.11 DFT	Corrections	for	Volume.		

Corrections	to	the	DFT	volume	were	applied	in	a	similar	method	as	the	corrections	to	

the	 formation	 energies	 described	 in	 the	 previous	 section,	 Chapter	 5.10.	 The	 generalized	

gradient	approximation	used	in	the	DFT	calculations	herein	is	known	to	overestimate	the	

volume	and	therefore	the	lattice	constant	of	the	calculated	phases.	In	order	to	compare	to	

experimentally	measured	lattice	constants,	a	correction	was	applied	to	the	DFT-predicted	

structure	volume.	For	phases	in	the	Li-Fe-O	ternary	space	studied	in	Chapter	5.10,	where	

room	temperature	lattice	constants	were	available,	a	correction	in	the	lattice	constant	was	

determined,	 and	 then	applied	 to	 the	DFT	structures	 for	which	 there	are	no	experimental	

data.	For	each	compound,	the	lattice	constant	in	a	nominally	cubic	cell	was	determined	from	

the	volume	of	the	calculated	cell.	Similarly,	a	cubic	lattice	constant	was	determined	for	all	
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experimental	 cells	 and	 the	 two	 values	 were	 compared.	 On	 average,	 DFT	 was	 found	 to	

overestimate	the	cubic	lattice	constant	by	+1.3%	amounting	to	an	average	lattice	constant	

increase	of	+0.11	Å	for	the	cubic	cell	parameter	a.	The	average	expansion	per	Fe	in	the	cubic	

cell	 was	 then	 used	 to	 correct	 the	 DFT	 predicted	 lattice	 constants,	 bringing	 the	 average	

predicted	 increase	 in	expansion	of	 lattice	constant	down	to	0.03%	for	 the	corrected	data.	

Details	of	the	compounds	and	lattice	constants	used	for	this	correction	can	be	found	in	Table	

5.5.	

Table	5.5.	Corrections	to	DFT	calculated	lattice	constants.	The	experimental	lattice	constants	were	
taken	from	entries	in	the	Karlsruhe	Crystallographic	database	as	indicated	by	the	ICSD	number	in	the	
last	 column,	 or	 from	 the	 reference	 indicated	 in	 the	 last	 column.	 The	 DFT+U	 calculated	 lattice	
constants	are	in	the	second	column,	where	the	lattice	constant	was	calculated	as	the	cube	root	of	the	
DFT	determined	volume	calculated	in	a	cubic	cell.	

	
	

Compound	

Experimental	
Room	Temp.	
Lattice	

Constant	(Å)	

DFT+U	
Calculated	
Lattice	
Constant	
(Å)	

	
Percent	
Error	as	
Calculated	

Corrected	
Lattice	
Constant	
(Å)	

Percent	
Error	
after	

Correction	

ICSD	or	
Citation	for	
Exp.	Lattice	
Constant	

LiFe5O8	 8.3172	 8.4429	 1.33%	 8.3171	 -0.017%	 75525	
LiFeO2	 8.3136	 8.4321	 1.42%	 8.3422	 0.344%	 Abdel-Dheny	

2012	
Fe3O4	 8.3958	 8.5381	 1.69%	 8.4032	 0.086%	 633041,	

82237,	
633018,	
82234	

FeO	 8.6515	 8.7727	 1.39%	 8.5930	 -0.682%	 82233	
Fe2.67O4	 8.3419	 8.4622	 1.44%	 8.3423	 -0.005%	 Goss	1988	
Li5FeO4	 9.1966	 9.24	 0.472%	 9.1951	 -0.017%	 30718	
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:	CONCLUDING	REMARKS	

6.1 The	Use	of	DFT	in	Elucidating	Complex	Electrochemical	Processes	

Density	functional	theory	has	shown	to	be	an	invaluable	tool	for	theorists	to	probe	

questions	 that	 we	 may	 not	 otherwise	 be	 able	 to	 fully	 understand	 with	 experimental	

techniques	alone.	In	the	case	of	electrochemistry,	one	of	the	most	natural	applications	of	DFT	

to	 lithium-ion	batteries	 is	 the	computation	of	 the	equilibrium	voltages	and	the	reversible	

potential,	as	DFT	is	a	ground-state	theory.	When	trying	to	understand	a	battery,	the	most	

relevant	 regime	 is	 the	 behavior	 occurring	 during	 operation,	 which	 takes	 place	 far	 from	

equilibrium.	 In	 this	 way,	 the	 use	 of	 DFT	 to	 map	 out	 the	 ground	 state	 structures	 and	

corresponding	reversible	potential	creates	a	definition	for	‘ideal’	for	a	given	battery	system,	

from	which	we	can	measure	and	track	deviations	from	during	battery	operation.		

6.2 The	Value	of	DFT	in	Understanding	of	Entire	Device	Operation	

Density	functional	theory	is	not	equipped	to	model	an	entire	battery	due	to	size	and	

complexity	 of	 the	 problem,	 and	 instead,	 coarse	 grained	 continuum	 methods	 are	 more	

appropriate	 for	 capturing	 the	 behavior	 of	 the	 whole	 device.	 When	 modeling	 the	 whole	

battery,	 the	 deviation	 from	 ideality	 and	 equilibrium	 is	 the	 property	 that	 must	 be	 most	

accurately	 described.	 The	 most	 important	 deviations	 from	 ideality	 are	 the	 performance	

limiting	ones,	and	often	the	limitations	do	not	occur	in	the	bulk	of	the	material,	but	rather	at	

the	junctions	and	interfaces	where	nonideality	dictates.	The	strengths	of	DFT	when	relating	

to	understanding	of	an	operational	battery	is	the	insight	into	the	physics	occurring	at	the	

atomic	scale,	including	the	interfaces	and	junctions	within	the	system.	Determination	of	the	
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performance	relevant	atomic	scale	processes	creates	an	opportunity	to	make	connections	

between	the	atomic	scale	and	the	macroscopic	scale.		

6.3 The	Insights	DFT	has	Afforded	for	Nanostructured	Magnetite	

One	of	the	allures	of	nanostructuring	a	material	is	the	inherent	deviation	from	ideality	

that	occurs	as	a	function	of	the	nanostructure.	Surface	area	to	volume	ratios,	unimportant	in	

bulk	materials,	become	the	modulator	for	the	performance	of	the	nanostructured	material,	

and	 processes	 that	 plague	 the	 bulk	 material	 can	 disappear	 entirely.	 In	 Chapter	 2,	 the	

energetics	 of	 lithium	 insertion	 into	 magnetite	 was	 explored.	 However,	 treatment	 of	

magnetite	alone	fails	to	capture	the	experimentally	observed	electrochemical	performance	

of	the	system	and	the	energetics	of	defective	magnetite	and	maghemite	were	also	examined.	

Atomic	 lattice	 defects	 are	 prevalent	 in	 magnetite,	 especially	 as	 the	 material	 is	

nanostructured,	and	through	theoretical	 inquiry,	 it	became	evident	 that	 these	defects	are	

relevant	to	the	electrochemistry	of	the	material.		

In	 Chapter	 3,	 it	 becomes	 evident	 that	 the	 implications	 of	 the	 defects	 on	 the	

electrochemical	behavior	of	the	material	are	exaggerated	as	the	magnetite	nanoparticle	size	

is	decreased.	In	both	Chapter	2	and	Chapter	3,	identifying	and	quantifying	the	defects	has	

elucidated	the	mechanism	for	lithiation	in	the	intercalation	regime	in	the	reversible	potential	

and	enabled	a	deeper	understanding	of	how	 the	nanostructured	material	 accepts	 lithium	

while	operating	in	a	lithium-ion	battery.	In	Chapter	4,	DFT	was	utilized	to	probe	not	only	the	

ground	state	structures	for	LixFe3O4,	but	also	to	explore	pathways	that	are	metastable.	This	

chapter	 illustrates	 further	 deviation	 from	 ideality	 in	 Fe3O4	 nanoparticles,	 as	 the	 phase	

changes	 that	 occur	 on	 the	 first	 voltage	 plateau	 are	 not	 the	 ones	 predicted	 for	 the	 bulk	

material.	
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The	aim	of	this	thesis	was	to	put	forth	a	comprehensive	theoretical	examination	for	

the	 lithiation	 of	 magnetite,	 magnetite	 nanoparticles,	 and	 the	 structural	 derivatives	 of	

magnetite	that	co-exist	with	the	material	under	physically	realistic	conditions.	This	thesis	

also	 aims	 to	 make	 ties	 between	 phenomena	 occurring	 on	 the	 atomic	 scale	 and	 the	

measurable	properties	of	the	macroscopic	system,	such	as	voltage.	It	was	illustrated	that	as	

a	 function	of	particle	 size,	 the	magnetite	 system	can	vary	 in	 its	 atomic	 structure	and	 the	

resultant	electrochemistry	and	phase	change	characteristics	are	both	affected.	The	findings	

indicate	the	importance	of	the	details	of	the	nanostructure	in	magnetite	to	the	observed	and	

measured	electrochemical	properties	of	the	material	and	the	findings	act	as	a	case	study	for	

a	system	in	which	inquiry	into	the	atomic	scale	shed	insight	into	macroscopically	observed	

electrochemical	behavior.		
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APPENDIX		

Appendix	1:	Typical	VASP	INCAR	File	

SYSTEM	=	Structure	Name	
	
NPAR	=	8;	#	Varies	per	cluster	and	cluster	hardware	
ISTART=0;	#	New	or	CHGCAR	=0	&	RESTART	From	WAVECAR=1,	
ICHARG=2;	#	Make	rho	from	superposition	atoms=2;	Read	from	CHGCAR	=	1,	band	structure	=	11	
PREC=HIGH;	
LREAL	=	FALSE	;	#	For	large	supercell	
LWAVE=FALSE;	#	Don't	write	WAVECAR	
	
#	Auto	Relax	Parameters	
IBRION	=	2	
ISIF	=	3	#Change	all	degrees	of	freedom	
NSW	=	500	#	15	steps	of	ionic	relaxation	
	
ISPIN	=	2	#	Spin	Polarized	Calculation	(=1	is	non	spin	polarized)	
MAGMOM	=	Specified	as	+	and	–	for	spin	up	and	spin	down	Fe,	iron	magnitude	always	inflated	by	1.3x,	oxygen	and	lithium	
initialized	at	0.0	
	
ENMAX	=	600	#	1.3*Cutoff	energy	for	plane-wave	basis		
EDIFF	=	1E-4	#	Allowed	error	in	total	energy	
EDIFFG	=	-0.05	#	Force	cutoff	criterion	
	
ISMEAR	=	1	#	KPoints	Broadening	Method	(TET=-5;	GAUSS=0;	MP=1)	
LORBIT	=	11	#	Write	DOSCAR	and	lm	decomposed	PROCAR	for	outputs	
	
#Hubbard	U	
LDAU	=	.TRUE.	#	FeO	is	a	strongly	correlated	material	
LDAUTYPE	=	1	#	(2)	Simple	Rotationally	invariant	LSDA+U	(1)	Rotationally	invariant	
LDAUL	=	2	-1	-1	#	Need	to	specify	l-quantum	number	for	each	species	which	on-site	interaction	is	added,	2	means	d-
orbital,	-1	means	no	on-site	interaction	added	
LDAUU	=	5.3	0.0	0.0	#	U	Value	is	5.3	for	Fe	and	0	for	Oxygen	
LDAUJJ	=	0.0	0.0	0.0	#	J	value	for	each	species	
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Appendix	2:	Atomic	Coordinates	(VASP)	for	Lowest	Energy	Fe3O4	
Fe3O4	Lowest	Energy	Fd3m																														
			1.00000000000000						
					8.5047847207930687				0.0073953292784249				0.0000000000000000	
				-0.1097001646308138				8.5040804153758902				0.0000000000000000	
					0.0000000000000000				0.0000000000000000				8.6015566877000307	
			Fe			O		
				24				32	
Direct	
		0.5000000000000000		0.5000000000000000		0.9933578925468129	
	-0.0000000000000000	-0.0000000000000000		0.9933578925468129	
		0.5000000000000000	-0.0000000000000000		0.4933578925468131	
	-0.0000000000000000		0.5000000000000000		0.4933578925468131	
		0.2500000000000000		0.7500000000000000		0.2566420774531844	
		0.7500000000000000		0.2500000000000000		0.2566420774531844	
		0.2500000000000000		0.2500000000000000		0.7566421074531871	
		0.7500000000000000		0.7500000000000000		0.7566421074531871	
		0.6250000000000000		0.3750000000000000		0.6250000000000000	
		0.1250000000000000		0.8750000000000000		0.6250000000000000	
		0.6250000000000000		0.8750000000000000		0.1250000000000000	
		0.1250000000000000		0.3750000000000000		0.1250000000000000	
		0.6250000000000000		0.6250000000000000		0.3750000000000000	
		0.1250000000000000		0.1250000000000000		0.3750000000000000	
		0.6250000000000000		0.1250000000000000		0.8750000000000000	
		0.1250000000000000		0.6250000000000000		0.8750000000000000	
		0.3750000000000000		0.6250000000000000		0.6250000000000000	
		0.8750000000000000		0.1250000000000000		0.6250000000000000	
		0.3750000000000000		0.1250000000000000		0.1250000000000000	
		0.8750000000000000		0.6250000000000000		0.1250000000000000	
		0.3750000000000000		0.3750000000000000		0.3750000000000000	
		0.8750000000000000		0.8750000000000000		0.3750000000000000	
		0.3750000000000000		0.8750000000000000		0.8750000000000000	
		0.8750000000000000		0.3750000000000000		0.8750000000000000	
		0.3768005128823479		0.6231994871176525		0.3878594485802104	
		0.8768005128823475		0.1231994871176523		0.3878594485802104	
		0.3768005128823479		0.1231994871176523		0.8878594775802096	
		0.8768005128823475		0.6231994871176525		0.8878594775802096	
		0.3824608804281517		0.3824609104281471		0.6269189712001370	
		0.8824608504281491		0.8824609104281471		0.6269189712001370	
		0.3824608804281517		0.8824609104281471		0.1269189712001370	
		0.8824608504281491		0.3824609104281471		0.1269189712001370	
		0.6231994871176525		0.3768005128823479		0.3878594485802104	
		0.1231994871176522		0.8768005128823475		0.3878594485802104	
		0.6231994871176525		0.8768005128823475		0.8878594775802096	
		0.1231994871176522		0.3768005128823479		0.8878594775802096	
		0.6175390895718530		0.6175391495718507		0.6269189712001370	
		0.1175390895718531		0.1175391495718508		0.6269189712001370	
		0.6175390895718530		0.1175391495718508		0.1269189712001370	
		0.1175390895718531		0.6175391495718507		0.1269189712001370	
		0.8731994871176525		0.1268005128823477		0.8621405224197904	
		0.3731994871176521		0.6268005128823475		0.8621405224197904	
		0.8731994871176525		0.6268005128823475		0.3621405224197908	
		0.3731994871176521		0.1268005128823477		0.3621405224197908	
		0.6324608504281491		0.1324609104281470		0.6230809687998652	
		0.1324608504281491		0.6324609104281471		0.6230809687998652	
		0.6324608504281491		0.6324609104281471		0.1230809687998651	
		0.1324608504281491		0.1324609104281470		0.1230809687998651	
		0.6268005128823475		0.3731994871176521		0.8621405224197904	
		0.1268005128823478		0.8731994871176525		0.8621405224197904	
		0.6268005128823475		0.8731994871176525		0.3621405224197908	
		0.1268005128823478		0.3731994871176521		0.3621405224197908	
		0.8675390895718530		0.3675391495718507		0.6230809687998652	
		0.3675390895718529		0.8675391495718507		0.6230809687998652	
		0.8675390895718530		0.8675391495718507		0.1230809687998651	
		0.3675390895718529		0.3675391495718507		0.1230809687998651	
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Appendix	3:	Atomic	Coordinates	(VASP)	for	Lowest	Energy	LiFe3O4	
LiFe3O4	Lowest	Energy	SOD	Structure																																		
			1.00000000000000						
					8.6139182656488202				0.0175742177150267			-0.0031276966106799	
					0.0174792936170002				8.6518746458560862				0.0127048142644401	
				-0.0031497983664371				0.0128874044638733				8.5538169811733482	
			Fe			O				Li	
				24				32					8	
Direct	
		0.5007770544363331		0.5026244003733796		0.4987257390188755	
		0.2506705047008336		0.7518041978467868		0.0028790917567265	
		0.7463813368424443		0.0019833232498331		0.2526080363562075	
		0.0038184824285477		0.2493952571870694		0.7527552660699514	
		0.7532455164032805		0.2503428741897567		0.0018262072730924	
		0.2506186067993423		0.0001920954346210		0.7446240184786364	
		0.9996753478993916		0.7520483150500100		0.2502128603279298	
		0.4969810200725307		0.0012777565279966		0.0030564326746898	
		0.2526770050804218		0.2503394743975853		0.5021073873666835	
		0.7488628367221908		0.4954740481712616		0.7482013623328448	
		0.7423395407100357		0.7487386541717121		0.4925715318680896	
		0.2523501755595382		0.5026716415237686		0.2514534205717321	
		0.0039180086196137		0.4975391106105477		0.0000195978622439	
		0.5027878159074409		0.2494966002216747		0.2544206695729378	
		0.4940668014814530		0.7507857072749713		0.7459225028396346	
		0.9991473898529170		0.9991523337984696		0.5005925382085785	
		0.4986385779038850		0.2494780518495795		0.7490624278098125	
		0.0001364960150731		0.5007307083590774		0.5020617349022863	
		0.7495980101681855		0.7490414575170623		0.0047084305635395	
		0.2516830123311343		0.9991780349302566		0.2551446865551625	
		0.7486433713341524		0.0034962627926593		0.7470964617510084	
		0.0016193574863702		0.7478419724266028		0.7491338669078016	
		0.9997232049270317		0.2480559344195811		0.2479082169504262	
		0.5006389175780726		0.4987602687496214		0.9986784993246819	
		0.2610185727129728		0.2578335657598754		0.2441807537582473	
		0.4887755440331502		0.0088289855736911		0.7466807577801937	
		0.9847443544218986		0.7543080769811892		0.4933642747583951	
		0.7425642210921224		0.5113664557398978		0.0022828648770064	
		0.0143203398124622		0.4900185712052458		0.2579181747608705	
		0.7574493843572995		0.7465700686612682		0.7409688886113456	
		0.5087600159299008		0.2459562933528636		0.0103753941939784	
		0.2500858589353899		0.9959137722391236		0.5023129916430770	
		0.5065028659443216		0.0144435731030571		0.2559175061188023	
		0.0069897216832948		0.2437035682154652		0.5094416329170719	
		0.2601503666826133		0.5142097548423880		0.0097797162926131	
		0.0071225519694805		0.4872949409110646		0.7424229818658482	
		0.4903664153951510		0.7563378968274629		0.9899969057410671	
		0.7454615964610088		0.9865909671084491		0.4993813534297652	
		0.2402419512283783		0.7637132459131829		0.7608030994327794	
		0.4935634447183089		0.4890765260456740		0.2570024656084958	
		0.9950028619920526		0.2578758807624537		0.9908387973056938	
		0.0073600963325328		0.0097076955657737		0.7538053608339396	
		0.7415160800056750		0.2379260383214645		0.2554744738880160	
		0.5070544088221044		0.7383393586002405		0.5049276167022297	
		0.4942458850477438		0.4899436731089958		0.7387607735409822	
		0.0092328718880953		0.7394540796016523		0.0070068125315042	
		0.9877550927571678		0.0088458281109551		0.2476883402677855	
		0.4976712701066379		0.2647356950157103		0.4923726745614253	
		0.7617108371994592		0.2517170209386724		0.7446455458917322	
		0.2613176810290297		0.5055998912242663		0.4888026919535027	
		0.2534110245697168		0.7423588562954709		0.2420165772192972	
		0.7507334435376956		0.9903189426287363		0.0013027845845986	
		0.7413678699578581		0.5132092371728738		0.4923091481542842	
		0.2468835141702448		0.9867905908202274		0.0038523331472632	
		0.7438103671688611		0.7667457570704577		0.2571969289256215	
		0.2409061300301069		0.2347273965218227		0.7573706248090860	
		0.0038971586275909		0.0034389236023903		0.0003004103229656	
		0.7481499726228551		0.2524583005546678		0.4973387675855525	
		0.2513611870870905		0.4985644610739078		0.7475674456980838	
		0.4978950178835785		0.7525682442697865		0.2560630161270600	
		0.2611402875712199		0.7497302067119166		0.4947098917981088	
		0.7461825058695919		0.4971931923123248		0.2499232876432061	
		0.2468021126469720		0.2463366136022291		0.9992315239574141	
		0.4974767264381668		0.9947993725592197		0.4978934234175029	
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Appendix	4:	Lowest	energy	structures	for	lithium	insertion	into	Fe2.875O4	with	the	iron	

defect	on	a	16d	site.	Lithium	insertion	onto	the	16d	defect	a)	x=0.125	and	split	interstitial	

of	the	16d	defect	b)	x=0.25.	All	calculations	were	performed	in	eight	formula	unit	cell.	

Brown	atoms	are	Fe16d,	red	atoms	are	oxygen	at	32e,	dark	blue	atoms	are	Fe8a,	green	atoms	

are	lithium	inserted	at	16d	site.	

	
Appendix	5:	Core-Shell	Particle	Formulation	

The	nanoparticle	size	is	determined	by	applying	the	Scherrer	equation	to	the	FWHM	

of	the	(311)	peak	of	the	pristine	XPD	pattern	of	the	pristine	unlithiated	materials,	from	which	

the	radius	of	the	particle	is	determined	as	r�.	In	the	model	formulation	of	the	nanoparticles,	

every	particle,	independent	of	diameter,	was	assumed	to	have	a	1.2	nm	penetration	depth	of	
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cationic	 defects	 at	 the	 16d	 site.	 The	 defect	 region	 was	 treated	 as	 	 γ-Fe2.67O4	 bulk	 DFT	

calculation	and	the	rest	of	the	nanoparticle	was	treated	as	Fe3O4	bulk	DFT	calculation.	The	

average	lithium	concentration	in	a	single	particle,	x,	was	calculated	as	the	volumetric	fraction	

(v�)	of	lithium	in	the	defective	γ-Fe2.67O4	surface,	x�v� ,	plus	the	volumetric	fraction	of	lithium	

in	the	Fe3O4	core,	x�(1 − v�).	

Appendix	 6:	 EELS	 in	 Random	 Scan	 Direction.	 (a)	 Radom	 scan	 direction	 in	 60	 nm	 Fe3O4	

nanoparticle.	(b)	plasmon	peak,	(c)	low-loss,	and	(d)	core	loss	regions	for	3	nm	depth	(red)	

and	45	nm	depth	(blue)	into	60	nm	particle.	
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Appendix	7:	Open	circuit	potential	measurements	for	samples	used	for	XRD	and	Neutron	

Diffraction	characterization	compared	to	the	reversible	potential	of	coin	cell	samples.	

	
	
Appendix	8:	Investigation	of	LiFe3O4	XRD	Patterns	in	Different	Supercell	Sizes	

The	 LiFe3O4	 phase	 in	 an	 eight	 formula	 unit	 cell	 produces	 low	 angle	 peaks	 not	

observed	experimentally	at	x=2.0.	The	same	LiFe3O4	structure	was	tested	in	a	smaller	two	

formula	unit	cell,	allowing	for	lithium	and	iron	to	relax	freely	over	both	16c	and	16d	sites.	

The	result	was	that	there	were	less	low	angle	peaks	than	in	the	eight	formula	unit	cell,	but	

still	peaks	inconsistent	with	experiment,	as	can	be	seen	in	the	accompanying	figure	below.	

	


